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KEEPING FRANKLIN’S PROMISE

In the words of one elegiac tribute, “Great men have two lives: one which occurs while they work on this earth; a second which begins at the day of their death and continues as long as their ideas and conceptions remain powerful.”

These words befit the great Benjamin Franklin, whose inventions, innovations, ideas, writings, and public works continue to shape our thinking and renew the Republic he helped to create and the institutions he founded, including the University of Pennsylvania.

Nowhere does Franklin feel more contemporary, more revolutionary, and more alive than at the University of Pennsylvania. His startling vision of a secular, nonsectarian Academy that would foster an “Inclination join’d with an Ability to serve Mankind, one’s Country, Friends and Family” has never ceased to challenge Penn to redefine the scope and mission of the modern American university.

When pursued vigorously and simultaneously, the two missions—developing the inclination to do good and the ability to do well—merge to help form a more perfect university that educates more capable citizens for our democracy.

Penn has embodied and advanced Franklin’s revolutionary vision for 274 years. Throughout its history, Penn has extended the frontiers of higher learning and research to produce graduates and scholars whose work has enriched the nation and all of humanity.

The modern liberal arts curriculum as we know it can trace its roots to Franklin’s innovation to have Penn students study international commerce and foreign languages.

The first medical and business schools in the United States were launched here.

And the first general-purpose electronic, digital computer—ENIAC—was invented right here at the University of Pennsylvania.

Impelled by our pioneering legacy, President Amy Gutmann’s Penn Compact 2020 advances the University’s quest to become continually more inclusive, innovative, and impactful. Its bold strategy reinvigorates Franklin’s founding mission at a time of increased global connectedness and rapid technological advancement. The Penn community’s extraordinary support of the University’s strategic priorities, as expressed in our record-setting Making History campaign, enables Penn to work toward the Penn Compact 2020 goals of expanding access for bright students from all backgrounds, integrating cutting-edge research and teaching across the disciplines to promote revolutionary new discoveries, and sharing the benefits of these discoveries through ongoing engagement with our local and global communities.

Today, Penn proudly graduates a class of men and women who have shown the intelligence, drive, integrity, and character to become engaged citizens who will serve humanity with distinction. Our Penn graduates are poised to take their place as productive democratic citizens and as just and humane stewards of our world.

In these challenging and perilous times, a world in need of young men and women who are willing to shoulder the moral responsibilities of leadership can look to Penn.

Franklin wrote: “We may make these times better if we bestir ourselves. The noblest question in the world is ‘What good may I do in it?’”

The answer to this question will be furnished by Franklin’s newest heirs, the graduates of 2014.
COMMENCEMENT SEATING

Guests will find this diagram helpful in locating the approximate seating of the degree candidates. The sequence in which the candidates are presented for degrees is shown on the next page. The list on page 7, detailing the colors of the candidates’ hoods according to their fields of study, may further assist guests in identifying the locations of the various schools.

In case of emergency, evacuation procedures will be announced.
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MUSIC
Westminster Brass
James W. Hala, Director

STUDENT PROCESSION

ALUMNI PROCESSION
   Procession of the Alumni Class Representatives
   Procession of the Class of 1989
   Procession of the Class of 1964

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

OPENING PROCLAMATION
David L. Cohen, Chair of the Board of Trustees

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
The Counterparts
Oh, say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

INVOCATION
Charles L. Howard, Chaplain

GREETINGS
Amy Gutmann, President
   Presentation of the 25th and 50th Reunion Classes
   Remarks

GREETINGS
Claire Finkelstein, Chair, Faculty Senate

ACADEMIC HONORS

The President

Eugenio Calabi ........................................................................................................... Doctor of Sciences
Thomas A. Scott Professor of Mathematics Emeritus,
University of Pennsylvania

Johnnetta Betsch Cole .......................................................................................................................... Doctor of Humane Letters
Director, Smithsonian National Museum of African Art;
Former President, Spelman College

Edna Adan Ismail ............................................................................................................................ Doctor of Sciences
Director and Founder, Edna Adan Maternity Hospital;
Founder, Edna Adan University, Hargeisa, Republic of Somaliland
INTRODUCTION OF THE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
The Provost

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
John Legend, C’99
Grammy-award winning songwriter and musician; Founder, Show Me Campaign

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES IN COURSE
The President
Candidates are presented by the Deans and the Vice Provost for Education

CLOSING REMARKS
The President

DISMISSAL
The Chaplain

THE RED AND BLUE
By William J. Goeckel, Class of 1896, and Harry E. Westervelt, Class of 1898
Come all ye loyal classmates now, in hall and campus through,
Lift up your hearts and voices for the royal Red and Blue.
Fair Harvard has her crimson, old Yale her colors too,
But for dear Pennsylvania, we wear the Red and Blue.
(Chorus)
Hurrah! Hurrah! Pennsylvania!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue;
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue.

RECESSIONAL
Today – May 19, 2014 – is the University of Pennsylvania’s 258th Commencement. Penn traces its origins to a deed of trust executed in 1740 and is celebrating its 274th birthday this year. President Amy Gutmann will confer bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees upon some 6,000 graduates of the University’s 12 schools. Honorary degrees will be awarded to seven individuals of distinction in varied fields, as you will note on pages 11, 12 and 13 in this program.

The practice of sporting signs on caps and gowns as a form of public proclamation at Commencement dates to the early 1760s and recalls an even more ancient tradition, originating in the practice of medieval universities. Penn’s archives contain several 18th century broadsides, printed in Latin, which were distributed to Commencement guests along with the regular programs. The broadsides contain a series of propositions classified under various academic headings. Presumably, the graduating students were willing to defend these theses against any assertions to the contrary. On the eve of the Revolution, however, statements such as “the rights of the people are as divine as the rights of their rulers” must have met with widespread sympathy.

ACADEMIC CEREMONY AND REGALIA

Commencement exercises at American universities and colleges traditionally are composed of three essential elements: the Academic Procession, the conferring of degrees, and the Commencement address. This practice has been codified since 1895, when a national conference on academic costume and ceremony was proposed and a plan known initially as the “Intercollegiate System” was formally adopted. The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania incorporated this code in the Statutes of the University in November 1896. Now under the aegis of the American Council on Education, the “Academic Costume Code and Academic Ceremony Guide” was revised in 1932 and 1960.* Throughout the 20th century, Commencement at Penn has, with minor modifications, followed the dictates of the code and its revisions.

By 1896, however, Penn had been granting degrees for nearly 140 years. Like other American colonial colleges, Penn borrowed its 18th century Commencement rituals directly from the English universities. In England the history of academic dress reaches back to the early days of the oldest schools. As early as the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain colleges prohibited “excess in apparel” and required the wearing of a long gown. It is still an open question as to whether academic dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress.

It is often suggested that gowns and hoods were the simplest, most effective method of staying warm in the unheated, stone buildings which housed medieval scholars. In any case, academic regalia had evolved to contemporary familiarity by the time Benjamin Franklin was awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws by the University of St. Andrews in 1759.

TRADITIONS AND CURRENT PRACTICE AT PENN

In April 1887, on the recommendation of a committee of the faculty, the Trustees adopted the “Pennsylvania” System of Academic Costume. The colors and trimmings of hoods and caps were regularized according to faculty and degree. Beginning with the Commencement of 1887, the “Pennsylvania System” was published in each year’s program and adherence to its rules was expected of trustees, faculty, and students alike. Beginning in 1896, the “Pennsylvania System” was superseded by the “Intercollegiate System,” which has continued in effect to the present time.

The gowns used in American academic ceremonies vary according to the highest degree awarded to the wearer. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves; it is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the masters degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front has an arc cut away. The masters gown may be worn open or closed. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate costume faced down the front with black velvet and across the sleeves with three bars of the same; these facings and crossbars may be of velvet of the color distinctive to the field of study to which the degree pertains. The doctoral gown has bell-shaped sleeves and may be worn open or closed. Some institutions have authorized doctoral gowns in colors other than the customary black; holders of the University of Pennsylvania doctorate may wear red and blue gowns.

The hoods are lined in silk with the official color or colors of the college or university which granted the highest degree held by the wearer; more than one color is shown by division of the field color in a variety of ways, such as by chevron or chevrons. The binding or edging of the hood is in velvet, with widths of two inches, three inches, and five inches for the bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees, respectively. The color of the border indicates the field of study to which the degree pertains. University of Pennsylvania graduates wear a hood lined in red with a blue chevron. The mortarboard cap is standard, though soft square-topped caps are permissible. Recipients of doctorates may wear a gold tassel fastened to the middle point of the top of the cap; all others wear black.

Degrees shall be conferred today according to the following order:

- Arts & Letters, white
- Science, golden yellow
- Business Administration, mustard
- Nursing, apricot
- Medicine, green
- Law, purple
- Fine Arts (including Design), brown
- Dental Medicine, lilac
- Veterinary Medicine, gray
- Education, light blue
- Social Work, citron
- Philosophy, dark blue

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The order for today’s Academic Procession is as follows:

- Mace Bearer
- President and Provost
- Chairman of the Board of Trustees
- Commencement Speaker
- Candidates for Honorary Degrees
- Deans
- Trustees
- Officers of the University
- Faculty
- Overseers
- Visiting Dignitaries

UNIVERSITY MACE
The Secretary of the University carries the University mace, the symbol of authority of the University, at the head of the Academic Procession. It was a gift of the family of William Murray Gordon, M.D. 1910. It is adorned with the seal and arms of the University, the Penn and Franklin coats-of-arms, a depiction of the Rittenhouse orrery, and a thistle symbolizing the early ties of the University with Scotland.

PRESIDENT’S BADGE OF OFFICE
The President wears as a badge of office a silver medallion of which one face is engraved, like the mace, with the University seal. The obverse of the President’s medal bears the “orrery seal,” designed in 1782 by Francis Hopkinson, A.B. 1757, a Signer of the Declaration of Independence. The medal, suspended on a chain composed of silver links, was given by the late Trustee Thomas Sovereign Gates, Jr., A.B. 1928, LL.D. 1956, on the occasion of Sheldon Hackney’s inauguration as President in October 1981.

UNIVERSITY SEAL AND SYMBOLS

SEAL OF THE CORPORATION
The Trustees of the University have an official seal that is, in effect, the signature of the corporation. It had its origin at a meeting of the Board of Trustees in 1755 with Benjamin Franklin as Chairman. Though the seal underwent changes over the years, the most recent design, approved in 1932 and adopted in 1933, returned it to virtually its original form.

The seal is composed of seven books stacked on a slanted desk top with the books bearing the following titles, representing the curricula of the day: Theolog, Astronom, Philosoph, Mathemat, Logica, Rhetorica, Grammatica. On the periphery of the stack of books appears the University motto, Leges Sine Moribus Vanae, and the whole is encircled with the inscription Universitatis Pennsylvaniensis.

PENN COAT-OF-ARMS
The Penn coat-of-arms was derived by combining the coat of arms of Benjamin Franklin and that of William Penn’s family. The dolphin on the red chief was part of Franklin’s coat-of-arms and the three silver plates on a blue chevron were a part of Penn’s. The two were combined on a white shield along with two open volumes representing the University’s educational purpose.

MOTTO:
LEGES SINE MORIBUS VANAE
The motto of the University, Leges Sine Moribus Vanae, means “Laws without morals are useless.” It comes from the longer quotation from Horace, “Quid leges sine moribus proficiunt?” the sense of which is “of what avail are empty laws without (good) morals?”

SCHOOL COLORS
Eighteenth century American academic institutions did not have colors. The earliest known representation of the combined Penn colors, red and blue, is on the incised lid of the 1871 College Hall cornerstone.

One legend traces their origins to an early track meet at Saratoga, New York, between Penn, Harvard, and Yale. When asked by the officials what colors would be representing the Penn team, the Pennsylvania captain reportedly replied, “We’re going to be wearing the colors of the teams we beat,” i.e. Harvard Crimson and Yale Blue. We shall assume that Penn was victorious and thus remained loyal to the Red and Blue.
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (1755)
The School of Arts and Sciences (SAS) is the direct descendant of the College of Philadelphia, where Benjamin Franklin established the first modern arts and sciences curriculum in the English colonies. Undergraduate programs for men date to the chartering of the College in 1755; the College of Liberal Arts for Women was founded in 1933. The Graduate School was established in 1882 with the appointment of a Faculty of Philosophy. The College of Liberal and Professional Studies (lifelong learning) traces its roots to 1892. The School of Arts and Sciences was born in 1974 with the merger of the College of Arts and Sciences, the College for Women, the Graduate School, and four social science departments from Wharton. Today SAS is the largest of the University’s 12 schools, providing a liberal arts education for all Penn undergraduates and supporting graduate studies, basic research, and continuing education across the full range of the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences. The School has 27 departments with 486 standing faculty, 21 research centers, eight intercollegiate institutes, and 10,000 students.

PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (1765)
Established in 1765 as the nation’s first medical school, Penn’s School of Medicine, now the Raymond and Ruth Perelman School of Medicine, continues a rich tradition of providing pre-eminent training and education. Today, the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, a leader among the nation’s medical schools, is committed to the highest standards in education, research, and patient care. It is continuously engaged in long-range strategic planning and implementation, focusing on programs and facilities that will take it well into the 21st century. In the current academic year, the School has 28 departments, 23 interdisciplinary centers and institutes, and over 2,000 full-time faculty members. It educates 807 M.D., 184 M.D./Ph.D., and 621 Ph.D. students, and trains more than 1,100 residents and fellows. Over the last decade, the Perelman School of Medicine has consistently ranked among the top recipients of monies granted by the National Institutes of Health.

LAW SCHOOL (1790)
Penn’s engagement in legal education began in 1790 with a series of lectures to President Washington and his cabinet by James Wilson, the University’s first law professor, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, and one of the original justices of the Supreme Court of the United States. A formal program of instruction in law resumed in 1850 under George Sharswood, and innovative legal education has been part of the Penn fabric since that time. Today, Penn Law provides a cross-disciplinary, globally-focused legal education taught by preeminent scholars, approximately 70 percent of whom hold advanced degrees in fields in addition to law. Students augment the broad perspective offered by faculty in the Penn Law classroom with classes taken — and certificates of study and joint degrees earned — in sister schools and departments throughout the University. In the 2013-2014 academic year, Penn Law has 923 students, 61 full-time faculty, two senior fellows, four secondary appointments, and more than 100 lecturers from legal practice. Penn Law awards five degrees: Juris Doctor; Master of Laws for internationally-trained lawyers; Master of Comparative Laws; Doctor of the Science of Law; and a Master’s in Law for non-lawyers.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE (1852)
The School of Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS) is one of the oldest in the United States, tracing its beginnings to the establishment of the School of Mines, Arts and Manufactures in 1852. The first graduate of the School received a Bachelor of Science degree in 1854. Since that time, the School has grown into a center of excellence in the creation of technology and in technology education. Its spirit of innovation led to the creation in 1946 of ENIAC, the first all-electronic, large-scale, general-purpose digital computer, making SEAS the birthplace of the computer age. Today, Penn Engineering offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, including the first alternative liberal arts program based in an engineering school. Penn Engineering is particularly distinguished by its interdisciplinary, cross-school programs such as Management and Technology, Digital Media Design, Biotechnology, and the Singh Program in Networked and Social Systems Engineering. Penn Engineering currently has 119 standing faculty, approximately 1,600 undergraduate students, 1,000 graduate students, four research institutes, ten research centers, and one regional institute.

SCHOOL OF DESIGN (1869)
Although the School of Design dates its founding from 1890, architecture courses were first offered at the University of Pennsylvania in 1869, making Penn’s architecture program the second oldest in the United States. In 1921, the Department of Architecture joined with the Department of Music and Fine Arts to create an independent undergraduate School of Fine Arts modeled on the French École des Beaux Arts. In 1958, the School was renamed the Graduate School of Fine Arts, reflecting the shift to graduate degree offerings in architecture, city and regional planning, landscape architecture and fine arts. The triumvirate of architecture, landscape architecture and city planning shaped the core of the School in the 1950s and 1960s. In the 1980s, a program in historic preservation was added. Today, the School provides a rich environment for the study of the arts, architecture, landscapes and urbanism. Its opportunities now include undergraduate study in fine arts, architecture and digital media design. As a more accurate description of the School’s major concerns and advancements made across a variety of fields, the School was renamed, in 2003, the School of Design. The School has a standing faculty of 35, approximately 130 lecturers and associated faculty, and more than 600 students.

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE (1878)
Established in 1878 as the Dental Department of the University of Pennsylvania, the School of Dental Medicine is among the oldest university-affiliated dental institutions in the country with a history deeply rooted in forging precedents in dental education, research, and patient care. In 1897, Thomas W. Evans, a Philadelphia native and clinician who spent most of his life in France as the dentist to European nobility, left his estate to create a dental school that was “second to none.” Evans’ bequest would become one with the University, creating the Thomas W. Evans Museum and Dental Institute, which opened in 1915. Today, the Evans Building remains the site of much of the School’s clinical instruction. The dental campus also includes the Robert Schattner Center and the Leon Levy Center for Oral Health Research, home to the basic sciences and extensive research activities. Penn Dental Medicine is a major provider of care in West Philadelphia and through outreach programs students log nearly 9,600 hours each year serving approximately 14,000 residents in the surrounding Philadelphia neighborhoods. The School offers the degrees of Doctor of Dental Medicine, Master of Science in Oral Biology, and Doctor of Science in Dentistry and trains postdoctoral residents in endodontics, oral medicine, oral and maxillofacial surgery, orthodontics, pediatrics, periodontics, periodontics/orthodontics, and periodontal/prosthesis. In the 2013-2014 academic year, Penn Dental Medicine has 541 DMD students, 103 postdoctoral residents, 13 postdoctoral researchers, and 452 faculty members, including 44 standing faculty.
WHARTON SCHOOL (1881)
The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, founded in 1881, is recognized globally for intellectual leadership and ongoing innovation across every major discipline of business education. The most comprehensive source of business knowledge in the world, Wharton bridges research and practice through its broad engagement with the global business community. The school has more than 5,000 undergraduate, MBA and doctoral students; nearly 10,000 participants annually in its executive education programs; and a network of 92,000 alumni in 140 countries.

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE (1884)
Penn Vet is a global leader in veterinary medicine education, research, and clinical care. Founded in 1884, Penn Vet is the only veterinary school developed in association with a medical school. The school is a proud member of the One Health Initiative, linking human, animal, and environmental health. Penn Vet serves a diverse population of animals at its two campuses, which include extensive diagnostic and research laboratories. Ryan Hospital in Philadelphia provides care for dogs, cats, and other domestic/companion animals, seeing nearly 33,000 patients a year. New Bolton Center, Penn Vet’s large-animal hospital on nearly 700 acres in rural Kennett Square, PA, cares for horses and livestock/farm animals, treating 33,000 patients each year – 4,100 in the hospital and 29,000 at farms through the Field Service. In addition, New Bolton Center’s campus includes a swine center, working dairy, and poultry unit that provide valuable research for the agriculture industry.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION (1914)
The Graduate School of Education (GSE) is one of the nation’s premier research education schools and will celebrate its Centennial in 2014. No other education school enjoys a university environment as supportive of practical knowledge-building as the Ivy League’s University of Pennsylvania. The School is notably entrepreneurial, launching innovative degree programs for practicing professionals and unique partnerships with local educators, and the first-ever business plan competition devoted exclusively to educational products and programs. GSE is home to 35 standing faculty members and serves over 2,000 students; offers 25 programs and five degree options; and engages in both research and practice through over 20 centers and initiatives.

SCHOOL OF NURSING (1935)
Nursing Education at Penn began in 1886 when the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania started a nurse training program. In 1935, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania established a nursing degree program within the School of Education, and in 1950 the School of Nursing was established. The Master of Science in Nursing program was instituted in 1961, the Doctor of Nursing Science program in 1978, and the Doctor of Philosophy program in 1984. These innovations and a curriculum which progressively reflects changing health care delivery patterns have advanced the School into the first rank of American schools of nursing. The School has two departments, Biobehavioral and Health Sciences and Family and Community Health. It is widely recognized for its leadership in nursing research and currently houses six research centers with foci in health outcomes and policy research, biobehavioral health sciences, nursing history, health equity, aging, and transitions in health. It also has a global reputation for innovations in nurse-managed clinical practice and is a World Health Organization Collaborating Center for Nursing and Midwifery Leadership. The School of Nursing has 59 standing faculty and 1,155 students.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE (1948)
The School of Social Policy & Practice began in 1908 as a private school that opened its doors to five students in the field of child welfare. The School affiliated itself with the University in 1935 and became a formal school in 1948. In 2005, it changed its name from the School of Social Work to the School of Social Policy & Practice. The School offers the Master of Social Work, Master of Science in Nonprofit Leadership, Master of Science in Social Policy, Doctor of Philosophy in Social Welfare, and Doctor of Social Work degrees. The School is devoted to advancing human welfare, promoting social justice, and developing effective societal responses to global human need. Building on the School’s century-long commitment to social work and social change, the School educates clinicians, policymakers, scholars, researchers, and leaders who work to advance the human welfare of local, national, and global communities. The School houses a number of research centers and programs, including: the Field Center for Children’s Policy, Practice, and Research; the Center for High Impact Philanthropy; the Social Impact of the Arts Project; the Program for Religion and Social Policy Research; the Goldring Re-entry Initiative; the Penn Aging Concentration; the Program in Mental Health Education Assessment, Recovery, and Leadership for Social Workers; the Out-of-School Time Resource Center; and the Evelyn Jacobs Ortner Center on Family Violence. The School has 21 standing faculty and 430 students.

ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION (1959)
Founded through the generosity and vision of diplomat and philanthropist Walter Annenberg, the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Pennsylvania is devoted to furthering our understanding of the role of communication in public life through research, education and service. At the School’s founding, Ambassador Annenberg identified its unique mission. “Every human advancement or reversal can be understood through communication,” he said. “The right to free communication carries with it responsibility to respect the dignity of others - and this must be recognized as irreversible. Educating students to effectively communicate this message and to be of service to all people is the enduring mission of this school.” Annenberg is nationally ranked as the best graduate program in mass communication, health communication, political communication, and culture, society and communication. The Annenberg School has 23 full-time faculty, over 80 graduate students and more than 200 undergraduate students. The school offers the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, and runs an undergraduate program through the College of Arts and Sciences. The School is home to the Annenberg Public Policy Center, the Center of Excellence in Cancer Communication Research, the Center for Global Communication Studies, the Scholars Program in Culture & Communication, the Project for Advanced Research in Global Communication, the Communication Neuroscience Lab, the Network Dynamics Group, the Social Action Lab, and the Institute for Public Service, among many additional projects pursuing innovative communication research and services.
EUGENIO CALABI

Family lore holds that your mathematical education began early. As an inquisitive child, you learned the "magic" of derivatives at your father’s knee. From that early age, your deep curiosity led you to a lifetime of scholarship and discovery.

When Mussolini’s laws made it impossible to remain in your native Italy, your family came to the United States, where you studied chemical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and earned your Ph.D. in mathematics at Princeton University. You became fascinated with the study of partial differential equations and complex differential geometry, which seeks to explain the properties of the curves and surfaces that make up the spaces of our world.

In 1954, you developed what became known as the Calabi Conjecture. Acclaimed in mathematics circles, the Conjecture’s influence would be felt twenty-five years later in theoretical physics. Calabi-Yau Manifolds underpinned the development of string theory, helping us to imagine the astonishing possibilities for what may lie beyond our known dimensions of time and space.

You continued to break new ground, earning the respect of the global mathematics community as you taught at Princeton, Louisiana State University, and the University of Minnesota. Your arrival here in 1964 was the start of a new era for mathematics at Penn. You reshaped the department, recruited accomplished faculty, and trained a new generation of leaders. For your many contributions, you were awarded the Thomas A. Scott Professorship, the second oldest chair in Penn’s School of Arts and Sciences, which you held until your retirement.

You continue to be profoundly influential in the halls of Penn Mathematics, attending seminars and—with a chalkboard at hand—talking shop. The Calabi Assistant Professorship, honoring you and your wife Giuliana, is held by a promising young departmental teacher and scholar, and the Department’s Calabi Scholars Fund supports those carrying on your tradition of mathematical excellence.

You have been a sought-after visitor at such renowned institutions as the University of Pisa, L’Institut des Hautes Études Scientifiques, and the Institute for Advanced Study. A member of the National Academy of Sciences, you also received the Leroy Steele Prize for Lifetime Achievement in Mathematics from the American Mathematical Society, of which you are a Fellow.

For your devotion to the University and for your visionary contributions to our understanding of mathematics and the sciences, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Eugenio Calabi, the degree of Doctor of Sciences, honoris causa.

JOHNNETTA BETSCH COLE

The Smithsonian National Museum of African Art, which you direct, houses tens of thousands of objects embodying Africa’s visual arts. From an Egyptian hair ornament seven millennia old to contemporary South African photographs, these treasures tell a compelling story and share a unique journey. And so it is with your story and your journey.

Born in Jacksonville, Florida, in a time of legal segregation, yours could have been a spirit-crushing childhood. You credit your parents and community with giving you an empowering education and a strong belief in your intrinsic worth. They taught that you must live a life that breaks down barriers.

An anthropologist by training, you began college at the early age of 15. In your scholarly career, you served as a highly regarded faculty mentor at several universities. You have written and spoken widely about issues of race, gender, inclusion, and educational success. In 2002, you retired from Emory University as a Presidential Distinguished Professor of Anthropology, Women’s Studies, and African American Studies.

You are unique in having served as president of two historically black women’s colleges. The first African American woman to lead Spelman College, you later left retirement to head Bennett College for Women. When some thought historically black colleges and universities were destined for obsolescence, you remained a passionate proponent of their abiding value and importance. At both schools, you garnered critical funding and strengthened academics.

You broke barriers as the first African American to chair the Board of the United Way of America and the first woman to serve on the Board of Directors for the Coca-Cola Company. You advise the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture, planned to open in 2015. As director of the National Museum of African Art, now celebrating its 50th anniversary, you promote a greater understanding of humanity’s shared African roots with thought-provoking exhibits, research and education, and community outreach.

Recipient of the Anti-Defamation League’s Joseph Prize for Human Rights, the George Washington Carver Award, and many honorary degrees, you once told new graduates to “First, be bodacious. You must speak up and speak out on what is important to you and what is important in the world.” You have enriched our society immeasurably by following your own advice.

In recognition of your influential contributions to education and for courageously addressing issues of race and gender, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Johnnetta Betsch Cole, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

EDNA ADAN ISMAIL

In your home country of Somaliland on the Horn of Africa, it was a fact of life: no schools for girls. You found this fate unacceptable. Facing discrimination head-on, you had to leave your family behind to pursue your education abroad in the United Kingdom. In 1961, you returned to your homeland and dedicated your life to providing skilled, life-saving birth attendance and health care for women and children.

Your life’s work has not come easily. In the 1980s and ‘90s, nearly all of your country’s trained health care professionals were lost to a devastating civil war. The war left in its wake one of the highest maternal and infant mortality rates in the world. You sought tirelessly for solutions to these urgent concerns through your work for the World Health Organization. As both an educator and a regional and global advocate, you acted on issues surrounding maternity, child health, and gender.

In 1997, you became the first and only woman minister in the new government of Somaliland, and you later served as its first woman Foreign Minister. In 2002, you used your own pension funds to open the Edna Adan Maternity Hospital, a nonprofit center for critical health care and training. In 2012, you opened the Edna Adan University Hospital, expanding training for hundreds of midwives, nurses, lab technicians, and pharmacists to date.

Over 14,000 babies have been safely delivered at your facilities, and the number of women and newborns receiving quality postnatal care has risen dramatically. Your institutions also repair damaging childbirth injuries that once sentenced women to unwarranted shame and community censure. You have also been tireless and vocal in championing the eradication of the culturally-entrenched and pervasive practice of female genital mutilation.
Your courageous work was featured in the book and 2012 PBS documentary *Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide*. In recognition of your efforts, you were elected in 2007 to the Medical Mission Hall of Fame, and in 2010, you were made a chevalier in the French Legion of Honour. Earlier this month, Penn's own School of Nursing selected you for the Renfield Foundation Award for Global Women's Health.

For your unparalleled contributions on behalf of countless women and children, and for your dedication to the education of health care providers, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Edna Adan Ismail, the degree of Doctor of Sciences, *honoris causa*.

**JOHN LEGEND**

A child prodigy in Ohio, you were already an accomplished musician when you arrived on Penn's campus as an enthusiastic 16-year-old freshman. You quickly made Philadelphia your second home through your music and your engagement with University life. You soaked up the great music of The Roots, Jill Scott, and Musiq Soulchild. You pursued your dreams, both academic and artistic, and graduated a proud member of the great Class of 1999.

Many would consider what followed to be the epilogue of success. You enjoyed an auspicious beginning as a respected session artist and songwriter. Your hard work was rewarded with superstardom as one of the world's best known R&B/soul artists. You created chart-topping successes, won an amazing nine Grammy Awards, partnered in highly acclaimed collaborations, and your music featured in the Academy Award-winning films *Django Unchained* and *12 Years a Slave*.

But for you, success only underscored a deeper passion: your belief that we all can do something more to foster opportunity and real change for others.

You are a vocal proponent for access to quality education for all children. In your song "Show Me," you posed important questions about what we can and should do, and so your Show Me Campaign was born. You work for sustainable changes to provide children the quality education they deserve and to break the crushing cycle of poverty. In Africa, Show Me partners with local organizations to provide clean water, health care, and education.

You have shared your music on behalf of the victims of Hurricane Katrina and the Haitian earthquake. You partner with Project (RED) to benefit the Global Fund for AIDS and to aid those stricken with tuberculosis and malaria. You perform in the charitable concert series “Playing It Forward.” And your Grammy Award-winning composition “Shine” does indeed shine in the education reform documentary, *Waiting for “Superman.”*

You actively support Turnaround for Children and serve on several leadership boards, including those for the Stand for Children Leadership Center, Teach for America, Management Leadership for Tomorrow, and the Harlem Village Academies.

In recognition of your efforts, the NAACP presented you in 2009 and 2014 with their Image Award for Outstanding Male Artist. You are the recipient of the 2010 BET Humanitarian of the Year award, the 2009 CARE Humanitarian Award for Global Change, and Africare’s 2009 Bishop John T. Walker Distinguished Humanitarian Service Award.

For your soul-stirring music, your generosity toward others, and your unflagging activism to end education inequality, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are pleased to confer upon you, John Legend, the degree of Doctor of Music, *honoris causa*.

**RAYMOND G. PERELMAN**

As a young man, you began your career at American Paper Products Company, the family business. You learned many lessons that would set you on the path to your own exceptional professional success. But there were deeper lessons to be had as well. You often say your family instilled in you the conviction that those who achieve success must give back and improve the lives of others. In your countless acts of personal engagement and philanthropic leadership, you have shown us the true meaning of community, of sharing our gifts for the betterment of our neighbors.

A World War II veteran of the U.S. Air Force, you are renowned and respected as a hard-working, forthright businessman. You built an independent career acquiring and leading companies, including the Belmont Iron Works and General Refractories. Today, you remain active as CEO of the multinational RGP Holdings, Inc.

You give your time unstintingly on behalf of Philadelphia, serving on the boards of Penn Medicine, the National Museum of American Jewish History, the Philadelphia Museum of Art, which you chaired for many years, and others. At the Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts, the Perelman Theater is a welcome home for music, dance, and theater. In 2007, you transformed an aging art-deco landmark into the Perelman Building of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, which houses extraordinary collections and research facilities. Your family foundations are benefactors of educational enrichment. Together with your much loved and greatly-missed partner of 70 years, Ruth, you have generously supported so many who work to nourish the soul and heal the body.

You are a devoted Penn citizen and also a proud Penn parent and grandparent. At the Ruth and Raymond Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine, multidisciplinary clinical teams utilize cutting-edge technology to provide care and pursue new treatments. In 2011, you made the largest single gift in Penn's history, creating a permanent endowment for what is now the Raymond and Ruth Perelman School of Medicine. Your transformative leadership significantly increased student financial aid, the recruitment of outstanding medical faculty and clinicians, and the pursuit of innovative research. You have set Penn apart as a global model for the future of medicine.

For your lifetime of extraordinary leadership, service, and generosity in medicine, the arts, and education on behalf of the people of Philadelphia and beyond, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Raymond G. Perelman, the degree of Doctor of Laws, *honoris causa*.

**OLYMPIA J. SNOWE**

A lifetime of selfless public service informed your 2013 call to action: *Fighting for Common Ground: How to Fix the Stalemate in Congress.* In your book, you quote Benjamin Franklin on good governing: “When a broad table is to be made, and the edges of the planks do not fit, the artist takes a little from both, and makes a good joint. In like manner here, both sides must part with some of their demands.” As the first woman in American history to serve in both houses of Congress and both houses of a state legislature, you demonstrate that consensus through compromise does not require sacrificing one’s principles.

You excelled at the University of Maine and graduated in 1969. Just four years later, the tragic loss of your husband led to your election to the Maine House of Representatives to complete his unfinished term. In 1979, you became the youngest Republican woman ever elected to Congress.

Your unparalleled 40-year career was legendary for your ability to reach across the aisle, for your strong centrist beliefs, and for your generous mentorship of junior legislators. You co-chaired the Congressional Caucus on Women’s Issues and made women's
wellbeing a priority. You championed legislation to address pension survivorship benefits, workplace discrimination, violence against women, and gender inequity in NIH-funded research. As a senior member of the Senate’s powerful Finance, Commerce, and Intelligence Committees, you addressed far-reaching legislative issues, including the 2008 financial crisis and the Affordable Healthcare Act. In 2006, Time magazine dubbed you “The Caretaker” and named you as one of America’s ten best Senators.

You retired in 2013, leaving a polarized, unproductive Congress to continue your efforts outside Capitol Hill. You harness grassroots power to urge those in public service to engage in bipartisan discussion to pass necessary legislation. Through Olympia’s List, citizens can support elected officials and candidates willing to reach across party lines and work together to address our nation’s most pressing issues.

The recipient of many awards and honorary degrees, today you lend your expertise as a communications and policy consultant, a Senior Fellow at the Bipartisan Policy Center in Washington, D.C., and on the Advisory Board of the National Institute for Civil Discourse.

In recognition of your lifetime of public service and your unflagging devotion to your country and its people, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Olympia J. Snowe, the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.

GEORGE A. WEISS

To excel in the martial art of Taekwondo, a student must adhere to its philosophical pillars of integrity, perseverance, and indomitable spirit. Many may not know that you achieved that discipline’s sixth degree black belt and still guide others as a master instructor. It is no surprise to any who know you, however, that you possess those admirable traits in abundance. To these we add loyalty and leadership, the hallmarks of all your life’s endeavors and accomplishments.

From humble beginnings, you have long credited Penn and Wharton with setting the stage for your extraordinary success in business. You are steadfast in your conviction that it is through education that we must help others to achieve their goals as well. Your strong belief led to a day in 1987 when you promised academic support and payment of the full cost of college or vocational training for 112 students at Belmont Elementary School in one of Philadelphia’s most disadvantaged neighborhoods. That day, the Say Yes to Education Foundation was born. You have been a caring, hands-on mentor and dispenser of good counsel. You came to think of the students as family and celebrated their successes.

Today, nearly 65,000 Say Yes students and their families have received mentoring, academic support, and the benefit of free tuition. The incalculable effects of your work will be felt for generations to come.

Your commitment to the Red and Blue is likewise legendary. A University Trustee since 1988, you have served as the Board’s Vice Chair, as a member of the Penn Medicine Board’s Executive Committee, as an Overseer for Athletics, and as Chair of Penn’s phenomenally successful Making History Campaign.

You champion undergraduate financial aid giving. You have lent Penn faculty the full weight of your considerable support with several endowed professorships, including multiple interdisciplinary Penn Integrates Knowledge professorships. Your visionary leadership is evident throughout campus—at the Weiss Tech House, the Weiss Center for International Financial Research at Wharton, and Franklin Field’s George A. Weiss Pavilion.

For your many good works here and throughout our society, you have been earned Penn’s Alumni Award of Merit, the Marine Corps Foundation Semper Fidelis Award, the Cleveland E. Dodge Medal for Distinguished Service from Columbia University, and many other honors.

In recognition of your strong leadership, selfless generosity, and passionate advocacy for educational success, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, George A. Weiss, the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.
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Alexandra N. Schwartz
Alexandra Tracy Schwartz
Danielle Schwartz
Drew L. Schwartz
Eric Harrison Schwartz
Marissa Rachel Schwartz
Rebecca L. Schwartz
Tara Chelsea Schwartz
Hannah Schwarzbach
Andrew Vincent Scibelli
Michael Raffaele Scognamiglio
Vanessa Xin Ying Seah
Alexandra Chloe Seaman
Kevin H. Seelaus
Amanda Kathryn Seelig
WilliamRalston Seifel
Zachary Kurt Seigel
Elizabeth Rose Selvaggio
Daniel Sentana Lledo
Jeffrey Paul Sextiljo Jr.
Eric Berk Sezgen
Jeanette Sha
Lisa Sha
Apoorva Jayprakash Shah
Jaimin Shailesh Shah
Shruti Mayank Shah
Nishat Shahabuddin
Justin William Shanahan
Naomi Mae Shavin
Samuel Shaw
Elizabeth A. Shay
Anastasiya Shekhtman
Natalie Evlyn Shemilt
Joanna Hoi-Yon Shen
Danielle Nicole Shepherd
Samuel Stokes Shepard
Emily K. Sherbany
Rami Daniel Sherif
Bradford Parker Sherman
Nikhil H. Sheth
Sarah Louise Ziyad Shihadah
Fawaz Omar Shihadeh
Meryam Shikara
Claire Alyssa Shimberg
You Jin Shin
Eric Shoykhet
Gaurav Shukla
David Tristan Shuldiner
Maya Shumyatcher
Elena Shuvaeva
Stephanie L. Sica
Ryan Kent Sila
Adam Thomas Silver
Alexander Avery Silverman
Jordan Elizabeth Silverman
Andrew Louis Silverstein
Kristyna Alexandra Simon
Seth Simons
Hope Nozomi Singer
Ambika Singh
Anvita Sinha
Carl E. Sjulsen
Eric Skoritowski
Steven Willem Slagt
Kelsey Leigh Slaughter
Benjamin Stuart Slocomb
Joshua A. Sloane
Molly Maguire Sloss
Aaron Gordon Smallberg
Marion E. Smallwood
Stephen Todd Smilowitz
Lauren Nicole Smith
Mason D. Smith
Mikhaila Ann-Marie Smith
Thomas Joseph Smith
William Patrick Smith
Julian D. Smyth
Jacquelyn Nicole Snell
Juliette Grace Snyder
Rosanna Marie Sobota
Stefano A. Solarli
Mary Alice Y. Solmsen
Krishen Somers
Shreshthi Soniya
Bernadine Elisa G. Soriano
Melissa Louis Sosa Suarez
Paresh V. Sovani
Robert Mitchell Spandorfer
Andrew Luke Spelman
David A. Spelman
William George Spelman
Westley J. Spire
Matthew Harrison Sprayregen
David Rodwin Stahl
Alexander J. Starr
Julia A. Steinberg
David Jay Steinmetz
Chelsea Mariah Stellmach
Simone Soran Leigh Stern
Marlee Joy Steins
Amanda Julia Stevens
Britton Stratton Stevenson
Victoria Barmat Stieres
Sunny Marie Mericle Stirewalt
Jessica Lynne Stokes
Gabrielle Jennie Stoller
Benjamin Stone
Chelsea Elizabeth Strickland
Elisa Anne Stroh
Ross Strome
Spencer Barrington Stubbs
Claire Elizabeth Stuhlmann
Elizabeth Tatiana Stuplin
Matthew Jude Sullivan Jr.
Kathleen Sun
Zhouying Sun
Tarini Sundar
Charnae Lauren Supplee
Nicole Rebecca Survis
Josiah D. Sustarsic
Abraham Jack Sutton
Marissa Suval
Brittany Jane Swanson
Richard Andrew Swieton
Giannina Allison Tiu Sy
Idrees Saqib Syed
Steven J. Szostak
Ariana Tabatabaei
Zachary Aaron Tabor
Julie A. Tahan
Anne Elizabeth Takacs
Tan E-an Zech
Shelley Tang
Ariane Vaughn Taormina
Madeleine Paula Moss Tardif
Ty Taylor
Nan-Tze Teng
Shawn Teo
Paul R. Terwilliger
Tanya Thanawalla
Elizabeth Lynne Thom
Nicholas Joseph Thomas
Victoria Anne Thompson
Steven Cody Thomson
Tian Huifu
Jennifer Y. Tian
Robert William Tinney III
Molly Tobias
Stephen Todres
Zachary Paul Tomasovic
James Maguire Tonascia
Michael Tony
Kyle Robert Toomey
Juliana Franco Torquato
Ahmed Toure
Zoey Marie Toy
Alexandra L. Trakimas
Joshua Lawrence Traub
Meifung Kim Trinh
Kalon Tsang
Anna K. Tsiotas
Daphne Maria Tsoucas
Elizabeth Lonsdale Tucker
Reid Christopher Tudor
Andrew Louis Vizzachero
Elliot F. Tusk
Ogheneruona Ughwango
Jenny Xia
August 9, 2013
MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
Timothy J. Durkin, Jr.
December 20, 2013
ADMINISTRATION
MASTER OF GOVERNMENT
and Sciences
Graduate Division
Seth David Zweifler
Rachel Tamara Zurier
Elaine Zuo
Kristin L. Zuhone
Joshua B. Zuckerman
Robert William Zito
Sara A. Zimmerman
William William
Mary Biwen Xia
Alice Xie
Julie Yin Xie
Julie Xu
Christopher Adam Yamamoto
Patrick Yang
Xinyi Yang
Qianyuan Ye
Wenda Ye
Zachary D. Yeates
Kealamu S. Yee
Elizabeth Lauren Yellin
Lawrence Yen
Yeo Shiyuan Elton
Yi Yi
Gartaa John Yieleh-Chireh
Jennifer J. Yoo
Veronica Yoo
Brian A. Yormak
Tik Ki Yu
Yuan Yuan
Michael Sai Ho Yung
Jane Theresia Zelechiwsky
Oliver Zhang
Rosaline Shuting Zhang
Sifan Zhang
Stephanie Zhang
William Zhang
Lin Zheng
Jody Z. Zhong
Sara A. Zimmerman
Robert William Zito
Bryan Edward Zoll
Joshua B. Zuckerman
Kristin L. Zuhone
Elaine Zuo
Rachel Tamara Zurier
Seth David Zweifler
Susy Kremer
Lauren Ann Kobylarz
Bachelor of Arts (continued)
Claire Louise Walker
Dominic Waltz
Catherine Xue Feng Wang
Melinda Wang
Seaver Wang
Yi Wang
Avital Haya Warburg
Channell D. Warren
Jessica Warren
Immanuel Q. Washington
Malcolm Washington
Emily Rachel Wasserman
Allison Ruth Wattenbarger
Emily D. Watts
Maura Theresa Weber
Celine Wei Wee
Yeong Wei Wee
Michael Jia Wei
Christopher M. Weidner
Natalie E. Weinberg
Rachel Rebecca Weinberg
Zachary Justin Weiner
Sarah Jane Weingarten
Carol Weiss
Roy Steven Weiss
Ashley M. Welch
Sydney Werber
Samuel Gittis Werther
Michelle H. Whang
Lynndyse Cantwell Wheeler
Olivia Lynn Wheeling
Hannah Lee White
Lexi Jean White
Ben Andrew Whitenack
Daniel D. Wilk
Albert Emanuel Williams, Jr.
Clarke Ashley Williams
Emerald Williams
Morgan Tess Williams
Taryn Mary Williams
Taylor Fernandez Williams
Joshua Willis
Nicolas Oliver Willson
Courtney Marie Wilson
Teri Lynn Wilson
Jordan H. Windmueller
Kevin D. Winter
Jesse Wyatt Wofford
Zachary Daniel Wojtowicz
Amanda Jane Wolkin
Nina Elizabeth Wolpow
Thomas J. Woltemate
Martin Ho-Young Wong
Michael Benjamin Wong
Michael J. Wong
Carson Fairfield Woodbury
Sophie Elizabeth Woodward-Fisher
John Rhoads Worster
Abigail Sarah Worthen
Christina Sun Wu
Winona W. Wu
Andrew J. Wynne
Jenny Xia
Mary Biwen Xia
Alice Xie
Julie Yin Xie
Julie Xu
Christopher Adam Yamamoto
Patrick Yang
Xinyi Yang
Qianyuan Ye
Wenda Ye
Zachary D. Yeates
Kealamu S. Yee
Elizabeth Lauren Yellin
Lawrence Yen
Yeo Shiyuan Elton
Yi Yi
Gartaa John Yieleh-Chireh
Jennifer J. Yoo
Veronica Yoo
Brian A. Yormak
Tik Ki Yu
Yuan Yuan
Michael Sai Ho Yung
Jane Theresia Zelechiwsky
Oliver Zhang
Rosaline Shuting Zhang
Sifan Zhang
Stephanie Zhang
William Zhang
Lin Zheng
Jody Z. Zhong
Sara A. Zimmerman
Robert William Zito
Bryan Edward Zoll
Joshua B. Zuckerman
Kristin L. Zuhone
Elaine Zuo
Rachel Tamara Zurier
Seth David Zweifler
December 20, 2013
Anupama Palliconda Raghukumar
May 19, 2014
Michael Eaison Pegg
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
August 9, 2013
Kwabena Nkansah Asamoah
Allison F. Book
Christopher Michael Callan
Daniel Paul Dwyer
Froylan Hernandez-Ruiz
Lindsey K. Keck
Jason M. Laughlin
Andrea L. Mannino
Joseph Cyrus Semsar
William L. Werners
December 20, 2013
Jennifer A. Bieter
Carolyn Ann Bruch
Ahmad Iqbal Chaudhry
Dimitry Alexander Doohovskoy
Madison Elizabeth Eggert-Crowe
Krisen Barrows Forbriger
David Anthony Gualtieri
Jennifer Elizabeth Lydic
Matthew Rooney
Stephanie Abigail Rozsa
Erica Renee Seaborn
Arianne Heathier Sellers
Rachel Marie Wiggans
May 19, 2014
Laura Maureen Banos
Matthew H. Bassett
Pamela Beatrice
Daniel Noah Berlnick
Kyle Juan Boyer
Winifred M. Branton
Jorge Cabrera
Drew Cahah
Ömer Çalış
Selcen Pinar Calik
Heather Jennifer Calvert
Brian F. Clark
Benjamin J. Dyme
Joshua S. Evans
Jennifer L. Feden
Jennifer M. Glaeser
David A. Gould
Robert C. Goy, II
Jessica Greer Mary Griffith
Xiaomin Guo
Zachary E. Houck
Thomas J. Hurst
Pavel Javalera-Hernand
Lauren Ann Kobylarz
Susy Kremer
Graduate Division of the School of Arts and Sciences
MASTER OF GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION
December 20, 2013
Timothy J. Durkin, Jr.
MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
August 9, 2013
Jing Li
December 20, 2013
Anupama Palliconda Raghukumar
May 19, 2014
Michael Eaison Pegg
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
August 9, 2013
Kwabena Nkansah Asamoah
Allison F. Book
Christopher Michael Callan
Daniel Paul Dwyer
Froylan Hernandez-Ruiz
Lindsey K. Keck
Jason M. Laughlin
Andrea L. Mannino
Joseph Cyrus Semsar
William L. Werners
December 20, 2013
Jennifer A. Bieter
Carolyn Ann Bruch
Ahmad Iqbal Chaudhry
Dimitry Alexander Doohovskoy
Madison Elizabeth Eggert-Crowe
Krisen Barrows Forbriger
David Anthony Gualtieri
Jennifer Elizabeth Lydic
Matthew Rooney
Stephanie Abigail Rozsa
Erica Renee Seaborn
Arianne Heathier Sellers
Rachel Marie Wiggans
May 19, 2014
Laura Maureen Banos
Matthew H. Bassett
Pamela Beatrice
Daniel Noah Berlnick
Kyle Juan Boyer
Winifred M. Branton
Jorge Cabrera
Drew Cahah
Ömer Çalış
Selcen Pinar Calik
Heather Jennifer Calvert
Brian F. Clark
Benjamin J. Dyme
Joshua S. Evans
Jennifer L. Feden
Jennifer M. Glaeser
David A. Gould
Robert C. Goy, II
Jessica Greer Mary Griffith
Xiaomin Guo
Zachary E. Houck
Thomas J. Hurst
Pavel Javalera-Hernand
Lauren Ann Kobylarz
Susy Kremer
Graduate Division of the School of Arts and Sciences
MASTER OF GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION
December 20, 2013
Timothy J. Durkin, Jr.
MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
August 9, 2013
Jing Li
Donald E. Liberati Jr.
Joshua A. Maxwell
Kelliston Thomas McDowell
Nicholas Anthony Miccarelli III
Allison Leigh Morgan
Mary E. Porth
Alan K. Sable
Julia Leigh Samuel
Maya Sharma
Hillary B. Shaye
Robert J. Sheehan, Jr.
Katherine Alexzandra Siegmann
Adam Thomas Silver
Alfred L. Smith
Amanda Stephanie
Elizabeth T. Tatum
Amy May Meyer Verbofsky
Ilana Weitz
Azamat Zhumbekov

MASTEROF SCIENCE
IN ORGANIZATIONAL
DYNAMICS

August 9, 2013
Kamara M. James Blackman
Erica J. Gloss
Samuel E. Godfrey
Diane J. Hulse
Adena E. Johnston
Jocelyn Joy G.B. McCabe
Joseph A. Smith
Sheryl L. Williams

December 20, 2013
Jill M. Agolino
Jessie Werton Burns
Alice Andree Castellini
Lynnann T. Cimino
Neil Robert Conroy
Martin C. Coyle
Alexandre Paul Dole
Peter Rudiger Lorenzi
Connie Ellen Maltbie-Shulas
Karen Elizabeth McMonagle
Michel Glenda Washington
Jingjing Xu

May 19, 2014
Nedim Emil Altaras
Sarah S. Chang
Yun Chen
Loretta Barr Clift
Charles P. Corbezzolo
Holly T. Cronin
Amr El-Buckly
Maria Daniela Gaudio
Lauren Smith Hirshon
Kevin Chimezie Johns
Cecil W. Johnson, III
Matthew Joseph Keating
Fan J. Li
Jared Michael Lowe

Evgeniya Markova
Julia Rebecca Martin
Rosemary Nissley
Elizabeth D. Olson
Win Preechawutthidech
Yulita Priporina-Gomez
Joshua E. Shannon
Thomas Anthony Teneza
Mary Susan Villa

College of Liberal and Professional Studies

BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 9, 2013
Christopher John Krajan Allen
Samuel Vincent Clark
Jourdan Blake Frain
Rebecca Jean Gallo
Gregory Thomas Grockenberger
Patricia W. Houston
Erik Peter Hummel
David G. Jackson Jr.
Seonghoon Jeong
Raymond Chi Tak Lo
Harry Mortons
Baron Panson
Sungwook Park
Shameka L. Sawyer
Neda S. Ulliano
Trung Dac Minh Tran

December 20, 2013
Lillian Macoy Anduyo
Gregory Knox Burnoannie
Mary Katherine Kaminski
Patrick O’Brien
Julian Ivan Scott
Thang Thai
Won-Tek Woo

May 19, 2014
Michael Banks
Cory Landon Boatwright
Rachel Sophia Dabolt Brind
Thomas Michael Casella
Kellie Ann Cathey
Julie B. Charnet
David Lee Christopher
Timothy Ray Crowe
Joshua John Engley
Rick Laurent Feely
Theresa McGrath Feo
Colleen Doane Flynn
Donald Clint Freeman
Brooke Elizabeth Frieling
Jessica Leigh Grant
Chouab Hiihi
Michael Robert Hoffman
Michael Hsu-Tong Hu
Tarisse F. Iriarte

David Jungreis
Amber Leon
Zachary R. Manning
Christina Elizabeth Mao
Charity Marshall
Courtney K. McClees
Svetlana Mosyurova
Maya Mudambi
Selena Diane Oleck
David Anthony Orr
Catherine Theresa Revak
Selene Valeria Romero
Jennifer Marie Rosado
Christopher Thomas
Benjamin C. Yang

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

August 9, 2013
Laura D. Adams
Hayley Allison Barber
Morgan Nikos Dummitt
Robin Martí
Mead Maxwell Mitchell
Lindsay Noelle Rapp
Monica Mendonça Rocha
Elizabeth Regina Weiler

December 20, 2013
Benjamin Coover
Megan P. Mc Glynn
James Daniel Mueller

May 19, 2014
Emily Jeanne Briggs
Lauren Anne Prince
Eric Alexander Santoli
Lucia Thomé
Emily Lauren White

MASTER OF APPLIED POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

August 9, 2013
Jennifer Grace Baron
Laurence N. Benz
Samantha Boardman
Brooke Albright Booth
Emily Brolsma
Lisa Honig Buksbaum
Jeremy D. W. Clifton
Robert James Easton
Emily Margaret FitzSimons
Christa Marie Frinther
Stacy R. Graiko
Deborah Healy Hammons
Rosemary Jane Hancock
Christy L. Harris
Katherine R. Hershay Conlon
Elisa Victoria Hunter
Marita M. James
Joseph E. Kasper

Zachary Aaron Kelm
Emilia Elisabet Lahti
Emily Elizabeth Larson
Gregg Latterman
Christopher Edwin Major
Andrea Margery Malmberg
Jennifer Leigh Marino
Patrick Andrew O’Brien
Ong Chin Leng
Jason Z.W. Powers
Jonathan Drew Shapiro
Jared M. Skemp
Emily Esfahani Smith
Mary Elizabeth Agnes Smith
Katherine Minch Snyder
Andrew Mark Soren
Elena Caudle Thompson
Karen Smith Warner
Allison Davis Webster

MASTEROF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

August 9, 2013
Grace Hye Son An
Stephanie Lynn Berardi
Arjun K. Bhargava
Daniel Mark Isaacs
Megan S. Melick
Aishwarya Nair
Kaizad Farokh Patel
Angela Lorraine Sakrison
Ilani Sepulveda Avilés
Evelyn Elizabeth Sorto
Chibuzo Gloria Uche

December 20, 2013
Robert John Abraham
Ximena Escobar-Fadul
Robert J. George
Campbell Ainsworth Grey
Leah A. R. Kahler
Dominic McGraw
Rupal S. Prasad
Zhen Ren
Amanda Renee Schwartz
Lindsay Brooke Shafer
Anna G. Shipp
Alex Reinhart Warwood
Robert M. Wells
Jia Xu

May 19, 2014
Cathleen Michelle Balantick
Philip Kerkula Bemah
John Josiah Butow
Jessica Rae Campo
Barbara Joy Cannon
Alicia F. Coleman
Sara Catherine Drexler
Brian David Elliott
Ashley Platt Erisman
Danielle Renee Gambogi

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Julian Richard Goresko
Samantha Mary Guidon
Nathan Scotford Hartshorne
Ta-You Huang
Anthony Michael Ierardi
Judith Afokoona Jideonwo
Jason Kindt
Fanyuan Lin
Min Lin
Hasanat Quraishi Prophete
Jenny Marie Reeverts
Arya Madeleine Saretzky
Daniel James Schupskey
Nathan Emanuel Sell
Ruchi Shah
Jenna M. Shweitzer
Adam Fletcher Sprague
Jacob Kyle Thompson
Alice Turville
Sarah-Beth Vaughn
Brian Anthony Werner
Yixiu Zheng

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS

August 9, 2013
Christol Alicia Benton
Adva Biton
Lena C. Buford
Andrea Caldarise
Tamika Diane Easley
Munia Zain Islam
Kenneth Leslie Johnson, III
Stephen Kocher
Jessica Michelle Kozel

Schofield

August 9, 2013
Fiona L. Van Limburg Stirum

December 20, 2013
Joseph Christian Sy Chan
Daniel Justin Getelman
James J. Hwang
Pulak Mittal
Starry C. Peng

Master of Environmental Studies (continued)

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Eduardo D. Glandt, Dean

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE

August 9, 2013

Fiona L. Van Limburg Stirum

December 20, 2013

Joseph Christian Sy Chan
Daniel Justin Getelman
James J. Hwang
Pulak Mittal
Starry C. Peng

Saige Robb
Rosie Harvey Stovall

December 20, 2013

Maureen A. Cotterill
Bruce A. Denlinger
Jennifer Elizabeth Fasy
Joseph Alberto Hallman
Kristin Anne Miller Hoeberlein
Thomas R. Hutt
Joshua Lugger
Fiachra Malone
Marissa Christina McGeehan
Jennifer Lynne Mullen
Thérèse Elise Pomeroy
Melissa A. Reilly
Melvin D. Ruth III
Beonca Latrice Washington
Michael Joseph Zuino

May 19, 2014

Alexis L. Alcantara
Brian Nissim Antar
Catherine Bartelme
Brian Bocchicchio
Karen J. Borek
Dorrie Breed
Karen Denise Carter
Andres Centellas
Frank Everett Cooney
John P. Ellington
Andrew William Farquer
Baobao Feng
Lauren Ashley Flamer
Nicole Fortuna

Sasha Emily Stone
Zhicong Wang

May 19, 2014

Ceasar James Bautista
Daniel Cabrera
Alice Chang
Jonathan R. Font
Ronak R. Gandhi
Shreya Goel
Vaibhav Goel
Ankur Mittal Goyal
Yuhang Guo
Sarvshreshth Gupta
Kyle Jared Hardgrave
Ulhas Sanjay Jagdale
Daniel Raymond Judd
Evan D. Kramer
Wing Yan Li

Xiang Li
Karen Man
Joshua D. Margolis
Timothy Miller
Ying Pan
Varshil Patel
Leila Pikus
Jonathan Rosenbaum
Elizabeth A. Shay
Ionso Yoel Sheinberg
Kevin Shi
AmiToj Singh
MengYuan Sun
Taylor Alexandria Thomson
Joseph Chung Tsai
Laurie K. Vogel
Kevin Wang
Sharon Shuo Chun Wang
Yeong Wei Wee
Roy Steven Weiss

Kerry Jean Green
Daniel William Harrell
Lauren Hoagland
Kathryn R. Krazcon
Aimee Labrie
Dwaune Latimer
Caroline Hunnomy Lee
Yin Liu
Alina MacNeal
Kishani Martin
Charles McElroy
John Richard O’Donnell
Dorothy B. Pavel
Ahjai Foday Saccoh
Evon Silverstein
Abhinav Subramanian
Babubhai Kohyabhai Suthar
Francesca Lola Valente

MASTER OF MEDICAL PHYSICS

May 19, 2014

Andrew Joseph Cardin
Kyle Delaney
James David Dormer
Owen Eugene Kenton
Emily M. Kremmel
John E. McClade
Malorie Rose-Marie Stowe
Alon Witzum
Flona Younan

Mary J. Weiss

Jin-Gah Yang

Master of Science listing.

Master of Engineering listing.

Master of Environmental Studies listing.

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED GEOSCIENCES

August 9, 2013

Jonathan Kerry

December 20, 2013

Xi Chen
Kambiri Shannon Cox
Pablo Roberto Garza
Hwaju Lee
Benjamin James Madara

May 19, 2014

Michael Tomasz Bak
Stefanie J. Britch
Jessie Stewart Wallace Buckner
Zhiyu Chen
Cornelia Alice Griffith Colijn
Gregory E. Gies Jr
Jingyu Ji
Sara Ganim Kinslow
Yen-Yi Lee
Matthew Sean Marcus
Grant Jesse Scavello
Catherine Anne Shafer
Richard G. Singer
Deanna Leigh Stowe
Todd Taylor
Bea Wang

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING

August 9, 2013

Elizabeth Emily Beattie
Kuan-Ting Chen
Kendrick Chow
Jorge Luis Garcia Chapman
Bob Shengbin Han
Sebastien Issa
Nikhil Pankaj Karnik
Sulim Lee

Rebecca Wu
Mary Biwen Xia
Angela M. Yu
Michael Dian Yu
Connie Yuan
Thomas Xavier Yuhas
Jonathan Leung
Mansha Suresh Mahtani
Tibet Ors
Michael S. Plis
Avin Veerakumar
Nikolay S. Vladimirov
Michael Jeffrey Walczyk
Joshua Louis Wilson
Yibin Zhang

December 20, 2013
Gianni Kuan En Chen
Kavaneet S. Dhani
Daniel A. Fallahi
Cristoforo Luigi Feo
Joshua Mark Gerson
Hilary Jane Grosskopf
Nima John Jelveh
Katie Lynn Jordan
Rick C. Krajewski
Alen Kubati
Abhinav Kumar
Hasan Arda Kuyumcu
Sung Eun Kwon
Michael Han-Ming Lo
Saad Masood
Gary D. Menezes
Jeremy Newlin
Amanda J. Pacheco
David J. Robinson
Melissa J. Satlil
Michael Charles Steltenkamp
Kanchalai Tanglertsampan
Zachary Joseph Vrtis
Vaibhav Wardhen
Connie Pamela Wu
Andrea Yoss

May 19, 2014
Ethan Garrett Aaron
Erica A. Aduh
Tanvir Ahmed
Akshay A. Amin
Kaycee Sue Anderson
Sabrina Catherine Andrews
Leron Arama
Lydia S. Atangcho
Levon Avagyan
Ibrahim Jaz Ayub
Peter A. Bacas
Carlie Rose Badder
Sarah Badin
Nathan Edward Baker
Ariella Barel
Vikram L. Baruah
Alyssa Lanette Battistuz
Markus Brian Beissinger
Tarik Bellamine
Reidel Bello
Raphael Simon Benaros
Courtney Hughes Bender
Camillo Bermudez Noguera
Shahaab Bhanji
Jonathan David Blutinger
Patricia Borges
Eleonoor Titia Bosch
Elizabeth Marie Boyle
Charles Syme Bradford
Jacob Brenza
Kelsey Marissa Brongo
Sawyer Brooks
Tyler Edward Brown
Jonathan L. Bryan
William Kevin Burke
Michael G. Buzinover
Jennifer Erin Calahane
Patricia Renee Campos
Sarah Elizabeth Careya
Calvin Cerny Casalino
Daniel Cates
David Martin Wible Cerny
Daniel Chabolla Razo
Aubreay Marnyn Zaino Chase
Sang Kyo Cheon
Brandon K. Cheung
Jeremy A. Chevis-Benson
Monica Moonkyung Cho
Jonathan Ju-En Chou
Christopher Derek Chow
Michael Andrew Citrin
Jacy L. Clare
Mariah A. Clark
Arielle Falk Clynes
Christian William Collins
Keelen Patrick Collins
Lauren L. Cosgriff
Jonathan Bernard Cousins
Joseph P. Cowell
Julia Christina D’Souza
Aditya Dahiyia
Divij Damodhar
Scott Paul Olav Danielsen
Bianca Chelsea Natasha Datta
Shawna Grace Downing
Mark Eisen
Noam David Eisen
Alina Esquenazi
Elizabeth Feeney
Tyler Raymond Fini
Daniel L. Fischetti
Michael A. Fisher
Thomas Foster
Nathan E. Fraenkel
Daniel Haim Friedman
Kevin Eugene Fritz
David J. Gabrielli
Andrew Paul Gagné
Daniel S. Ge
Israel Geselowitz
Timothy Liu Ghosh
Joseph Giancristofaro
Taylor Gilliland
Jacob Gissinger
Elizabeth Ann Glover
Arushi Maansi Goel
Joel Ross Goldman
Kimberly Gordon
Danielle Greenwald
Hardik Gupta
Varun Gupta
Catharine Ann Haak
Jeffrey Thomas Hallock
Raymond David Harari Benaim
Shi He
Steven A. Hellstern
James J. Hennessy
Ann Hillard Hewitt
Joseph Hill
Michelle Ho
Kevin Jordan Holmes
Shane J. Howard
Weiyiping Huang
Alvan Lawrence Hurley
Samuel Marc Hurwitz
Irene Jadic
Brandon Douglas Jennings
Jesse Xiaozhong Jia
Samantha C. Jones
Nader Anton Jouzy
Jason Adam Kahn
Prema Kakar
Bryan Kam
Jenna L. Kanterman
Jacob Aaron Katz
Dahlia M. Kenawy
Emma Hunt Kennedy
Shivali Khetan
Daesoon Kim
Eric D. Kim
Aaron Kingsley Knowlson
Trisha Kothari
Rina Krevat
Curren A. Kulkarni
Akash Kumar
Priya Kumar
Maximilian William Lamb
Daniel A. LaMorte
Jordan Riley Landis
Charles Robert Laurent
Michael B. Lautman
Jonathan Ryan Law
Francisco S. Lee
Hyunjung Lee
Jane Jinen Lee
Jocelin Hermia Lee
Steven Lee
Harmony Mingwai Li
Legarlin Li
Jacob Edward Liberatore
Kathy Lin
Mingzhe Lin
Andrew Zhenzhou Liu
Fannie Flora Liu
Richard Bie Ye Liu
Meghan Murphy Lockwood
Juan José López Delgado
Harrison Mace
Laura MacKinnon
Kunal Vasudeo Mahajan
Yash S. Malvi
Irene Nicole Manousiouthakis
Kristin Alyssa Manra
Ryan A. Marschang
Johanna Marie Martens
Sarah Margaret Martezian
Anthony Ryan Martin
Connor J. Mason
Neha U. Mathur
Katherine Joane McCarty
Meghan C. McCullough
David McDowell
John Tierney McCarty
Nicholas Hugh McGill
Jaime B. McKenna
Shaun Ravi Mehra
Samkit Shashin Mehta
Tanay Singh Mehta
Ana Peishi Mei
Eric D. Meisel
José Adán Mendoza Siqueiros
Ritvik Menon
Ryan E. Mermelstein
Samanta Sweeney Merritt
Colin Tolentino Millar
Hannah Sey Young Min
Tyler David Moeller
Diana Marie Moock
Jesse Elia Morzel
Anne Fallon Mroz
Di Mu
Adam Jon Muncan
Surya Murty
Thomas John Muse
Vidya Pramod Nanapukar
Nishant Neel
Alexander Jason Neier
Anh Thi-Nguyet Nguyen
Praveen Nidamaluri
Corey Elizabeth Novich
Pamela Núñez
Carla Pacini García
Shenali Parikh
Yong S. Park
Corey Henry Patz
Samuel Paulino
Allison Marie Pearce
Rafael Joseph Pelles
Nicholas James Pesta
Kristen Alexandra Pfleger
Julia Piku
Zachary M. Plona
Joseph J. Polin
Rahul Puranalka
Weizhao Qi
Peter L. Qiao
Danielle Nardone Rafferty
Joshua Brett Raines
Amber Jafri Rashid
Courtney Bryce Reamer
Joshua E. Reback
Elizabeth A. Reeves
Colleen M. Reynolds
Bachelor of Science in Engineering (continued)

Rebecca Brittany Wentzel
Dillon Abe Wexler
Dean M. Wilhelmi
Paige Nicole Willoughby
Patrick Bruce Wingo
Elissa K. Wolf
Eric Wong
Laura Cantey Woodbridge
Nicole Alison Woon
Angela Wu
David Xu
Nicole W. Xu
Raymond Xu
Franklin Yang
Alex Yau
Allison Jane Youngdahl
Chih-Chieh Yu
Cindy Yi Yuan
Xu Yu Zeng
William Jiawei Zhang
Wenbin Zhao
Joseph Zhong
Jingwei Zhou
Yutong Zhu
Garrett Lee Zwahlen

MASTER OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
(This degree is conferred jointly with the School of Arts and Sciences)

August 9, 2013
Michael Patrick Adam
Jacqueline Anne Buckley
Lakshmi Santhosh
Wang Ting Saw

December 20, 2013
Krishnasai V. Babu
Syung Hun Han
Dawn Christon Harper
Joosoon Kim
Michelle M.E. Riegman
Dev Kumar Sethi
Jeffrey H. Shapiro
Jeffrey Shiao
Yael S. Tochner
Matthew S. Verosloff
Bing Xiao
Ari Yasunaga

May 19, 2014
Anchit Bhagat
Ashish A. Bhandari
Eric Randall Chen
Gary Cheung
Joseph Anthony Chiaro III
Chongyang Du
Joshua Charles Goldstein
Rong Guo
Anush Vaidyanathan Iyer
Kalika Kamat

Sanika Vinayak Khare
Sanjana M Kirloskar
Sravya Kotaru
Christine Kuang
Vineet Vinay Kulkarni
Wan-Lin Lee
Ying-Jou Lin
Shi Zhi Liu
Zhicong Liu
Zifeng Mai
Samuel Alexander May
Serge Nechiperouk
Miral Patel
Palvi Raikar
Elisha Anne Rios
Wu Shang
Shi Shi
Amy Shyu
Srijani Sridhar
Kampanat Srinthanesphokai
Nebiyat Tsegaye
John Anthony Vogel
Joy Yiren Wan
Wen Wei
Egor Zhelezovskiy

MASTER OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

August 9, 2013
Elizabeth Pearl Cooper
Robert Jonathan Li
Gregory Michael Smith
Qing Xie

December 20, 2013
Benjamin Bascom
Anne J. Foster
Yang Kang
Fangpeng Liu
Xuan Liu
Christopher Manchester
Temidayo Akinola Odunlami
Varissara Mew Ophaswongse
Min Pan
Sasha Felicity Renninger
Siyyu Song
Ziwei Song
Chen-Wei Tang
Chenxi Wang

May 19, 2014
Emily Cathryn Boggs
Yushu Cao
Blaine N. Gilbreth
Chuya Guo
Yiyi Guo
Justin T. Kerestes
Young H. Lee
Man Li
Shuo Li
Yang Li
Connor James Liddic
Chao Ma
Hao Min
Abeer A. Minhas
Rizwan Shoalb Naru
Eric Dixon Nida
Kun Peng
Orren Daniel Saltzmann
Feng Tian
Dhyanam Rohitkumar Vaidya
Luyang Wang
Ziyuan Wang
Thomas Benjamin Kingdon Watkins
Zhishen Wen
Jingyi Wu
Xiaolu Xu
Honglin Zhang
Xuan Zheng
Sitong Zhou

MASTER OF INTEGRATED PRODUCT DESIGN

May 19, 2014
Yoshijiro T. Araki
Anna Laura Couturier
Moira Cunningham
Frances Melina Dimare
Bethany Edwards
Jiachen Liu
Yilin Lu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING (BIOENGINEERING)

August 9, 2013
Paweorn Angsutarax
Bernadette Y. Hsu
Kun Peng
Natalia Maria Rodriguez Jockovich

December 20, 2013
Hassam A. Baig
Amy Kerping Chang
Jing Huang
Robert M. King
Jonathan Ray McDaniel
Mary Elizabeth Tribble

May 19, 2014
Guanying Bi
Kevin Buckard
Weixuan Chen
Moyu Lara Fu
Alan Y. He
Rafael S. Holzer
Brian Harris Horwich
Dinesh Kannan Kabaleswaran
Chris Seunghyun Kim
Soonwook Kwon
Sung Eun Kwon
Richard Bye Lui
Prepared by: Eugene C. DeLella
Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

Master of Science in Engineering (continued)

Henry Ma
Mehreen F. Merchant
Dev Gitesh Patel
Neel M. Patel
Catherine Pacharin Rojvirat
Saahil Sanon
Nishal Shah
Varsha Gyanchand Shankla
Dawen Shen
Jessica Ann Siedlecki
Mollie Ann Sussman
Haim Y. Tawil
Logan Taylor Troppito
Peijiang Wang
Anning Yao
Kehan Zhang
Jingwei Zhou
Jingru Zhu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING)

August 9, 2013
Yang Hu
Ankit Kumar
Cory Stephen Silva
Sarah Chase Stapleton

December 20, 2013
Raphael Gerard Bertrand
Jacqueline Lee Christie
Marcus James Goudie
Kurt M. Guynn
Alison Kelly Harkins
Yang Liu
Sun Wook Park
Haoran Sun

May 19, 2014
Pratik M. Agarwal
Aseem Kashyap
Ruizhi Li
Ian Hunter Moskowitz
Sanjana Gowrishankar Nayak
Kyu Dong Noh
Arvind Ravichandran
Abhishek Ravva
Mengxue Shi
Chen Su
Zhe Sun
Yifan Wang
Yu-Hao Yeh
Jia Yue Zhang
Keren Zhang
Jingyi Zou

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE)

August 9, 2013
Kuan-Ting Chen
Vikrant Goel
Mark David Moeller
Arjun Narayan
Venetia Platsikia
Joshua Louis Wilson
Yinfei Yang

December 20, 2013
William Joseph Boone
Jinyan Cao
Jingwei Chen
Harjot Gill
Yuhan Hao
Sai Sri Ram Haridass
Connie Y. Ho
Daniel Michael Klein
Ailen Kubati
Shuo Li
Jamie Ly
Gary D. Menezes
Jason Shen Mow
Sanjay Paul
Arun Raghavan
Harinaran Rajaraman
Matthew Wong
Jun Ying
Yeo Ho Yoon
Hongbo Zhang

May 19, 2014
Tanvir Ahmed
Markus Brian Beissinger
Kriti Bhasin
Aubrey Marilyn Zaino Chase
Fangyuan Chen
Jia Chen
Pengjia Chen
Xinyu Chen
Michael Laurence Collis
Zeven Fei
Bolei Fu
Dmitri Garbuzov
Tanveer Singh Gill
Jing Guo
Chaojia Huang
David F. Isele
Christen James Kaminski
Ankit Anil Khandelwal
Ritika Khandeparkar
Samarth Khandeparkar
Sunil Kumar Nirmal
Bo Li
Menghan Li
Suiyao Ma
Eric Joseph O’Brien
Yiran Qin
Yuanhao Qiu
Yuanjie Qu
Bhavesh Mukesh Raheja
Twisha Shah
Anshul Sharma
Xinchao Shen
Arvind Subramanian
Gladden Ben Thomas
Nirmal Utwani
Xu Wang
Sean Jeremy Welleck
Benxiong Wu
Hao Wu
Gang Xiang
Chengyan Xu
Jingou Xu
Aixuan Yang
Chenyang Yu
Huiyan Yu
Hao Zhang
Sikai Zhang
Weiyu Zhang
Xinyu Zhao

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND GAME TECHNOLOGY)

August 9, 2013
Elizabeth Pearl Cooper
Kristen Ann Drosinos
Prutsdom Jiarathanakul
Gregory Michael Smith

December 20, 2013
Rohith R. Chandran
Mikey Chen
Guanya He
Vimanuy Jain
Dongqing Ma
Vivek Reddy

May 19, 2014
Katherine L. Anderson
Srilekshmi Boogru
Fannie Flora Liu
Shijing Liu
Adam David Mally
Nathan Xu Marshak
Sohail Mehra
Michael Lee Rivera
Yuqin Shao
Jennie Michele Shapira
Ishaan Singh
Kanchalai Tanglertsampan
Sijie Tian
Hao Wu
Cheng Xie
Alice Melissa Yang
Xiao Zeng

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)

August 9, 2013
Soheil Eshghi
Robert Paul Stanowski Inglis

December 20, 2013
Jaewoo Choi
Bawul Kim
Sangheon Lee
Sichao Wang
Wenlay Wei

May 19, 2014
Mohammad Hadi Afrasiabi
Smita Vinayak Bailur
Bo Bao
Than Kumar Reddy Bethi
Da Cao
Nan Cui
Qiushi Guo
Peng Hao
Fei He
Huijing Huang
Shengbo Huang
Jianfeng Li
Liangchen Li
Xiangning Li
Ying Liu
Di Lu
Aryan Mokhtari
Aditya Narayan
Xitan Qiang
Tian Qiu
Badrinath Rayadurg
Yang Shi
Hanfei Sun
Jiajia Wang
Yang Wang
Xiang Yang
Ye Yang
Feitong Yin
Guo Yu
Yun Yuan
Zheka Zhang
Siton Zhou

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(EMBEDDED SYSTEMS)

December 20, 2013
Benjamin Kadish
Wei-Ting Lo
Abhijeet Sharadchandra Mulay

May 19, 2014
Venkataramanan Arun
Soumyadeep Ghoshal
Darshan Lingaraj
Udit Divyesh Mehta
Utsav Mehta
Sumukh Narendra
Sujith Kumar Pottem
Yiran Qin
Rahul Ravindra Vasist
Karan Sawhney
Nirav Kamlesh Shah
Ashok Bharadwaj Vaidyanathan
Danquen Wang
Chenyang Zhu

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(INTEGRATED PRODUCT DESIGN)

December 20, 2013
John Natwick Johnston

May 19, 2014
Timothy Wah Lun Li
Guansen Zeng

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY)

August 9, 2013
Pralhad S. Athreya
Sarah A. Caldwell
Nikunj Praful Dani
Patrick Jeremiah Esmonde
Dale Maurice Gibson
Sarvesh Kumar Gowda
Volodymyr Hnativ
Daniel Allen Hughes
Alexander Wai-Kit Lam
Christopher Michael Marganian
Angelo Savio Mendonca
Tanya K. Merdiushev
Fidel Neto Moore
Sankarshan Narasimha Murthy
Kazim Oladotun Oyenuga
Moin Shaikh
Kabiru Kayode Shittu
Joseph Thomas Sroka
Richard David Stevenson Jr.
Mathew Vellikara Varghese
Andrew Weilgus
Chunjing Yang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING)

August 9, 2013
Samantha L. Farmer
Bruce David Katz
Luri Robert Middleton

December 20, 2013
Jacob Stern Berger
James William Borchert
Nicholas J. Greybush
Hao Hu
Chih-Chung Huang
Pengfei Ji
Zachary Joseph Vrtis
Jiaxin Zhu

May 19, 2014
Rahul Agarwal
Xuan Cao
Huan Chang
Chih-An Chen
Qiyi Chen
Shang-Chien Chen
Michael Raymond Crump
Bianca Chelsea Natasha Datta
Liangliang Dong
Xiangyi Dong
Jiayang Fei
Daniel L. Fischetti
Qian Gao
Ziang Gao
Congran Guo
Yanqi Huang
Taro Inoue
Shih-Chieh Ke
Tianjiao Lei
Man Li
Meng Li
Xiyu Liu
Devdatt Maganty
James Anthony Senese
Huayu Shi
Boxiang Song
Yiren Sun
Chenbo Wang
Han Wang
Zhuqing Wang
Li Xie
Yang Yu
Yu Yuan
Dongfang Zhao
Xiaolu Zhao
Yongwei Zheng
Yanxi Zhu

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND APPLIED MECHANICS)

August 9, 2013
Ariel Alejandro Ibarra Pino
David D. Kim
Mengying Li
Caitlin C. Powers-Maher
Kush Prasad

December 20, 2013
Yu Cheng
Charlotte Wan Dean
Michael Ian Gosselin
Jonathan Paul Augustus Greco
Kristopher J. Greer
Young Chan Jung
Sherry Liang
Xin Zhou Liu
Michael Han-Ming Lo
Jessica Marie Pehr
Michael Charles Steltenkamp

May 19, 2014
Chaitanya Bhargava
Kevin Andrew Boreen
Daniel Chabolla Razo
Yik Lung Chan
Cheng-Ru Chuang
Vivienne Rose Clayton
Tianyu Dong
Xu Gu
Kevin Jordan Holmes
Chenkai Huang
Shylean Salim Keshwani
Brian Robert Magerr
Abhijat Vijay Mangrulkar
Jesse Elia Morzel
Anne Fallon Mroz
Raghavendra Prasad Palle
Chia-Hsing Pi
Yuanhao Qiu
Michael Jonathan Ragosa
Rosenman
Karan Shah
Karan Sharma
Shyam Sundar Sivakumar
Dawei Song
Hang Su
Yu-Hsiang Su
Ali J. Sultan
Jing Tang
Akhay Vijay Gopal
Dmitry Yashin
Zehong Ye
Siwan Zhan
Rui Zhang
Shiming Zhao
Wen Bin Zhao
Yifan Zhao
Robert William Zito

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(NANOTECHNOLOGY)

December 20, 2013
Rajatesh Ravindra Gudiband
Diya Li
Duraivelan Palanisamy
Edwin Charles Pratt
Abhai Ranganathan
Amar Nilkamal Thaker
Yanfeng Xia
Lin Zhao

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(ROBOTICS)

August 9, 2013
Benjamin Weinstein

December 20, 2013
Uriah J. Baalke
Qin He
Seong Jae Hwang
Jonghak Kim
Stella Marie Latscha
Yigit Oktar
Michael Laurence Posner
Daniel Aaron Wheeler
Mabel Mengzi Zhang

May 19, 2014
Rica Agrawal
Tyler Frederik Barkin
Collin James Boots
Samarth Manoj Brahmabhett
Parth Pradipkumar Chopra
Yunkai Cui
Vibhavari Dasagi
Kendrick Barnett Davis
Kent Edwards deVillafranca
Yanwei Du
Takashi Furuya
Andrew Paul Gagné
Spyridon Karachalios
Chao Liu
Nicholas Hugh McGill
Alexandre Miranda Airon
Fredy Monterroza, Jr.
Chao Qu
Ian Michael Rafter
Jiali Sheng
Qiong Wang
Tianyi Zhang
Shaojun Zhu
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

August 9, 2013
Michael Charles DeLiso II
Da Fu

December 20, 2013
Sandeep Kakarla Chalam
Daniel A. Fallahi
Bozhi Fan
Fan Gong
Hilary Jane Grosskopf
Nima John Jelveh
Fengfan Liu
Melissa A. Rudofsky
Ben Shi
Yali Wang
Li Xiang
Dafeng Xu
Qiangeng Xu
Heng Zhang
Xuan Zhang

May 19, 2014
Reidel A. Bello
Patricia Borges
Francesco Caruso
Tianxiao Chen
Shengda Ding
Hui Fang
Jing Fang
Kavya Gona
Zhi Hu
Emily Rachel Hyman
Emma Hunt Kennedy
Shivali Khetan
Sneha Kumar
Chi-Ted Edward Li
Fei Li
Sichao Li
Zehua Li
Shijiang Liu
Haojiang Luo
Hannah Sey Young Min
Kun Qian
Stacy Rush
Aadil Seshadri

Zheng Shen
Bohan Shi
Chaoyi Song
Yuxi Song
Xuan Sun
Jinfan Tan
Huan Wang
Zihang Xie
Bowen Xuan
Ningkang Ying
Andrea Yoss
Cindy Yi Yuan
Xuan Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
(TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AND NETWORKING)

December 20, 2013
Shuotian Cheng
Cuifan Yang
Zhihong Yi

May 19, 2014
Mohammad Altabaib
Sitian Cheng
Sahil Hirpara
Sudha Madhuri Kanupuru
Rachit Khanna
Mengli Li
Udit Mathur
Chinmay Mishra
Roshan Moorthy
Apurva Rathk
Siddharth Sampath
Aayush K. Sharma
Vidya Sridhar
Ce Wang
Qingdi Zhang
Zhao Zhao
Shengwei Zhao

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

WHARTON SCHOOL
Thomas S. Robertson, Dean

Wharton Undergraduate Division

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ECONOMICS

August 9, 2013
Kaushik Annam
Changhyun Bahn
Shawn William Chen
Michael Chuan
Angel Antonio Contrera
Ashley S. Eternadi
Lisa D. Felber
David Leo Galperin
Christian J. Hung
Ishaan Jain
Alice Anri Kissilenko
Sulim Lee
Haoran Li
Elizabeth Asantewah Mensah
Tibet Ors
Terner Papir
Tatyana Pazhitnykh

May 19, 2014
Alexandra M. Rivera
Brian T. Roberts
Annie Sheehan
Fiona L. Van Limburg Strum
Avin Veerakumar
Bohan Zhou
Chenchong Zhou

May 19, 2014
Ellen Kim
Hoon Kim
Pan-Je Kim
Hasan Arda Kuyumcu
Shuo Li
Jessica Taylor Lovett
Andrew Gregory Ma
Benjamin E. Martinez
Mykel J Matthews-Dase
Pulak Mittal
Makhosonke Nsibandze
Starry C. Peng
Spencer Samuel Penn
William Alexander Rattray
Anireddy Sudhira Reddy
David Andrew Rinder
Chance E. Sanchez
Angela A. Santurbano
Theo Sebagh
You Jin Shin
Gregory D. Sommers
Min Ju Song
Jennifer Sun
José Ramón Varela Fábrega
Vaibhav Wardhen
Connie Pamela WU
Jonathon Youshaei
Jimothy C. Zhang
Yanpei Zhang

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Bachelor of Science in Economics (continued)

Gilbert Block Baltzer
Alex D. Baquero
Alec Michael Barnes
Shohom Basuthakur
Paulo B. Bautista
Kenneth Michael Beierlein II
Markus Brian Beissinger
Matthew J Benson
Alexander I. Berlinski
José Alejandro Bermúdez
Maldonado
David V. Berniard
Meghan Farrell Bethel
Shahaab Bhanji
Sushant Bhardwaj
Mubarrat Nuvid Bhuiyan
Peter George Bittar
Andrew Bivin
Sierra Ruth Blake
Nkense M. Blue
Cole Julian Blum
Samuel Jordan Blumenthal
Nicholas P. Boccardi
R blueprint
Christopher Francis Braatz
Celeste H. Bremen
Kateryna Brezitska
Lauren Samantha Bridges
Megan Elizabeth Budischak
Edgaro S. Bueser
Christopher M. Bush
Daniel Calderon
Siyuan Cao
Way Cao
Michael J. Captain
Stephen P. Carpinello
Tyler A. Carson
Luis Fernando Castro Lozano
James W. Chai
Timothy Chai
Tania V. Chairez
Amanda Sirima Chan
Carina C. Chan
Christen Jun-Li Chan
Kenny H. Chan Jr.
Stephanie Chan
Brian L. Chang
Christina Y. Chang
Cong Chang
Benjamin Edouard Charbonnel
Lyn Li Che
David S. Chen
Denghui Chen
Jessica Yunan Chen
Yuan Chen
Julie Krystyna Cheng
Katherine Xinyun Cheng
Sang Kyo Cheon
Andrew Y. Chin
Dennis Kafone Chu
Johanne Soeun Chu
Brandon Richard Clark
Rachelle Anne Clark
Alexia M. Cohade
Lesley Christine Cook
Erin Virginia Cooney
David M. Costigan
Catherine Victoria Coul
Oscar A. Cullen
Aditya Dahiy
Kayla Nicole Dahlerbruch
João Pedro Delia d'Almeida
Tiffany E. D'Cunha
Robert Forbes Dearborn
Arindo de Carvalho Pinto
Sherry Jill Deckelboim
Carlos Manuel de la Cruz III
Liang Deng
Vikram Aditya Dhawan
Vincent J. DiGiorgio IV
Mijana Djurdjevic
Stephanie Thu Anh Do
Sohum Doshi
Richa D’Souza
Marcus Elliott Dungay
Megan Philpott Dwyer
Brigitte Kate Ehman
Spencer D. Eisner
Blake Jackson Ellison
Karim M. Elsayyad
Brian Engel
Sarah Katherine Engheta
Sarah Nicole Escape
Alexander Stephen Evanczuk
Mimi Peng Fan
Maximilian C. Federman
David M. Fegley
Shuzhe Feng
Zhe Feng
Timothy B. Flank
Preston Jordan Fletcher
Jonathan R. Font
Bradley Joseph Foster
Ariella N. Freund
Maria Andrea Freydell Velez
Michael Seth Friedson
Ellen Xiaoyu Fu
Leon Leonid Furman
Ronak R. Gandhi
Eileen Xiaoyuan Gao
Catherine Laura Geewax
Ran Geng
Timothy Liu Ghosh
Kenneth Douglas Ginsburg
Marissa Hope Gitler
Shreya Goel
Vaibhav Goel
Akshat Goenka
Adam Charles Goldberg
Kevin L. Goldfarb
Jose N. Gonzalez
Eliza Jobes Goode
Mac Edward Gorcey-Biblowitz
Michael Gorokhovskoy
Matthew R. Gould
Mahima Govil
Ankur Mittal Goyal
Devin P. Graber
Spencer Andres Granelli
Anthony C. Greco
Robert Benedict Greco
Matthew L. Greenberg
Rebecca E. Greenblatt
Charles J. Gress III
Robert T. Grove
Constantin Gumenita
Yuhang Guo
Aditi Gupta
Sarvshreshth Gupta
Georgia Corinne Guttadauro
Donglin Han
Matthew B. Han
Kelly Marie Adams Hanan
Aaron J. Hand
Nathan T. Harriger
Katherine Eileen Harrington
Dennis Michael Harte Jr.
William Everett Hartje
Christopher Hatfield
Thomas Joseph Hayden
Muchi He
Qi He
Shi He
Adam T. Hebert
Steven A. Hellstern
Ray Hernandez
Kevin Lyle Hershey
Kelsey E. Hilbrich
Darren Ho
Erika Ho
Mae A. Hochhauser
Anne Elizabeth Hofinga
Gerren Hong
Melissa Elizabeth Hong
Robert Andrew Horwitz
Samuel Isaac Hougie
Liyuan Huang
Yu Huang
Elaine Kate Huston
Robert Kyle Hutchison
Benjamin Huynh
Jonathan Hwa
Nicole Danbi Hwang
Katarzyna Imielksa
Karl L. Ingram
Michael Ira
Evat Christian Jackson
Brandon Jaffe
Ulhas Sanjay Jagdale
Jamie C. James
Erica Jang
Saumil Arvind Jariwala
Sebastian R. Jaskowski
Nandita Milind Jatkar
Chaitanya Jayanti
Jesse Xiaozhong Jia
Yibo Jia
Stephanie Margaret Johnson
Ethan Rhys Jones
Daniel Raymond Judd
Alexander B. Kahn
Prema Kakar
Hanna Menil Kamaric
Joshua A. Kaminer
Collin Patrick Kane
Seunghee Kang
Akshay Kanoria
Jenna L. Kanterman
Omar Hasan Kasule Jr.
Mourad Kattan
Tamar Dorothy Katz
Zachary E. Katz
Ellery Dale Kauvar
Kiran Kazmi
Harley Austin Tak Keh
Luke Joseph Kelly
Jamie Kent
Aryana C. Keshavarz
Sahil Khetpal
Max Kieff
Eunjin Kim
Jeong Eun Barbara Kim
Austin W. Kinn
Tyler J. Kinn
Alexander J. Kirk
Katarzyna A. Klasa
Ashrika Kohli
Aniket Kotnis
Julie Anne Kozeracki
Dylan L. Kravet
Marin Kukoc
Akash Kumar
Ho Min Kwak
Maximilian William Lamb
Edward A. Lando
Amanda Langhorne
Jake Morgan Lasker
Amy Minh Ngoc Le
Matthew Charles Le Blanc
Chang won Lee
Hiro Irene Lee
Hye Na Lee
Jacqueline Lee
Jin Pyuo Lee
Jun-Youb Lee
Robert G. Leonard
Jason Chong Be Leong
Jonelle Lynn Lesniak
Jay Eric Leventhal
Alexander James Levin
Adam Michael Levinson
Austin Lee Levitt
Celia Madeleine Lewis
Boting Li
Karen Lin Li
Wing Yan Li
Xiang Li
Lixin Peng
Joshua G. Liang
Betty Yuen Tung Liao
Shaun F. Libou
Bachelor of Science in Economics (continued)

Alexandra Lim
Christine Lim
Elyisia Lim Fei Ying
Kathy Lim
Mengyuan Kathryn Lin
Elaine Liu
Kexin Alice Liu
Pianqian Liu
Tim Jingtian Liu
Joshua D. Lobel
Jason J. Lokuta
Bruno Troccoli Lopes
Jingyu Lu
Natalie Lu
Timothy Edward Lynch
Michael Yanhai Ma
Siteng Ma
Logan D. MacLean
Mia A. Madlambayan
Anne Leigh Maercklein
Yadavan Paran Mahendraraj
Radhika Mahidhara
Justin J. Mardjuki
Allegra Margolis
Theodore E. Marschall
Ryan A. Marschang
Elisaveta Marsova
Kristofer Aaron Terrell Martin
Kelsey Leigh Matevish
Neha U. Mathur
Taylor Andrew McConnell
Chelsea G. McCook
Nicholas J. McCormick
Daniel Scott McGovern
Elonia Sah McHenry
Shaun Ravi Mehta
Samkit Shashin Mehta
Tanay Singh Mehta
Ke Meng
Ritvik Menon
Samantha Amy Meskin
Maxx R. Meyer
Sean Michelson
Christopher S. Miller
Gregory Benjamin Miller
Tiffany Crystal Mills
Daniel Milner
Maryam Mir
Avneesh Jaint Mirpuri
Michael Alexander Mirski
Urja Mittal
Leyla Mocan
Sushaan R. Modi
Adam Gregory Moelis
Maksim Morgaylo
Tatenda Kevin Mpofu
Anthony F. Murphy
Rohan Murthy
Scott David Myslinski
Edward Tetteh Narh
Matthias Nikaj
Sean Michael Niznik
Nanette Ogechi Nunu
Zachary Dylan Okin
Olivia K. Olt
Oscar Orozco
Christopher M. Orsinger
Daniel Ortiz
Titilayo M. Oshinaya
Balam Ottapathu
Naz Özbek
Monta Ozolina
Matthew K. Paige
Alexandre C. Paris
George M. Parlamas
Matthew Kyle Parmett
Nikita Manish Patel
Varshil Patel
Chirag Pathre
Jennie Miller Pechman
Lisa Piontchina
Laura Placentra
Danielle Lauren Plattus
Rene N. Poellinetz
Vivian Sandra Sa Pou Chou
Julia Stephanie Posluns
Chadwick Prichard
Weizhao Qi
Christina Qiu
Aarthi Ramesh
Pooja Ramesh
Prathyum Ramesh
Jiaxiong Luna Rao
Alexander M. Reade
Jennifer Gwen Reichert
Max Bernard Reiter
Maalik Reynolds
Alex M. Rieger
Natalie Marie Riemer
Ashley N. Rivera
Isabella Teresa Rolla
Karl A. Rosario
Evan Keith Rosenbaum
Jonathan Rosenbaum
Casey G. Rosgren
Douglas Stuart Ross
Kyle Wesley Roth
Jason Benjamin Rudin
Nicholas K. Rush
Aiyah Saiqol
Serge Saint-Preux
Victoria Noelke Sakal
Devin Ryan Salazar
Victor Salcedo
Souhall H. Salty
Adetayo O. Sanusi
David Sawyers
Jeffrey Daniel Schimmel
Haley Renee Schools
Mark Jacob Schwertner
Vanessa Xin Ying Seah
Lisa Sha
Nirav V. Shah
Shruti Mayank Shah
Sunny S. Shah
Justin William Shanahan
Richa Sharan
Maheen Suleman Sheikh
Ionsso Yoel Sheinberg
Emily K. Sherbany
Serena Yulong Shi
Kevin S. Shia
Sanghyun Shin
Charles F. Shoener
Eric Shoykhet
Jordan Elizabeth Silverman
Max Arthur Silverman
Kathleen B. Simon
Amitoj Singh
Jaipal Singh
Manmeet J. Singh
Paul E. Singman
A. Nihara Sinha
Joseph J. Slobsburg
Laura Elizabeth Sloyter
Terence James Smith
Tonjanika Denise Smith
Joseph T. Smithey
Sara L. Sodine
Marissa Nicole Solomon
Jahyun Song
William Peter Sorin
Ryan Scott Soroka
Alan Brewer Sostek
Jarred George Spear
Alan Spindel Holoschutz
David Ross Spiro
Graeme Stahl
Heather Amy Steinman
James R. Stine
Benjamin Stone
Chelsea Elizabeth Strickland
Elizabeth Su
Daniel Jaipil Sung
Isaac Gershon Sukin
Alice Ai Sun
Eric Kevin Sun
Mengyuan Sun
Tong Sun
Jiten Arvind Suthar
Abraham Jack Sutton
Pascale Yi Ying Ting
Aditya Tandon
Alan S. Tang
Danrong Tang
Larry Man Hin Tang
Melissa Tang
Shelley Tang
Aaron Tas
Kelsey Erin Taylor
David Ross Thomas
Brian Robert Tolles
Jose Pablo Toscano
Boris Treskunov
Irene Truong
Joseph Chung Tsai
Kalon Tsang
Daphne Maria Tsoucas
James J. Tully
Kenji Nathaniel Tulman
Ivan Turudic
Pawel Janusz Uchman
Stephanie Jeongseon Vabre
Rohun Vaidya
Federico Alejandro Velarde
David J. Vigilante
Alejandro Felician Villero
Guy M. Viner
Hue Vuong
Edward Wadsworth
Andrew M. Waldman
Chantel Dominique Walton
James Paul Walton III
Dominic Waltz
Christopher W. Wang
Grace Jiaxin Wang
Russell Dingxuan Wang
Sharon Shuo Chun Wang
Zhuangchu Wang
Nicholas J. Warden
Zachary J. Waugaman
Nicole E. Webster
Celine Wei Wee
Michael Jia Wei
Jeremy Hawkins Weir
Corey Scott Werbelow
Sydney Werber
Christina Nicole Westley
Dillon Abe Wexler
Michelle H. Whang
Lauren S. Wilcox
Matthew A. Williams
Amelia Kirsten Wilson
Jordan H. Windmueller
Patrick Bruce Wingo
Maxine Frances Winston
Alexander Ross Witkoff
Elizabeth Marie Woods
Nicole Allison Woon
Eric K. Wright
Natalie Louise Wright
Angela Wu
Qingyu David Wu
Rebecca Wu
Andrew J. Wynne
Jessica Xu
Lisa M. Xu
Raymond Xu
Yingnan Xu
Chengjie Yan
Patrick Yang
Renke Yang
Sherry Yang
Qianyuan Ye
Lawrence Yen
Andrew Yi
Yi Yi
Dominick Yin
Lori Ying
Rebecca Yip
Julie M. Young
Tik Ki Yu

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 9, 2013
Jennifer L. Abrahamsen
Mila Latchezarova Adamova
Yulia Alekseeva
Ajay Gaurav Anand
Ulysses Hawthorne Auger
Andrew Craft Bailey
Margaret Johnson Barry
Beril Baykam
Tegh Singh Bedi
Emily C. Behr
Neha Bhargava
Surachita Bose
Leah Linn Burnett
Chuang-wen Chang
Sachin Chaudry
Jeanne Chen
Alan Huynh Chung
Michele Chaves Vitorassi Correa
Sofia Cunha
Artem Dergunov
Omolar Olawunmi Esi Falusi
Joseph Christopher Fitzgerald
Federico Frascà
Pramod Prabhakar Gosavi
Esmond Greene
Brent D. Habitz
Charles Brooks Hardyman III
Alissa Gordon Heinerscheid
Charles Brooks Hardyman III
Nilesh Khandelwal
Adithi Kasturirangan
Nirmal Jandhyala
Vikas Jindal
Niranjan Jhangiani
Wendy Juven Zhao
Joseph Zhong
Yueyi Zhou
Lennie H. Zhu
Darya A. Zmachinskaya
Garrett Lee Zwahlen

Wharton Graduate Division

Connie Yuan
Thomas Xavier Yuhas
Fernando Zazueta Leon-Quintero
Junia Star Zhang
Qiaoran Zhang
Wendy J. Zhang
Qingxin Zhao
Wendy Yuwen Zhao
Joseph Zhong
Yueyi Zhou
Lennie H. Zhu
Darya A. Zmachinskaya
Garrett Lee Zwahlen

May 19, 2014
Subrahmanyan
Aarumugamangalam
Riyad Abou Jaoudeh
Mohammed Bader Abulhasan
Andrew Reichert Adams
Matan Agar
Ambika K. Aggarwal
Ankit Aggarwal
Akhil Agrawal
Archna Agrawal
Pranay Ahlawat
Kabir Ahmed
Ziya Omer Ahmed
Aaron Joseph Akins
Nasser Alghanim
Maurice Deeb Al-Haddad
Taylor Brewster Alan-Lee
Abdullah AlAsousi
Maitham Albaharna
Jennifer McCouen Albinson
Craig Robert Albrecht
Mohaimin Altaf
Kerby Jacques Altdor
Felipe Amaral de Mattos
Amir A. Amdani
Saied Amiry
James S. An
Rafaela de Castro Andrade
David Joseph Andreade
Alonso Andujar
Florencio Anicama Cubas
Christina Sophia Antoniou
Christian Apfel
Yuma Ari
Ekaterina Arteneva
Ramanathan Arunachalam
Richard Buck Aubrey III
Irina Mateko Azu
Meng Bai
Michael R. Bailey
Puneet Bakhshi
John Anthony Baltes
Jonathan Sarmiento Banawa
Nir Bar-Desa
John Samuel Barbieri
Matthew Carlton Barry
Marisa A. Bass
Andrew Joseph Battaglini
Idil Bayram
Matthew Alan Beasley
Eric Hanno Beck
Neha Begwani
Bikash Kumar Behera
Dharmesh P. Beewa
Julian Charles Lucas St. Clair
Bennett
Bryan Allen Bentrott
Elissa Holly Bergman
Elizabeth Brooke Berman
Ali Beyhan
Saurabh Bhansali
Claire Julia Bickett

Scott Bierbryer
Alexander David Blair
Paul Hamilton Blanton
Melissa C. Blom
Devin Max O'Brien Blondes
Bryan Samuel Bloom
Arthur William Blow III
Elmarie Bodes
Matias Boker
Swathi Bonda
Lucia Bonilla Fridlyand
Arijit Borthakur
Rodrigo Bosco
Samir Bouadjel
Chad Matthew Boyd
Joseph Jacob Branzburg
Eugene Braude
Robert Barbour Bressler
Steven Drew Bressler
Frank Lewis Brodie
Stephan Brondou
Suzanne Constance Brouillette
David R. Brown
Kelly Marie Brown
Sharlene M. Brown
Markeze T. Bryant
Kathryn Bucklew
Joshua Varun Burdick
Katherine Elizabeth Burkhart
Christopher Allen Burns
Marvis Burns
Stephanie Russo Burset
Erich Butters
John K. Cabala
Qian Cai
Ceren Canal Araujo
Matthew Cantatore
Ivan Cao
Shelley Eskew Capito
Nicolle Capp
Daphne Car
Thierry Carlier
Joseph Patrick Carroll
Elena Cecilia Castañeda
Alexander Castro
Michael Bayard Caswell
Efe Çataltepe
Pablo Cervera Hernández
Maggie Chatman
David Chan
Mark C.M. Chan
Prakash Chandak
Mrinalini Chandra Goyal
Ritika Chandra
Chun-An Chang
Evelyn Cary Chang
Jonathan Stephen Chang
Kenneth Kwanhyun Chang
Stephen Walter Chang
Younhyung Chang
Catherine Yi-Shin Chao
Munhik J. Chaudhry
Allan Chen
Angela Ying Chen
Kristal Dehnad
Makram Debbas
Elliot Austin DeSanto
André Izecson de Carvalho
Daniel Joseph De Boer
Gabrielle Davis
Jaimini Niranjan Dave
Kathleen Kelly Daughety
Michael Dean Daschle
Amy Daschle
Christopher Brogan Darling
Sean Michael Danowski
Jennifer Anne D'Ascoli
Matthew Cushing
Christie Lauren Cunningham
David Bradley Cummins
Morgan Janet Dixon Cummings
Marcelo de Jesús Cruz Murcia
Emily Crowell
Alaric Rionne Trevor Craig
Sarah Marie Eversman
Andrew Scott Evans
Christopher David Estela
José Carlos Escobedo Oblitas
Mariia Eroshin
Thomas Erginsoy
Kate Epstein
Anil Erdem
Thomas Erginsoy
Mariia Eroshin
José Carlos Escobedo Oblitas
Alberto Estefan Saavedra
Christopher David Estela
Andrew Scott Evans
Sarah Marie Eversman
Cao Fang
John Zhou Fang
Ning Fang
Penny Fang
Helay Maryam Fazel
Ilan P. Feingold
Eric Matthew Feinstein
Hongjuan Feng
Jessica Feng
André Fernandes
Luis Fernández de Mesa y Long
Carlyna Courtneay Ferreira
Jason Manuel Ferreira
Nicolle Ferszt
Alexander Jordan Finerman
Michael Lawson Finger
Matthew F Finley
Lauren Lindsay Fishbane
Nathan Patrick Fisher
Burton Jay Flynn
Fiona Kama Fong
Supitcha Foonanant
Peter J. Forsythe
Dominique Foto
Caitlyn Bartlett Henderson Fox
James Mathias Fox
Andrew Nathaniel Franklin
Richard Derek Franks
Julie Marie Fraser
Pamela Freed
Audrius Freitakas
Andrea Marijani French
David Fromhold
Ai Lyn Fun
Naomi Furguele
Meghan Martel Gainer
Brian J. Galinat
David Gallagher Blamer
William Daniel Gallagher
Nitesh Gandhi
Berj Garabedian
Jorge Salomón Gárate Chue
Elizabeth Garcia
Paul Garibian
Miguel Santiago Gastellum
Adrien Geiger
Archana Gelda
Robert Genkin
Adam Jacob Gentzel
 Özgür Geter
Fana Safiya Gibson
Joost Johan Gieskes
Matthew Keith Givens
Eric J. Gleave
Andrew Adam Gluckman
Vishal Goenka
Sonali Goila
Justin Michael Goldberg
Simon John Goldman
Enrique Anselmo Gómez
Fernando Gómez Arriola
Edwin C. P. Gommers
Ashwin Kumar Gonibeed
Taryn Stephanie Goodman
Sebastian Edward Goodwin
Samantha Gordon
Maria Gostevskaya
James A. Gott
Felipe Gottlieb
Emma Gow
Emmy M. Graber
Eric Gradel
Henry Michael Graham Jr.
Maia Grauer Liurner
Andrew Michael Green
Brendan David Green
Ira Brody Greenberg
Julie Sarah Greenberg
Jesse Lennon Greif
Nathan Grossman
Alvaro Marcelo Guevara Peña
Kyle Joseph Guinivan
Naveen Gulati
Aaron Gupta
Abhishek Gupta
Pragya Gupta
Samiksha Gupta
Sonia S. Gupta
Jonathan Conrad Haagen
Azita Mina Habibi
Nouras Haddad
Sean Buckminster Haggerty
Yoeal Dawit Haile
Matthew Michael Hameline
Evan Andrew Hamlin
Alan J. Han
Xiuohong Han
Kenichiro Hara
Gurushyam Harishar
John Albert Hargrove
Edward Butler Hart
William Turner Hart
Colin Ridley Hartman
Daniel Kirk Harvey
Syed Jawad Hasan
Salman Hatta
Han He
He Mu
Mauricio Sabas Heilbron Pretelt
William Humphreys Hennes
Jane Leslie Herzeck
Allison Donnelly Hicks
Marina Hinterhäuser
Summer Hinton Lang
Elizabeth Chang-I Ho
Brenna Marion Hockney
Patrick Timothy Hogan
Blair Thomas Holert
Joseph Andrew Hollmeyer
Hye Won Hong
Jane K. Hong
Jack Porter Hooper
Lee Phips Horn
Matthew Scott Horsley
Tina Ying Ho
Charles Kae Hwang
Emil Hristov
Catherine Hsiao
Betty Hsu
Hao-Tung Hsu
Qiu Hen Huang
Sean Huang
Yao Huang
Suh Hee Huh
Alvin Chiu Wah Hui
Nico Hui
Henry M. Hund
Daniel Shu Hung
Laura Elizabeth Hussey
Yasukuni Ichikawa
Alexandra Idol
Anthony Paul Innamorato
Timothy Paul Jackson
Olivier Philippe Jacque
Anish Kumar Jain
Rahul Kumar Jain
Vivek Jain
William H. James III
Esther Sun Jang
Julie Kang
Christine Sylwiana Jaory
Anar Jassani
Young Jee
Michael Alexander Jenner
Khushboo Jha
Shijiao Jiang
Yuchen Jin
Curtis Jamil Townsend Johnson
Steven Eugene Johnston
Samuel Douglas Joiner
Priti Yogesh Joshi
Jovan Jovanovic
Niti Shah Kadakia
Walker Vietor Kahle
Sonai Kalra
Ashrit Kamireddi
Kinhong Kan
Dhruvi Dinesh Kanabar
Hee-Won Kang
Andrew Raymond Karlin
Riti Karnad
Pranav Kashyap
Adam Michael Katz
Lawrence Kau
Martha Peters Kelley
Melissa Louise Kern
Alexander Armstrong Kerr
Clair Marie Kettler
Bulat Khalitov
Ahad Rahman Khan
Bilal Arshad Khan
Nasser Abdulaziz Khan
Sumit Khatod
Naim Khemais
Khurshid Kholov
Jitrutai Khongmantaweesup
Thomas Charles Kidd
Steven Killmeyer
James Anastasy Kilpatrick
Daniel Kim
Jaime Yaeree Kim
Jane Y. Kim
Ji hyun Kim
Ji Young Jane Kim
Sung Hoon Kim
Anne Elizabeth King
Michael Edward Kirkman
Armel Makala Kitieu
George Kiwada
Firas Kiyasseh
Eric Warren Klein
Kyle Christopher Klopcic
Justin Wade Knapp
Yassin Knocke
Jinsun Ko
Stewart Koch
Ramón Kochavi
Jie Kong
Hy-Eun Koo
Soorki Kook
Jerome D. Korth
Srinath Kotte
Maxwell Andrew Kretzchner
Sarah Kruer Jager
Arun Kumar
Ashwini Kumar
Sanghoon Kwak
Steven Youngchan Kwak
Matthijs Robert Kwik
Morgan Kyauk
Chelsea ReAnn L'Ecuyer
Anna Chung Chung Lai
Savita Lal
Christopher Ka-Shing Lam
Mariana Lamson
Jonathan D. Lange
Hithal Sath
Oscar Eduardo Lauz Del Rosario
An Yu Hoai Le
Bic Le
Hubert le Barbier de Blignières
Annie Lee
Cheeyoung Lee
Eunho Lee
Hagen K. Lee
Jessie Lee
Jun Suk Lee
Kai Wing Lee
Katherine Anne Lee
Simon Lee
Yan Min Lee
Yong Hyun Lee
Youngwook Lee
Scott B. Lehman
Erin Sue Leighcy
Eric Lemay
Kristen Lemons
Kevin Bruce Lenhart
David William Lennie
Serra Levent
Ishay Levin
Jonathan Levinstein Rosenthal
Brian Anthony Lewandowski
Cindy T. Lewis
Amanda Haixi Li
Ben Li
Jingxia Li
Lilly Li
Shawn Wenjian Li
Zhao Li
Jeremiah Hwajae Liao
Daniel Lichi Filtzer
Susli Lie
Adrienne Lin
J. Yang Lin
Keith Lin
Mandy Peijin Lin
Melody Ding-Yo Lin
Edward Robert Linden
Nanxi Ling
Joanna Linsley
Andrew Anderson Lipkin
Alessio Lisi
Madeline Wendy Lisnser
Katherine Greer Littlefield
Yang Sydney Liu
Yuan-Yuan Liu
Yuhong Liu
Lucas Llinás Múnera
Wayne Ari Loeb
Thomas Joseph Logsdon
Yiwen Looi
João Eduardo Lopes
Jianwei Low
James Byron Lowe
Liang Lu
Asteria Dinny Vidiani Lumanau
Robert Warren Lundy
Vivi Tran Lynch
Matthew Robert MacDonald
Sarah Virginia Gemballa Macho
Arjun Madan-Mohan
Jitsiri Madillogovit
Michael Paul Madon
Aaron Kihyun Maeng
Matthew David Magan
Kedar Mahadeshwar
Deepa Mahajan
Vinay Mahtani
Kevin John Major
Samir M. Malik
Sharon Wing-See Man
Neelima Shalesh Mane
Alan Robert Mangels
Teresa Maratukalum
Anthony Louis Marchetta Jr.
Marcelo Eduardo Ryan Marim
Diego Maríno
Campbell Byrnes Marshall
Benson Van Martin
Daniel Joseph Martin
Samuel C. Martinez
Renato Passarinho Martins
Barun Maskara
Lauren Alicia Matise
Stephen Peter Somerled Matthews
Jorge Mazal
Katie Mazuk
Carroll Catalina McCallum
Joshua McCann
Katelyn McCarthy
Jason Warren McClain
Samuel John McConkey
Ryan McConville
Charles C. McCullough, Jr.
Robert Zachary McGahey
Elizabeth A. McGrath
Ashley Denise McLeod
Brian Patrick McNeill
Ryan Thomas Meehan
Priyata Mehra
Richa Kaushal Mehta
Kevin Blair Meme
Jeffrey Merkle
Agustín Mestre
Meytu Metev
Christopher Allen Michaels
Jacqueline Millen
Andrew Steven Miller
Katherine Jill Milliken
Richard Abeeku Mills-Robertson
Andjelka Milutinovic
Kristina Milyuchikina
Neha Mishra
Brendan Charles Mitchell
Grant W. Mitchell
Neha Mittal
Sandiswe Mnkandla
Aqiyla Mohammed
Nadja Mohammed
Ishita Mohanty
Jenny Mok
Steven Mong
Katherine Veronica Montgomery
Gwan Hwee Moon
Akshay More
Wenyi Mou
Mark Daniel Mouadeb
Ian Sinclair Moulton
Matthew Armen Mouradian
Yuan Yuan Mu
Divya Mubayi
Meghana Mudiyan
Sonia Mukhi
Joseph S. Mukurazita
Marcio Allegri Muzin
Sreeram Murkuri
Makeda Susan Murray
Rachel Sarah Murray
Ashwin Ragendor Murthy
Abdon Nacif
Girish Nanda
Seema Narain
Vinay Anant Narayan
Kavita Narayanadas
Pemra Narli
Juan Maria Naveja Diebold
Michael Nechemia
Brett Kiel Nelson
Matthew Scott Newcomb
Gloriane M. Nguyen
Richie Bao-Quoc Nguyen
Christine Urbino Nicolas
Anmol Singh Nijjar
Masha Nikolksi
Jeffrey Max Nolan
William Chalmers Nordlund, Jr.
Ian Conant Norville
Nicholas John Nottebohm
Nigel Adrian Steven Noyes
Ryo Nozawa
Lauren Tyler Nunnally
Timothy P. O’Rielly
Michael Joseph O’Hanlon
Pilar Angela Ochi
Peter Albert Armstrong Oden
Yelena Ofengeym
Adefolarin Ogunsanya
Aviad Ohayon
Carole Uju Okigbo
Andrew Zachary Olian
Spencer Eugene Olsen
Kimberly Yu Ong
Jaime Oriol
Cassandra Serwah Osei
Jimoh Omosoti Osibodu
Daniel Ossa Rodriguez
Lisa Marie Osterling
Dawn Marie Overby
Kamran Nayyar Ozair
Seckin Özdamar
Kabi Prakash Padhi
Gopal Purnachandra Pai
Jaeyoun Paik
Rajeev Pakalapati
Santiago Agustin Palazzo
Soeren Andrew Palumbo
Satchi Panda
Presha Paragash
Shalin Ajay Parikh
Minah Park
Tahir Moez Paroo
Kumar Lakshmi Parthasarathy
Irina Plamenova Parvanov
Emanuele Antonio Pascale
Elisabeth A. Patakí
Ishita N. Patel
Kush Yogendra Patel
Mamta Subhash Patel
Samit Jayanti Patel
Rodrigo Armando Patiño Astete
Marc David Patrican
Jeffrey Christopher Payne
Zachary William Peckham
Matthew Pender
Kathie Peng
Bradley Neil Pereira
Andrew Waters Peterson
Laurent Petit
Irving Giovanni Bronzatti Petrazzini
Marina Petrova
John Edward Pettengill
Matthew L. Pfeiffer
David Phillips
Yanika Phuvatanaraksa
Andrés Pliego Rivero-Borrell
Matthew Lucas Ploszek
Daniel Gerald Pohlig
Siobhan L. Pomeroy
Marcella Polevits
Srihari Manohar Prabhoo
Francisco Javier Pradere Bolado
Jyotika Prasad
Gita Natalia Alfa Prihanto
David Ely Pringle
Aliya Puri
Eugene Pyatigorsky
Liwen Karen Qin
Levi Watson Azia Quaintance
Daniel Mark Quirk
Yenie Ra
Violeta Rabanal Brito
Alexander Raia
Kamal Kanchi Raj
Suahil Rajpal
Prabhia Ramachandran
Omar Nabil Ramadan
Andrew Russell Ramish
Abhinav Rampuria
Charanya Rangamannar
Aman Rangrass
Harsha Rashidhara Rao
Valeriy Rastorguev
Anoop Rathod
Karan Raturi
Dan Raveh
Aditi Ravichandar
Maitri Ray
Samuel Rech
Christopher J. Reenock
Edmund L. Reese
Renée Dahlia Reid
Jonathan Edward Beckman Remus
Shannon Marie Revell
Eduardo Sodero Rezende
John Rice
Robert Frederik Rinnooy Kan
Nicole Marie Rivera
Jennifer Rotna Rizk
Juliana Hana Ro
Alexandra Rodina
Miguel Ángelo Figueiredo Rodrigues
Jia Rogal
Kristian Rogke
Alex Gustaf Bork Rusin
Aidan Michael Ryan
Simon John Ryczak
Fabio Isay Saad
Rodrigo Augusto Frey Sabato
Alexandre Sabet
Catherine Abigail Safaya
Venkatesh Saha
Antoine Saillon
Yuri Saito
Patricia Salaverry Cambana
Edna Victoria Salcedo Hernández
William Case Sale
Justin Matthew Sapolsky
Helena Sarkanova
John G. Sarvary
Mariia Savinouskikh
Divya Sawhney
Pia Kristina Schafer
James Schaffer
Meredith Allison Schaffner
Timothy Simon Schenk
Nicholas Vadim Schiloff
Scott Eric Schneider
Augustin Schneider-Maunoury
Can V. Schigngula
Terry Edward Schnuck, Jr.
Melissa A. Schoger
Matthew Philip Schopfer
Lindsay Mullins Schroll
Steven Schultz
Michael Christian Schwaerting
Justin Johnson Scott
Alison Thorne Sebens
Ramez Klaus Seemuth
Yonatan Sela
Joseph Selim
Lindsay Erin Sellers
Maria Marika Semerdzhian
Sung Seo
Borja Serrats Recarte
Tanushree Seth
Taylor Bryan Sewell
Alexander Jeter Shaffner
Amit Shaligram
Siddharth Shankar
Zachary I Shapiro
Aditya Sharma
Andrew Firestone Shelton
Christopher Guantin Shen
Jesalyn C. Shen
Ben Wesley Shepard
Jiarui Shi
Joyce Sung-Jhee Shih
Imran Siddiqui
Gianluca Alessandro Signorelli
Shaila Kaur Sikand
Jacob Ross Sills
Thomas Hardy Simes
Zachary Davis Simkin
Joseph Kim Sinatra
Sangam Singh
Shenin Singh
Shweta Singh
Saurabh Sinha
Charles Martin Smith
Justin Christopher Smith
Richard Allen Smith, Jr.
Nick Smith-George
Andrew James Smolenski
Alexander Lee Smorczewski
Robert Phillip Snowden
Felicia Toby Snyder
Sonja Sohaili
Jee-myung Song
YoungAh Song
Amit Sood
Jeffrey Michael Sparling
Justin Michael Sperling
Matias Gabriel Spinetta
Ian George Spurling
Priyanka Srinivasan
Blake J. Stanfill, Sr.
Paul Stansik
David Starr
Michael J. Staub
Lee Matthew Stern
Ross David Stern
Elizabeth Jean Stewart
Elizabeth Grace Stiverson
James Rader Stone
Bryan Collier Streets
Walter Stuart
Anmirtha Subramanian
Denis Joseph Sullivan Jr.
Vinita Surana
Siddharth Suri
Jarospong Suvarnasuddhi
Steven Grayson Swan
Brian Swanson
Stephen Daniel Sweeney
Adam Zygmun Swirski
Tanya Beena Syed
Chetan Ravindra Tadvalkar
Josha Alexander Tammaroff
Ran Tan
Wen Yuan Tang
Camilla de Oliveira Penna Tavares
David Merle Teetzen
Naveed Tejany
Meryl Beth Tevrizian
Harvey Lowell Thomas IV
Michael Fredrick Thomis IV
Yin Tian
Alexey Timashkov
Rebecca Timmis
Shanah Samantha Tirado
Christopher J. Tolbert
Thomas Eugene Tompkins, Jr.
Junjie Tong
Sean Aloydis Youth
Xavier Torres Flaquer
Christopher Torres Garcia
Emily Toto
Mandela Toyo
Jennifer Holley Trainor-Fowkes
Gregorffy Edward Tresley
Mehul Trivedi
Arnaud Troussier
Jenny Tsai
Helena Tse
Lauren Elizabeth Tulp
Serdar Turkmen
Mark King Turner
Neil S. Tyler
Brian James Ulaldi
AIGHLIGHT Duovitakyanukul
Christine Carriere Anne R. Uy
Victor Valverde Urdiales
Ryan S. Vass
Manoj Vasudevan
Carlos Raúl Vega Martinelli
Catalina Vejo
Jorge Velez
Anirudh Vempala
Robert A. Vendig
Vincent Vengapally
Divya Venkatachari
Mathieu Verbeeck
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Afaf I. Meleis, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

August 9, 2013

Brittany Lynn Horton

December 20, 2013

Camille J Almada
Donald Kweku Arko-Gilbert
Julie K. Assis
Megan T. Ault
Saumya Laxmi Ayyagari
PernaLyn Baier
Anu Radhika Verma
Nitin Verma
Karina Paola Villanueva Suárez
Jason Robert Voigt
Nicholas Benson Wachtler
Danielle Wainer
Mark Adam Wales
Michael John Walker
Nicholas James Walker
Stephen B. Walters
Effie M Wang
Jennifer Wang
Jingxian Wang
Lijun Wang
Qirui Wang
Richard Wang
Thomas Wei Wang
Tianlin Wang
Yang Sharan Wang
Ying Wang
Anri Watanabe
Jonathan Parnicky Weber
Mary Kathleen Wehner

Fei Wei
Mathias Brendan Weiden
Corey Weiner
Elizabeth Faye Weiss
Samantha Fraiah Weisz
Lisa Weitzman
Matthew Canute Welling
Jacob B. Whalen
Gavin Whiteley
Wendy D. Widman
Kate Elizabeth Wilfert
Gregory Williams
Jacob Ross Williams
Wallrick McDonald Williams
Neil Walker Willis
James Oliver Chapman Wilson
Monique A. Wilson
Ryan Windham
Evan Matthew Wolf
Yoojin Won
Caroline Williams Wooldridge
Tyler Andrew Woulfe
Dalton Justin Wright

Lauren Marie Ciardella
Meredith Rose Davide
Meredith Brooks Davis
Alison M. Deangelis
Cindy San Pedro del Rosario
Rachel Emma Delano
Zamia Caridad Diaz
Emma Molly May Dorsey
Emily Douglas Neal
Rebecca Treacy Edwards
Abigail Lockwood Elbow
Amy Fong
Kerry Gamble
Jessica Andrea Gil
Madelyne Zuehlke Greene
Grace Elizabeth Gryzlo
Casandra I. Haberle
Jacob Leonard Hammer
Ingrid Michelle Hanson
Mosetta Victoria Harris
Robert Eugene Harris IV
Kara A. Holtz
Katherine Houng
Natasha N. Hoyle
Amber Dominique Johnson
Elizabeth Marie Kirby
Marit Sally Knutson
Sioneh Kovaian
Antony Harold Krumbhaar
John Kenneth LaBarre
Rebecca Lynn Lenzo
Amy Elise Levinson
Christopher Charles Wu
Kevin Paita Wu
Yan Wu
Yinyin Wu
Yun Wu
David Michael Wynne
Caroline Anne Wysipanski
Yue Xiang
Joan Zhongyu Xu
Qingfei Xu
Wei Xu
Weichang Xu
Yiwen Xu
Zhi Xu
Sherif Nagui Anis Yacoub
John Hyunjeean Yang
Yabin Yao
Yao Yao
Daniel Michael Yearwood
Alice Yeh
Hadar Yehudai
Alex Yu
Tomohiro Yusa

Tami Zakaria
Chao Zhang
Chen Zhang
Heng Zhang
Wen Fang Zhang
Yichi Zhang
Zhitong Zhang
Joanna Wenjing Zhao
Qun Zhao
Zhong Zhong
Guangyuan Zhu
Hong Zhu
Jia Zhu
Simeng Zhu
Jacqueline Elliott Zider
Neha Zope

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

Master of Business Administration (continued)
Christopher A. Wojcik  
Zia A. Zaidi  
Wendy J. Zhang

**MASTERCORE OF SCIENCE**

**IN NURSING**

**August 9, 2013**

Alexis Brianna Aaronson  
Elsa Abraham  
Leana Christine Aungst  
Colleen Elizabeth Avery  
Ashley Yvette Barbour  
Amy Marie Barksdale  
Lisa Suzanne Battista  
Lauren Elizabeth Bausback  
Sara Bekele  
Amanda Leigh Berger  
Eva Rebecca Bildner  
Lauren Elizabeth Boroski  
Lauren Nicole Bowles  
Kelly Elizabeth Breen  
Thomasean Britten  
Ida Elise Broadwater  
Talia Buchsbaum  
Mariesa Yuriko Lopez Buhl  
Christopher Patrick Burke  
Anne Caputo  
Susan Marie Carl  
Kelly J. Cassels  
Rayleen Cassidy  
Linsey Sara Chacko  
Madeline Charlson  
Sarah Wang Cheng  
Kara M. Cohen  
James Robert Connard  
Sarah Elizabeth French Conrad  
Elizabeth R. Cummings  
Sarah Elizabeth Cunningham  
Lindsey Tyler DeLollis  
Avalon Bedford Dibner  
Lorna A. Divino  
Dorothy Dokko  
Karen Marie Donohoe  
Jennifer Pothoven Dougherty  
Nina Anne Drinnan  
Patricia Ann Ball Dunlap  
Carly Ehritz  
Alexandra Christine Ellison  
Ellize Niccole Ergina  
Jamie Lee Ganley  
Brighid Armstrong Gannon  
Melissa Garcia  
Julia Rose Golden  
Elizabeth Savarese Grodan  
Kathryn A. Gruber  
Rachel Renee Gunderson  
Krista DeFranco Haas  
Jessica Colleen Hadfield  
Elizabeth L. Hanna  
Carol Joy Hanselman  
Emily A. Harman  
Katie Marie Horn  
Erica Gustavson Howard  
Lindy J. Inman  
Ravi K. Jasti  
Crystal Reeder Kalapatapu  
Emily Margaret Kennan  
Alicia Elizabeth Kinton  
Robert Christopher Kirk  
Sharon Batya Kluger  
Sarah Elizabeth Knox  
Melissa Joy Koehler  
Rachel Nalani Kono  
Jennifer Leflar Kraft  
Sally Elizabeth Kraynik  
Christina Marie Kucher  
Aparna Kumar  
Julia Brown Lancaster  
Glenna Pyo Lee  
Alexa Haley Lustig  
Natalia Patrycia Lychacz  
Elizabeth Anne Lynn  
Annamarie Marrou  
Brittany Elizabeth Martynov  
Alicia Marie McCarthy  
Erin Kristin McIlvaine  
Kristin Marie Melli  
Sara Elizabeth Micciche  
Amy Therese Moitoza  
Jamie L. Moyer  
Megan Kathleen Mullin  
Paula Sophia Mulliner  
Alexandra Lauren Nienhuis  
Uzoamaka Ogbonne Orji  
Dana Rose Ovadia  
Justine Leigh Pamlan  
Kristen Helen Parodi  
Kinjal Patel  
Irina V Pekareva-Kochergina  
Teresa A. Pittman  
Lori Ann Plummer  
Jordana Faith Popovich  
Maxine Victoria Pratt  
Aisha Stevenson Reikow  
Christine Marie Riley  
Sheila Louise Robbins  
Emily Grace Robertson  
Megan Catherine Rogers  
Jennifer Elyse Rosen  
Stephanie Marie Rounton  
Maureen Ann Ryan  
Svetlana Sakhnovsky  
Elizabeth Anne Scaravaglione  
Katherine Jessie Schmitd  
Kerri Lynne Sendek  
Sara R. Shanahan  
Antonette Alishia Shaw  
Jessie Janine Sherwood  
Laura Marie Slonaker  
Rachel Anne Smigelski-Theiss  
Jaclyn Amanda Sperling  
Lauren E. Springman  
Michael Alexander Stawnychy  
Dacey Boinaiv Stratton  
Catherine Mary Strohl  
Meghan Verhofstadt Sturhahn  
Christianne C. Supan  
Steven George Szablewski  
Catherine Michelle Szumowski  
Lindsay Ann Teitinen  
Megan Diane Thieme  
Julia Elizabeth Tracey  
Florence Vanek  
Krysten Ashley Varano  
Sarah Elizabeth Watkins  
Lorraine Elisa Wiercinski  
Lois Dominique Woodside  
Sofia Wronski  
Vivian J. Wu  
Kelly Lynn Wurst  
Nicoles Ann Yaneff  
Lauren C. Young  
Demetra C. Zalman  
Lauren Zaun  
Yu Kevin Zeng

**December 20, 2013**

Amy Elizabeth Birdsong  
Kaitlyn Frances Brokaw  
Michelle Elizabeth Buchholz  
Alexandra Michele Capano  
Deirdre Bernadette Casey  
Teresa Colleen Cavan  
Karen Denise Cullen  
Kathryn Louise DAngelo  
Stephanie Leigh Ehland  
Jayme Elizabeth Ewanichak  
Benjamin Ashby Goodrum  
Theresa Gorman  
Benjamin A. Hart II  
Suzanna Mei Hui Ho  
Tracie Maureen Husted  
Malika Ebony Ilon  
Christina Jacobson  
Kelly Nicole Kadish  
Trudy Kao  
Luca Kelava  
Stephanie April Kleven  
Francesca Odarkai Kotey  
Susan Anelka Krissel  
Kristin Nicole McCabe  
Leigh Kanner McGowan  
Rachel Lynn Mergen  
Jiwon Min  
Alexandra Cara Moore  
Sarah Elizabeth Morelli  
Adanna Ezidinma-Okereh  
Jin Young Park  
Bhavita Patel  
Nika Sophia Pcsolyar  
Tiffany S. Peterson  
Rebecca Jean Popiolek  
Ryan E. Pryor  
Kaitlyn M. Rafferty  
Julie R. Rogn  
Dedra Danielle Sally  
Lauren Elizabeth Tycon  
Ashley D. Woodruff
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

J. Larry Jameson, Dean

MASTER OF BIOETHICS

August 9, 2013
Jeff Antsen
Daima Athuman Bukini
Kelley Anne Casper
Christopher Custer
Andrew Robert Jensen
Marilyn Masandika
Meghan O’Brien
Rishi Patel
Jane Franzen Sachs
Rayna J. Strong

December 20, 2013
Antoine C. El Khoury
Marissa Chloe Palmor

May 19, 2014
Ashley Aberg
Alexandra Philippa Charrow
Shannon Marie Coit
Christine Marie Davison
Mark Eric Dornauer
John Fair
Jaime Rebecca Fineman
Andrew Robert Fisher
Nicole Ann Gaddis
Meredith Kathryn Gage
Rachel Lee Gargiulo
Justine Mina Haimi
Iris Gillette Insogna
Suzanne Leonor Levy
Matthew Steven Lucas
Lara Reeves Maggs
Katharine Anne Manning
Sean Jeremy Metherell
Alex Timothy Potter
Sudeep Singh Rangi
Kaytlin Lara Roholz

Anne Michaud Hughes
Jeremy Scott Jackson
Ellen Kantor
Megan Mary Koudelka
Sarah Kathryn Lanco
Craig Douglas MacDonald
Thomas James McCarthy
Megan Lauren Mettry
Jayson Nathaniel Miller
Eleanor McMannon Mullin
Amy Elizabeth O’Donnell
Althea Mensah Ofori
Amrutha Benny Panakkal
Ashley C. Pope
Megan Kristine Ruedebusch
Michael Henry Simons
Kevin James Swan
Allison M. Trinker

Jeremy Saiisng
Jonelle Cecelia Saunders
Matthew Schock
Laura S. Smallcomb
Gregory Lamont Starks
Brittany L. Strandell
Lee Christopher Taggart, Jr.
Miho Watanabe
Jacqueleen Anne Wise
Abena Sandra Yebo
Divya Verramilli

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

August 9, 2013
Gretchen Evans
Mariana Rose Gonzalez
Kathleen Maeve Murphy

December 20, 2013
Samantha Reid Gross
Sean Hammer
Joyce Susan McNeill
Miguel Angel Padilla

May 19, 2014
Diana Burnett
Brittany E. Clark
Meredith Curtis
Agnese Zanang Ejembi
Justine Jou
Ashley Elizabeth Kraybill
Lara Lechtenberg
Amber S. Lee
Adina Eunhee Lieberman
Kaitlyn W. Meirs
Jason Evan Parad
Martha Powers
Jordana Offer
Jane Seymour
Nathaniel William Snyder
Elisabeth Anne Stelson
Nancy I. Ting
Sonia Lorraine Williams

Eleanor McMannon Mullin
Amy Elizabeth O’Donnell
Althea Mensah Ofori
Amrutha Benny Panakkal
Ashley C. Pope
Megan Kristine Ruedebusch
Michael Henry Simons
Kevin James Swan
Allison M. Trinker

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY

August 9, 2013
Nicole Marie Fett
Meera Gupta
Dale Y. Lee
Lisa D. Levine
Jimish M. Mehta
Meera Mohan Nair
Sarah M. Perman
John Patrick Reilly
Suneeta Senapati
Anil Vachani
Angel Alfonso Velarde Lopez

December 20, 2013
Rita N. Bakhru
Gina M. Bout-Tabaku
Jason Lawrence Freedman
Monika Kumari Goyal
Brendan Joseph Kelly
Grace Eunhlay Lee
Michael T. Mullen
Alison Rager Sehgal
David R. Weber

May 19, 2014
Salim Chahin
Ami V. Desai
Sudha Kilaru Kessler
Andrea M. Knight
Jennifer Lara McGuire
Gregory Edward Tasi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH

August 9, 2013
Kara Beth Chenitz
Erica Teresa Just
Christine Marie Veenstra

December 20, 2013
Nathaniel DeNicola
Lindsay Elizabeth Jubelt
Chen C. Kenyon
Mary Suzanne McKenzie
Stephanie Paula Sober

May 19, 2014
Katherine Elise Bates
Monica O. Ferguson
Hui-fai Fong
Jennifer N. Goldstein
Joanna Lee Hart
David Chung Lee
Victoria Lee Mayer
Mitesh S. Patel
Kristin Laura Rising
Benjamin Raphael Roman
Corinna Lee Schultz
Gita Suneja
Samuel Dylan Swisher-McClure
Susan Frances Wilson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH

August 9, 2013
Kristin Hudock

May 19, 2014
Lauren Fishbein
Alfred L. Garfall
Michael Andrew Grandner
Brian Sangwoo Kim
Jung-Hoon Kim
Stuart Duncan Kinsella
Dorit Koren
Daniel Benjamin Larach
Jon Garrett Quatromoni
Marion L. Vetter
Jason Daniel Wink
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 19, 2014

Michael Elias Abboud
Anant Agarwalla
Rhae Anna Riegel Alcorn
Clark David Andelin
Jeffrey Anderson
Mawusi Jamila Arnett
Lori A. Atkinson
Catherine Louise Auriemma
Daniel Caldwell Austin
Olaoluwaiktan Awolesi
Jessica Ruth Balderston
John Samuel Barbieri
Ariana Barkley
Matthew Dee Baron
Maria Ciocca Basil
Sally Liu Baxter
Owen Kenneth Beams
Colleen Elizabeth Bennett
Nathalie Claire Boittin
Sam Austin Bores
Frank Lewis Brodie
Sydney Elizabeth Sherman Brown
Abdallah Abdulai Bukari
Julie Anne Caplow
Emily Sarah Charlson
Alexandra Philippa Charrow
Ayan Chatterjee
Gabriela Andrea Cobos
Robert Gregory Conway
Christine Michelle Cornejo
Joshua Conman-Homonoff
Meredith Curtis
Leticia Riker Daconti
Jillian Renee Davenport
Stephanie Morgan Davidson
Rebecca Lauren Davis
Dania Daye
Joaquin O. De Rojas
Nathalie Thida Degaffier
Matthew DiFrancesco
Phillip Dowzicky
Matthew Stephen Durstenfeld
Gregory James Eckenrode
Ryan Joseph Ellis
Penny Fang
Jaime Rebecca Fineman
Andrew Robert Fisher
Ellen Miriam Fraint
Zachary Adam Koel Frosch
Itai Gans
Sean Thomas Garrity
Marisa Bernice Gilstrop
Doria Michelle Gold
Giovanni Henry St. Orville Greaves
Jamie Elizabeth Greenman
Scott Nelson Grossman
Jessica Lynne Guidi

Peter Wendell Guyon Jr.
Anthony Kyle Guzman
Nancy Conklyn Haff
Sunny Joseph Haft
Mathew John Hamula
James McKay Harrison
Neil Edward Harrison
Maria Paula Henao Rocha
Mallorie B. Heneghan
Michael Clement Hoaglin
Sevelle Kristine Holder
Rong Hu
Iris Gillette Insogna
Christina L. Jacovides
Alison Michele Jaworski
Stephan Kadauke
Shaan Syed Khurshid
Austin Srinivas Kilaru
Ashley Ann Kilp
Jiyeon Kim
Luke Young-Joong Kim
Stuart Duncan Kinsella
Kevin J. Kovatch
Benjamin Abner Laguna
Daniel Benjamin Larach
Charlotte Carroll Lawson
Jacob Eric Lazarus
Eric K. Lee
Noah Levinson
Roland Li
Meghana Anjali Limaye
Jennifer Susan Love
Jared Bennington Lucas
Mark Andrew Magee
Ahmed F. Mahmoud
Katharine Anne Manning
Lucy Evelyn Marcil
Jonathan Paul Martin
Paul Reuben Massey
Rebecca Michelle May
Derek Craig Mazique
Lauren Emily McCollum
Jonathan David McNell
Eric Daniel Medina
Ofole Ugonna Mgbako
Matthew Quinn Miller
Kate Millington
Michael T. Milone
Grant W. Mitchell
Stephen Justin Moster
Armen Jirair Moughamian
Jonathan Luke Murphy
Karthikeyan Muthuswamy
Danish Nagda
Nazlee Navabi
Caroline Anne Nelson
Akosua Addae Nti
Meghan Thornton O’Brien
Karen Emily Ocwieja
Jonathan Stephen Okman
Jennifer Marie Olenik
Abimbola Oluwayemisi Orisamolu
Alexandra Lauren Ortego
Grace Lin Paley
Michael Alexander Paley
Whitney Erin Parker
Courtney Alexis Penn
Gregory Lee Peterfreund
Diana Maria Pimentel
Alexander Loewner Pleet
Jamie Erin Podell
Emily Dare Privette
Jose Ethan Pulido
Jon Garrett Quatromoni
Eric Daniel Rosoff
Joseph John Ruzbarsky
Taylor Bryan Sewell
Oren Shaked
Priyank Sharma
Mike Sheng
Brandon Stuart Shulman
Alexander Joseph Skolan
Alyssa Reyes Smith
Elizabeth Marie Sonnenberg
Christine Selby Soran
Amy Gail Steinmetz
Alanna Strong
Scott Eric Sutherland
Evan Hiroshi Suzuki
Kevin C.V. Sweeney
Grace Xue-Jun Tan
Andrew Chapman Taylor
Jessica Marie Taylor
Ashley Marie Vance
Ryan S. Vass
Elizabeth Vienneau
Patrick Shea Ward
Chrysal Michelle Webb
Christina Dimou Welsh
Keirnan Lovewell Willett
Jason Daniel Wink
Waihay Josiah Wong
Catherine Sands Woodward
Carolyn Man-Yu Wu
Jie Xu
Chen Yan
Yan Yan
Divya Yerramilli
Kathryn Marie Zagrabbe
Ibardo Alonso Zambrano Cardeño
Nina Wanning Zhao

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a degree. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Lauren Hoff Downing
Alison Hollenbeck
John Andrew Holten
Alexandra Jane Hoskins
Jane C. Hwang
Avi-Yona Israel
Samantha Jeanne Jacoby
Katharine Jan
Daniel Janovitz
Geoffrey Richard Johnson
Lindsey Johnson
Annie Kang
Jonathan W. Kaplan
Adam Michael Katz
Jad Ghassan Kazan
Molly Catherine Kenney
Elina Khodorkovsky
Mariam Tahir Khokhar
Christopher Kim
Danby Park Kim
Marisa Kirio
Daniel Marc Kirshenbaum
Caroline Klapper
Matthew D. Klayman
Eli H. Klein
Jason N. Kleinwaks
Warren Max Scott Klinger
Arjun Kolachalam
Kyle Andreas Chase Kuersten
Kelly Germán Kuschel
Brendan Lane
Kaleena Faye Laputka
Alexander Harry Lebow
David S. Lee
Lydia J. Lee
Youngju Carol Lee
Noel Ruth León
Kevin E. Levenberg
Scott J. Levi
Daniel Lee Levin
Suzanne Leonor Levy
Andrew Michael Lewis
Jasmine Xiaoduan Li
David Lifshitz
Vinay S. Limbachia
Jenny Y. Lin
Edward Robert Linden
Chuyang Liu
Matthew D. Loeb
Keenan D. Lynch
Megan Katherine Lyons
Matthew Robert MacDonald
Devon Lynne MacLaughlin
Omar K. Madhany
Joel Mallord
Catherine Zhicheng Mao
Rachel Lauren Mark
Christopher Winters Martin
Daniel Joseph Martin
Pamela Catherine Martin
Philip Scott May
Laura Anne McAleer
Alisa Melekhina
Caroline Alyssa Merideth
Steven Messer
Sean Jeremy Metherell
Margaret Catherine Miceli
William Christopher Moine
Brian Patrick Monaghan
Stephanie Elizabeth Moran
Andrew J. Morris
Levi J. Morris
Huzefa Mun
Timothy Joseph Murphy
Shireen Nasir
Michael L. Niu
Bianca Nunes
Melissa R. Olin
Nicholas James Olson
Timothy Andrew Orr
Oliver Ostertag
Coretta Adjioa Owusu
Soeren Andrew Palumbo
John Papaspanos
James Jin Park
Adam Philip Pascarella
Niketa Kishorkumar Patel
Sili Patel
Andrew J. Pearlman
Mark Russell Pereira
Jeremy B. Pettit
Jason Pham
Brenna Jo Piper
Matthew Lucas Ploszek
Brianne Polito
Alex Timothy Potter
Wenyang Qi
Christina Irene Reichert
S. Mehveen Riaz
Jessica Woytek Rice
Kaylin Lara Roholt
Alexander H. Rosenthal
James William Rosenthal
Leslie Loren Roter
Joseph Charles Ruby
Jane Marie Russell
Gina Sagar
Jeremy Sairsingh
Lauren Victoria Saitiel
Darren Jared Sandler
Chiharu Yuki-Sano
Patricia Santiago
Jonelle Cecelia Saunders
Zohra Sayedy
Arianna Maureen Scavetti
Melanie Braune Schaschl
Benjamin Neil Schiller
Scott Eric Schneider
Matthew Schock
Peter Charles Seel
Harper Samuel Seldin
Lucia Hall Seyfarth
Philip Joseph Shecter
John J. Sheehan
Danielle E. Shure
Jenna M. Shweitzer
Stephanie J. Shyu
Kenneth R. Simon Jr.
Caleb William Skeath
Rebecca Smock
Alexander Lee Smorczewski
Andrew Soles
Jennifer Renee Solomon
Claire Theodora Soloski
Ethan Gregory Solove
Prerna Soni
Emily Anne Stagliano
Thomas Rogers Stevens
Camber M. Stoddard
Steve K. Stoute
Brittany L. Strandell
Jessica R. Stumacher
Haider Sultan
Tanya Beena Syed
Eric Kane Temmel
Christopher Mullins Tipler
Salima S. Tonge
Jane Trueper
Neil S. Tyler
Kyle Stephen Uhlman
Travis Hans Van Ligten
Xavier C. Watson
Alexandra M. Weisz
Katherine N. Welbeck
Tiantong Wen
Jesse S. Wenger
Jill Catherine Wexler
S. Lee Whitesell
Wendy D. Widman
Benjamin George Cowan Wiener
Jaren Wilkerson
Sean Gregory Williamson
Brian G. Wilmot
Daniel Wilson
Elisabeth Wistar Wilson
Ryan S. Wolf
Besorah Won
Christina S. Wong
Peter James Wu
Janine P. Yaniak
Jordan Alexander Yeagley
Abena Sandra Yeboa
Girmay Hadish Zahilay
Eric Zember
Dafan Zhang
Brittany S. Zimmer
Naomi Zwillenberg

DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE
OF LAW

May 19, 2014
Matteo Erede
Yafit Lev-Aretz
Nizan Geslevich Packin
Giacomo Rojas Elgueta
Binghao Zhao

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Marilyn Jordan Taylor, Dean

MASTER IN ENVIRONMENTAL BUILDING DESIGN

August 9, 2013
Shadi Mohammad Ahmad
Abdel Haleem
Devang Girishbhai Chauhan
Yu Tian Chen
Yujiao Chen
Jai hun Chung
Christopher Sheehan Colgan
Tanya Kataria
Hyoung Sub Kim
Nasibeh Mohammadi
Katelyn Elise Mulry
Steven Tzu-Jay Ni
Sarita Sen
Mahnaz Vaez Maroufi
Weiying Wang
Kerry Weldon

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

December 20, 2013
Roydick Tyrone Austin
Yongdae Kim

May 19, 2014
Adam Bouhafs Achrati
Jai Prakash Agrawal
Fatima H. Al Doukhi
Kelly Berger
Brian David Berk
William Lucas Bintzer
Jenna Wynne Bolino
Michael James Buckley
Sheng Cai
Laura Griffith Carey
Donghua Chen
Kaizyu Chen
Zhengneng Chen
Megan Yuan-Tien Cheung
Ruby Hung Ju Chiang
Joyce Wai Yi Chiang
Grace Hyowon Cho
Hoju Chung
Alexander J. D'Aversa
Jonathan Dessi-Olive
Laurens Tijmen Deuling
Wess Michael Sanjeev Diptee
Di Fan
Andrew Azad Gardner
Gray Bonner Garman
Daniel Greenspan
Guo, Shuang
Xinyue Guo
Eleni Han
Alexander C. Holstein
Arman Reza Hosseini
Poyi Hsin
Eric R. Hull
Chang Hur
Michael Yap Issandar
Sandy Ya-Han Jan
George Thomas Jansen
Joshua Clay Jordan
Tadashi Kikuno
Jia Venice Kim
Kristy Kimball
Michael Scott Kipfer
Steven Andrew Kocher
Ryan Duncan Koella
Konstantina Koliagiti
Stacy Jean-Hi Krieg
Katelin Kutchko
Bongkyun Lee
Boram Lee
Jinglu Li
Jiamin Liang
Lifeng Lin
Xiao Lin
Bonnie Ging Liu
Ming-Chang Liu
Xi Liu
Bing Lu
Peter John Martinez
Lauren Delong Mears
Jessica L. Morris
Michael Ekong Ita Obot
Alyssa Kay Olson
K. Haley Padgett
Soohyun Hannah Park
Anoop Vinubhai Patel
Jason Joseph Potter
Anooshey Naseem Rahim
Cynthia Helen Rohrer
Samuel B Rosen
Nathaniel Thomas Schlundt
Ja Min Seo
Kshitij Shah
Qi Shen
Minjoong Richard Shim
Krisin Elizabeth Simpson
Matthew Stephen Stone
Haotian Zu
Kathryn Julia Viechnicki
Luli Wang
Runing Wang
Eric Wong
William Wong
Li Xia
Sisi Xie
Zelong Xu
Zhichun Xu
Lannuzhi Yang
Cong Ye
Siyan Yu
Chunlan Zeng
Biqi Zhang
Rui Zhang
Tianqi Zhang
Yiwen Zhang
Yuchen Zhang
Yilin Zhao
Hanxing Zu

MASTER OF CITY PLANNING

May 19, 2014
Brian Louis Agness
Melissa Kayla Zell Andrews
Isabelle B. Cannell
Tali A. Cantor
Meng Cao
Julia Ann Carlton
Elle Catherine Claney
Margaret E. Dahgren
Ryan Jeffrey Debold
Elizabeth Jane Devyatkin
Eileen Erin Divirgini
Dana Dobson
Xiaoxia Dong
Katrina A. Flora
Jacob Jordan Freedman
Xin Ge
Allison Pearce Gibson
Margaux Elina Groux
Elizabeth Rosalie Horwitz
Emily Ann Hosek
Kevin R. Hunter
Thomson Yi-Chyun Kao
Mark Joseph Kieser
Min Joo Kim
Amber Lisa Hope Knee
Samantha Erin Kuntz
Daniel Mark Levin
Liang, Zhe
Ke Lin
Erin Kelly Lonoff
Shijia Lu
Philip Andrew McBride
Shushmita Bint Mizan
William Greene Morgan
Frederick Acito Williams
Mirzanschall
Jed Louis Poster
Zhen Qin
Ida Qu
Shelby L. Schott
Jeremy Seth Strauss
Daniel Young-Sang Suh
Hao Sun
Hiromitsu Takahashi
Xin Tan
Marshall Kent Tidwell
Simona Uzaitè
Wesley Michael Vaughn
Amy May Meyer Verbofsky
Jennifer L. Webber
Daniel Wolf
Lu Xu
Ariana Sophia Zeno
Hongmou Zhang
Shelly Leann Zhu

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

December 20, 2013
Tara Elizabeth White

May 19, 2014
Marie Daphnie Alacon
Laura R. Bernstein
Claire Elizabeth Bidwell
Anthony Justin Bowers
Samuel Thomas Mapp
Scotty Menesini
Mohammadreza Mirzaei
Theophile Mullen III
Evan Washington Clarke Nabrit
Daniel Jerome O'Neill
Maria Paz Ortuzar Valdes
Gordon Henry Stillman
Joshua Michael Zergangue

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

December 20, 2013
Roydick Tyrone Austin
Victor Joseph Czulak
Youngsoo Kim
Lee, Kyung Kuhn
Jillian Barbara Lam
Leonardo Robleto Costante
Eduardo Santamaria Ruvalcaba
Ian Michael Sinclair
Autumn Faithful Visconti
Wenmo Zhang

May 19, 2014
Ashley Marie Braquet
Laura Griffith Carey
Wess Michael Sanjeev Diptee
Robert Mann Foy III
Jason Paul Frishtensky
Diana Northrup Gruberg
Claire Lillian Hoch
Lin Hua
Hyunjung Jung
Michael Kathleen Kaiser

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student's name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Donald Alexander Zellefrow
Chunlan Zeng
Liuyan Zhang
Zhang Yifang
Qinglan Zheng
Yichen Zhu
Yelena Zolotorevkaya

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION

August 9, 2013
Benjamin G. Buckley
Yun Liu

December 20, 2013
Moira Bracken Nadal
Soeun Park

May 19, 2014
Lindsay J. Bates
Lauren Elizabeth Burton
Reina Chano
Ryan Cullen Cleary
Winston Wallace Clement
Monique C. Colas
Sarah Catherine Cole

May 19, 2014
Rimple Sandhu
Hector Leonardo Sarmiento
Kosuke Tanaka

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

August 9, 2013
Firas N. Yosif

December 20, 2013
Mustafa Alani
Woong Huh
Miguel Angel Padilla

May 19, 2014
Senan S. Abd
Jeremy J. Aczon
Manika Agarwal
Sara Fatima Ahmed
Maryam Akbari
Alok Arora
Spencer Ramsay Atkinson
Basu Dev Banstola
Seyar A. Baqi
Edward Blake Bayley
Angelica Bedoya-Astrauskas

Pragati Bhargava
Jacqueline Bonanno
Tina Bourgoine
Margaret E. Buell
Fred Yu-Kung Chen
I-Fang Chen
Yi-Chin Chiu
Milda Chmieliauskaite
James Gyujoin Choi
Jason S. Chong
Seraphina Chung
Yelena J. Chuzhin
Stephanie Collins Finn
Wasna J. Dabbagh
Erica Damante
Jyoti Dangi
Nicole Longosz Deakins
Neeti Vivek Desai
Alexander Samuel Drew
Joshua Griffith Duffy
Adam Michael Felline
Andrea Sylvia Fernandez
Jennifer Angelica Fernandez
Nicole Kahale Inia Fernandez
Mohammed Forhad
Mark Francis Forwood
Roma Anil Gandhi
Anna S. Ganeyev

May 19, 2014
Emily Alden Antoszyk
Xin Chen
Anita Rose Davidson
Morgan Koestler Findley
Jason Andrew Goodman
Armony Shung Hillengas
Shannon Kathleen Holm
Yujin Jiang
Shrobona Karkun
Zhen Liu
Siyuan Shen
Yanan Xin
Xiaoran Xu

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

Master of Landscape Architecture (continued)

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Joan C. Hendricks, Dean

DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

May 19, 2014

Michelle Marie Acierno
Sara Elizabeth Alfano
Elizabeth Anilionis
Daniel Paul Avenick
Nadia Azam
Brittany Lauren Bald
Alexandra Morgan Barnard
Kathrine Hughes Bazewicz
Melanie Anne Benetato
Elyse Kari Berger
Kara Anne Brown
Gwenna Elizabeth Brubaker
Nicole Andrea Budzinski
Tiffany Ann Butler
Robert Joseph Cafaro
Arielle Leah Camp
Denise G. Liu
Carlos Antonio Llapur
Thomas Joseph Logsdon
Mehreen F. Merchant
Claudia S. Marinescu
Christine Mary Martin
Marla Cari Martinez
Parinaz Mazar-Atabaki
Mehreen F. Merchant
Ronak Nitin Mody
Jeffrey Daniel Monaco
Ramon E. Morales-Abreu
Nicholas S. Mueller
Han Na Na
Ramiz Nasser
Puneet Kaur Natt
Renee Carina Nykolak
Colleen Elizabeth O’Neill
Kristopher Doojin Paik
Anand Parekh
Chirag Ajay Parikh
Sunyoung Park
Krupa Patel
Kruti A. Patel

Andrew David Craft
Rachel Marie Moore Croen
Alexandra Libby Curtiss
Danielle Margaret Dakis
Kimya Joyce Davani
Natalie Helen David
Catherine Elizabeth Dejesus
Matthew William Dekleva
Kristine Elizabeth Demers
Suzanne Elisabeth DiNello
Angella Marie Dorsey-Oresto
Macy Elizabeth Drinkhouse
Lauren Rose Duffee
Tara Marie Enzweiler
Jessie Ann Fejes
Megan Noel Fowler
Rachel Anne Galluzzo
Kristin Lee Gardiner
Samuel Louis Gartland
Carla Christine Germano
Eric Lehman Gilmore
Hadley Eliza Gleason
Paul James Glineburg
Emma Baker Gorenberg
Emily Hope Gregson
Lisa Mariko Gretebeck
Kelsey Teffeteller Hafer
Suzanne Hange
Melissa Ashley Harvey
Jeffrey Knapp Haymaker
Brittany Anne Hengst
Allyson Kaye Hespol
Tyler Louis Hodinka
Victoria Stevens Hooker
Kyshiee Ann Hoover

Neel Patel
Resham Dilipkumar Patel
Ernesto Rene Perez
John Benner Peterman III
Ryan Michael Peters
Alexandra Radu
Kamyar Raiss Giglou
Deepa Ramasamy
Yoaris Ramos Collazo
Zena Sadik
Scott Matthew Sakowitz
Trevan Dane Samp
Jeevitha Sampangi Rama Reddy
Kristin Marie Santroch
Sajini Sasthri-Rajaputrage
Bhavendrasinh V. Sayania
Adam M. Schaefer
Anthony M. Sconzo
Susan Marie Sheffield
Rosalyn Shkolnikov

Chad Michael Hundley
Jessica Lindsey Jabert
William James Kay, Jr.
Zachary Theodore Kern
Amelia Katherine Knight
Christopher George Lapsley
Philip Paul Litwack
Bethany Lee Lucas
Eriin Hope Luley
Richard Malcolm Lyons, III
Christina Marie Martins
Elizabeth Ashley Mongol-Gunter
Alison Elizabeth Morgera
Megan Diane Moschcat
Regina Lynn Munden
Leann Marie Murphy
Allison Jaime Neely
Allison Lynn Newth
Keith Michael Nibert
Jaclyn Marissa O’Pella
Laura Elizabeth O’Sullivan
Arthur Frank Obenrader
Melissa Marie Ogg
Zenhwa Ben Ouyang
Nicola Alexandra Painter
Shannon Marie Palermo
Kathy Hyuna Park
Katie Nicole Pesce
Elaina Francesca Petrone
Katharine Jean Porter
Carolyn Marie Powell
Alex Marie Radebaugh
Jessica Rianne Reese
Ruth Charlotte Reinken
Diana Rebecca Reska

Tyler Smith Gabriel Martin Strauss
Prashant Sukhani
Padma Sundaram
Davood Talebiquje
Haim Y. Tawil
Carlton William Taylor
Riti Trivedi
Ted V. Tso
Daniela K. Turcino
Ross Martin Uhrich
Payal Verma
Ron Wang
Bryan Phillip Wheeler
Katharine Laura Woehling
Jeong Ho Yang
Emine Zengin-Demir
Hang Zhou
Justin Frank Zimmer
Katharine Ziegler

Diana Nicole Richerson
Jesse Walker Robinson
Maritza Lynn Rodriguez
Marissa Dawn Rosenbloom
Elizabeth Shaw Russell
Derek James Schimp
Emily Nora Seymour
Courtney Jean Slama
Shavaughn Irene Snips
Danika Lynn Sorensen
Kristine Carol Stellato
Catherine Elizabeth Stevenson
Nicole Trainer
Sarah Josephine Trimble
Marjorie Luisa van Saun
Sarah Jean Vassallo
Monica Wang
Ashley Nikki Wright
Benjamin Sewell Yanofsky
Emily Anne Young
Katharine Ziegler

As final action cannot be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Andrew C. Porter, Dean

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATION

August 9, 2013
Ilanna Iman Brookins-Jones
Elli Jenkins Foster
Makoto Fujisaki
Joshua Fung Hui

May 19, 2014
Shameem Priya Balakrishnan
Corin Bellomia
Xiaotong Bi
Shih-Han Chen
Carianne D’Oriano
Erika Anna Dajevskis
Laura Elizabeth DeSantis
Cherry L. Du
Suzanne Elsherif
Amy Erica Gross
Jeffrey R. Hofer
Rebecca Holtz
James Edward Howell
Emily Joyce Jones
Cathryn Joy Koplitz
Jillian Leigh Kuraska
Ji Young Lim
Samantha Emma Ljubich
Amelia Chance McGinniss
Veronica Monaghan
Erin Michelle O’Brien
Rachel Gabrielle Packer
Michael Spyrou
Avital Suissa
Jillian R Tuso
Adriana Vetrano
Pui Yung Gloria Wong
Coley C. Woodward II
Demetria S. Wright

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

August 9, 2013
Mercy Agyepong
Sarah Frances Ames
Kennette Alyssa Banks
John Everett Battle
Corin Bellomia
Daniel Arthur Bergman
Alison Skylar Bihl
Corinne Hagen Bilodeau
Anne Elizabeth Bollinger
Christina Brennan
Ariel Yasmeen Brown
Ming Cai
Shih-Han Chen
Yujun Chen
Stephanie Choroser
Joshua P Cleveland
Molly Basse Crofton
Kenneth Jake Devenney
Katherine Mary Diffenderfer
Rachel DiGregorio
Thomas Joseph DiNatale
Benjamin S. Dougherty
Laura Ann Drossner
Cherry L. Du
Adam R. Dunn
Christian T. Edge
Suzanne Elsherif
Xin Fan
Yurun Feng
Jasmine S Fleming
Victoria Louise Fosdal
Emily Perry Gardner
Jiaqi Ge
Ashley Sarah Getting
Isabella Rosa Giorno
Christine E. Gottshall
Fen Guo
Kristen Marie Haurin
Caroline Snyder Healy
Chelsea M. Henderson
Louis James Herbst
Kamiah Adia Hodge
Jeffrey R. Hofer
Wenting Hu
Kathleen Marie Huber
Ashelyn Nicole James
Jordan Mae Karns
Sarah Bugbee Keidel
Anne Lawrie Kenealy
Shuwei Koh
Cathryn Joy Koplitz
Jillian Leigh Kuraska
Lara B. Kyriakou
Cindy Lim Mi Le
James McNeill Stancell Leathers
Wan-Chin Liu
Steven Allen Lucas
Peter Joseph Lynch
Frank V. Machos
Douglas J. Magee
Parinaz Jessica Manteghi
Susan Jeanette Martz
Sarah Keliwer McCann
Amelia Chance McGinniss
Rabia Mehbboob
Caitlyn Mengerdahl
Shanelle Minaya
Rebecca Leigh Minnick
Veronica Monaghan
Stephanie Susan Morin
Ly Bich Nguyen
William Nord
Erin Michelle O’Brien
Rachel Gabrielle Packer
Gillian Grace Page
Kshitija Pardeshi
Sophia Angelina Petrillo
Sopheap C. Pin
Amos Prophete
Molly Jessica Rand
LaVonna Octavia Ricketts
Jonathan David Roberts
Christopher R. Rogers
Stephanie Ann Rondo
Allie Caroline Rosenfeld
Jeremy M. Rosenthal
David M. Schor
Akoss Mawupemo Victoria Schuppius
Yukyoung Seol
Esther Wei Shin Shau
George Patrick Sillup
Jillian Abbey Strelsin
Katherine Lindsay Sylvester
Jonathan Chun-Bin Tam
Chunchun Tang
Dianiele Taylor
Tiffany Ann Tillman
Amber Touch
Jillian Rose Tuso
Suzanne Elizabeth Van Fleet
Mattias van’t Hoenderdaal
Kaitlyn Vaughn
Alexandra L. Volpe
Knoledgee Namusonge Walubengo
Jessica Kate Watkin
Lauren Dayna Wink
Coley C. Woodward II
Bezawit Yirgalem Wassene
Demetria Wright
Jun Hee Wui
ZiQi Yang
Shan Yin
Lisha Zheng
Han Zhou

December 20, 2013
Danming An
Heoreon An
Luwei An
Geeta Anjali Aneja
Marisa Blair Campbell
Tianyang Chen
Zhizi Chen
Cheng, Shu-Shan
Lauren Marie Collins
Joshua M. Cruz
Christopher James Dawe
Carmen Delgado
Mengxi Duan
Maria Paz Gatica Riquelme
Yingya Ge
Ahrin Yvette Gibbons
Samantha Nicole Griggs
Shivani Grover
Stephan Heuer
Laura Blake
Farah Salim Hussein
Liu Jiang
Xinyu Jiang
Kyla Maureen Jones
Akashi Kaul
Gyeonguk Kim
Kavita C. Kothari
Liaw Ying Li
Yujun Luo
Katherine Elizabeth Melle
Corrie Min Park
Natasha Robinson-Barr
Yifan Shao
Danielle Kristine Smith
Jeffrey Sean Snyder
Aukun Tungatarova
Jungwan Yoon
Ran Zhao
Xinyi Zhou
Ziwei Zhou

May 19, 2014
Samiya H. Abdullah
Jordon A Adler
Jenny Yein Ahn
Iris Aliaj
Maja L. Almqist
Cheyenne Alexis Anthony
Jenna Marcy Appelbaum
Karen Aquino
Shannon Arena Boyce
Sarah Kate Atkins
Gursean Singh Aujla
Thelonious Imari Baldwin
Paula Fannie Barg
Hillary Page Barnett
Robert J. Barnum-Reece
Ashley M. Beaton
Summer Alyssa Beckley
Melissa Eve Belardi
Maxtla Benavides
Rebecca Shilla Berliner
Brandeel Crystal Blocker
William Casey Boland
Kirk Henderson Bonner
Donald L. Boyer
Sarah Branz
Timothy Benjamin Brévat
Nathan A. Bronstein
Sara Brownstein
Danielle Bruzzese

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master of Science in Education (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Avery Finch
- William Michael Flanigan II
- Anton Alexander Bérard Fleissner
- Laura Lee Flippin
- Nadirah Farah Foley
- Lindsay Jenna Forman
- Meng Fu
- Emily Coffrin Furlong
- Anisha Jagdish Gadikar
- Tanya Michele Gaines
- Elizabeth Sebrell Gallant
- Britni Garcia
- Allen Fauntleroy Garner
- Marissa Jane Gaulton
- Anne Marie Gercke
- Deanna Grace Giustino
- Jessica Lauren Gonzalez
- Edna Marcela Gonzalez-Serrano
- Kathryn Ellen Goodfriend
- Melissa Lauren Goodman
- Lexis Amanda Gordon
- Maxwell Adam Gordon
- Jessie William Gottschalk
- Lynsey Graeff
- Ethiopia F. Grant
- Baille Suzanne Gregory
- Reesha Janine Grosso
- Colleen Marie Grucella
- Allison Gail Grundy
- Karen Allison Guarino
- Annie Jingshu Guo
- Kimberly D. Ha
- Hannah Miriam Haas
- Victor David Haas
- Ericka Rose Hall
- Ruoying Han
- Lindsay Marie Hartman
- Mousa Omar M. Hasan
- Patrick Sean Heaney
- Brittny L. Hein
- Maxwell Gregory Oldenburg
- Hibbard
- Kalyin Jean Higgins
- David Harold Hill
- Christopher James Hines
- Lin Hong
- Meizhu Hong
- Tong Hong
- Wesley James Horng
- Michelle Denise Gilliard Houston
- Jessica Joy Howard
- Hsu, Pin-Chieh
- Jiaying Huang
- Qian Huang
- Xinhua Huang
- Allison Marie Hudak
- Corey M Hutkin
- Jenny Hwang
- Cristina Michelle Iglesias
- Nikia J. Jefferson
- Danielle Tracey Jenkins
- Jasmine Janae Jenkins
- Shawn Marquise Jenkins
- Hye Sun Jeong
- Zhenhuan Jia
- Joanna Jiang
- Justin Phillip Jimenez
- Anise Paulette Johnson
- Bianca Mariel Johnson
- Channing Elicia Johnson
- Margaret Eve Johnson
- Lila Jonas
- Henry Jones
- Kelly Allison Joy
- Il Sun Jung
- SeMi Jung
- Gabrielle Glenn Kaminsky
- Kristi Kao
- Sara M. Kasman
- Anna Elizabeth Kates
- Jonathan Slade Katzenbach
- Lora B. Kelly
- Casey V. Kelsey
- M. Catherine Khella
- Athena Sabine Kifah
- Irene Kim
- Jung Eun Kim
- Shin Elizabeth Kim
- Paige Cristine Klausing
- Meghan Westerman Klingelhofer
- Jasmine Nicole Knowles
- Daniel Koh
- Christian A Kolouch
- Samantha M. Kramer
- Shay Perkins Kretowicz
- Ana Lilia Landa
- Andrew James Laskowski
- Christopher C. LeBlanc
- Ayounig Noh Lee
- Jessica Miein Lee
- Seonah Lee
- Seula Lee
- Ming Le
- Jonathan Sidharta Leibovic
- Rachel Elizabeth Lenkei
- Karie Marie LeNoir
- Keysha La Dawn Lewis
- Bai Li
- Keke Li
- Mengchuan Li
- Noel Himling Li
- Shanshan Li
- Siyuian Li
- Wenjie Li
- Xu Li
- Xuewei Li
- Yangyang Li
- Ying Li
- Ying Li
- Chen Liang
- Feng Liang
- Jiahe Liang
- Yunwei Liang
- Rachel Yisle Lim
- Han-Pin Lin
- Kun Lin
- Tien-An Lin
- Emily Ruth Lipman
- Ren Liu
- Shihan Liu
- Shuying Liu
- Xiaoping Liu
- Xing Liu
- Xinze Liu
- Ze Liu
- Zeyang Liu
- Annalee Claire Locke
- Travis Wayne Logan
- Cheng Lu
- Shuting Lu
- Yitian Lu
- Breanne Rose Young Lucy
- Hannah Christina Ludens
- Katherine Elizabeth MacDonald
- Kerry Anne Madden
- Kaitlyn Maloney
- Ishiaka Mansaray
- Dominic Adam Marchiano
- Daniellancie Francine Marks
- Sandra Main Masiak
- Nina Anne Mauche
- Caroline Mia Maurer
- Laura Mari McAdams
- Eupha Jeanne McCulloch
- Megan Davis McFarland
- Janae Marin McGinnis
- Mallory Catherine McNeal
- Leslie E McShane
- Randy Acosta Medina
- Amma Abrafi Mensah
- Shawn Robert Merrill
- Katherine Elizabeth Messler
- Tova Jesse Meyer
- Maryann Clara Miller
- Rachel Kellerman Miller
- Marquetta LaVerne Mitchell
- Neil Moakley
- Molly Gwen Mockovak
- Tisha Mohiuddin
- Andrea Montalvo Gray
- Stasia Helen Monteiro
- Kevin Albert Leung Moy
- Rhonda Lynn Moyer
- Kelly Megan Muha
- Fela Collier Murray
- Lashauna M. Myers
- Carla Andrea Nally
- Michael Ernest Nauen
- Chi Nguyen
- Theresa Virginia Novrit
- Rebecca L. Nyquist
- Daniel John O’Connor
- Shamira Denae O’Neal
- Christine Palma Ong
- Melanie Grace Palm
- Juefei Pang
- Jennifer C. Park
- Payal Janak Patel
- Ketsia Paul
Master of Science in Education (continued)

Michelle Frances Spina
Mary Margaret Southam
Victoria Soriano
Thammika Songkaeo
Xiaocan Song
Sisi Song
Qian Song
Eric Soble
Elizabeth Locke Renehan Skoglund
Monirath Siv
Karla Elizabeth Silva
Belinda Sibanda
Lu Shu
Dorothy C. Shu
Christina S. Shin
Yue Shi
Qian Shi
Yi Shen
Megan Emily Pauley
Jessica Joanne Patelka
Jessica Hsiang-Chieh Peng
Kelli Anne Peters
Zachary William Peters
Ashley Pettaway
Sarah C. Peyton
Charrise Michelle Phillips
Zachary Armstrong Powers
Kathleen Elizabeth Price
Sarah Qiao
Chandi M. Queen
Cassandra Rae Quinn
Jessica Pedlow Quinn
Sonja Redko
Thomas McMahon Reen
Caitlin Clare Regan
Mackenzie Rose Remster
Christina Riso
Megan Elizabeth Roberts
Jeanine C. Ronan
Deanna Troy Ross
Jeremy Radcliffe Ross
Christopher Thomas Rossi
Michelle Ann Ruiz
Monica Virmani Sabnis
Allison Saeger
Diana Gabriela Aurea Saenz Carpio
Erica Saldivar Garcia
Susan Lynn Scerbo
Miranda Nicole Schaeffer
Hanna E. R. Schlosser
Elizabeth Anne Schopfer
Kathryn A. Schwartz
Lael B. Schwartz
Kelly Lavelle Seawell
Rebecca Stephanie Semel
Hyung Seok Seo
Rana Seyed Shariatdoust
Elizabeth Louise Shankan
Dan Shen
Yi Shen
Qian Shi
Yue Shi
Christina S. Shin
Christine Cherie Shin
Dorothy C. Shu
Lu Shu
Belinda Sibanda
Karla Elizabeth Silva
Odelia Simon
Janet Samantha Singer
Miriam Lee Singer
Monirath Siv
Elizabeth Locke Renehan Skoglund
Eric Sobole
Qian Song
Sisi Song
Xiaocan Song
Thammika Songkaeo
Victoria Soriano
Mary Margaret Southam
Michelle Frances Spina
Leslie D. Spratt
Ginnelle Sroka
Jessica Lenoir St. Jacobs
Rebecca L. Stefaniak
Joshua Michael Stephens
William K. Stone
Katherine V. Streit
Quinton Gerard Stroud
Dominika Maria Strzelecka
Ronggui Su
Shana Su
Fan Sun
YiXi Sun
Zhuo Sun
Casey Patrice Swann
Daniel John Symonds
Lloyd Matthew Talley
Eric Benjamin Tinkle
Ade Andrae
Rebecca L. Tenney-Soeiro
Kevin A. Thomas
Katherine Danielle Tomaskovic
Stephanie Jean Torre
Andrew Brian Torres
I-Ying Tsai
David Charles Turner III
Joseph Turrisi
Clinton Gerald Ulmer
Steven Vaughn-Lewis
Mariah Joy Veley
Alex J Vervoort
Hayley Joan Very
Giuspe Michelle Vitale
Alyson Carol Volinsky
Defu Wan
Chunmiao Wang
Catherine Wang
Huabing Wang
Jia Wang
Wang Jiachuan
Qiao Wang
Kevin Yiping Wang
Lijun Wang
Lingjie Wang
Luyao Wang
Meng Wang
Ruishi Wang
Tricia Wang
Xi Wang
Yushan Wang
Katherine Grace Warner
Geoffrey Charles Weaver
Michael John Webert
Jingci Wei
Jeanette Weinberg
Hannah Weinsein
Melissa Ariana Whilter
Cecily Rachel White
Megan Leigh Whitman
Cherish Rashe Williams
Quinetta S. Williams
Antonio Marko Willis-Berry
Jennifer Marie Wilmot
Audrey Michelle Wilson
Marcus Trumaine Wright
Chia-Wei Wu
Chih Jung Wu
Caitlin Marie Wubbena
Xia Yuzhu
Yifan Xiao
Xie Yaxin
Huijiao Xu
Sunita Prasad Yadavallli
Wen Yang
Yichun Yang
Kristen Alexis Yealy
Linda Jina Yoo
Mohamed Osama Youssef
Wei Yu
Ariel Hadad Zander
Jennifer Zanoni
Lin Zeng
Yi Zeng
Danyang Zhang
Hanwen Zhang
Jinxi Zhang
Junyu Zhang
Liang Zhang
Qianqian Zhang
Ronghua Zhang
Shujing Zhang
Tianyi Zhang
Tong Zhang
Junyang Zhao
Liming Zhong
Haiying Zhou
Yaozan Zhou
Jiajie Zhu
Charles Gilbert Zimbrick-Rogers
Xin Zou
Antonj Zouroukis
Amanda Christine Zanchev

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

August 9, 2013
Shannon H. Andrus
Adam Samuel Bronstein
Xavier Alexander Cole
David Brandon Cooley
Melanie Elizabeth Corn
Noemi Crespo
Heather Dawn Crl
Mahesh Daas
Marta Dapena-Baron
David Joseph Delfilippo
Gretchen Claire Dobson
James Keith Dunbar
William Kieran Peter Dunworth
Stacia Lynn Edwards
Susan Lee Feibelman
Jean Pierre Gagnon
Allan Dural Gozum
Jose Antonio Guzman Cruzat
April Lynn Herring
Milana Lauren Hogan

Shannon Maura Kane
Jim Yuan Lai
Linda Chiaraavallotti Luciano
Adrian Costa Manuel
Kiernan Robert Mathews
Joseph Mazza, Jr.
Arny Marie McCormack
Peggy Ann McCready
Brandon Marshall Miller
Elizabeth Lavelle Newman
Sumathi Pearl
Janet Smith Pullen
Rosina Lucia Racioppi
Mercedes Maria Ramirez
Bartolomei
Philip Gregory Rogers
Barbara Ann Russell
Sean James Ryan
Richard Salcido
Asian Sarinzhipov
Candace Marie Thille
Melissa K. Trotta
Dawndelle Patrice Walker
Fredrick Hoopes Wampler
Tanya Gale Wiggins
Brandon L. Wiley
Wayne Wardell Williams
Michael Eric Wooten
Rebecca Martha C. Wyke

May 19, 2014
Giuseppe Auriacchio
Melinda Lee Bin
Kathleen Gwendolyn Black
Christine Marie Blaney
Oscar O. Brooks
Kai H. Bynum
Martin Canter
Keo Chea-Young
Christine Maria Costanzo Clark
Caryn Denise Cooper
Patricia Crain de Galace
Patricia Ann Criuse
Saliyah Bienna Cruz
Jeremy Hugh Cutler
JoAnn Marie Duffy
Michelle Nicole Edwards
Jami Natalie Fisher
Kelly Eugene Garrett
James C. Garza
Ernick Lanard Greene
Martha Kay Group
Margaret Anne Hadinger
Sharon Grace Hoffman
Peter Jordan Horn
Kahlilla S. Johnson-Lee
Talar S. Kaloustian
Mary E. Libby
Tanya Theresa Maloney
Marc D. Mancinelli
Michael Anthony Manganello
Kathryn Eileen McCallum
Katrina Karen Morrison
Dwight Eberly Nolt
Vanessa O’Brien-McMasters
Andrea Ruth Oettinger
Marlena Elizabeth Reese
Kristin Elizabeth Ross
Roseanne Rostock
Suzanne Deirdre Simons
Noni Shamim Thomas
Peter Wesley Upham
Jacqueline G. Van Schooneveld
Mary Ann Vogel
Joyce So-Shan Wang
Bouvier B. Williams
Patricia Coleman Williams
Patricia Stroy Willis
Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE
Richard J. Gelles, Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NONPROFIT/NGO LEADERSHIP
August 9, 2013
Samantha Jane Alarie-Leca
Sarah E. Evans

December 20, 2013
Eliza Rose Coviello
Yael Levin
Anne Patterson Wilmerding
Wenjia Zhao

May 19, 2014
Aparna Achuthan
Wenyi Cai
Abra Emma Evensky
Clara Jane Hill
Jamie Lyn Holliday
Allison Huntsman
Julia Anne Hutton
Yue Jiang
Caitlin Amber Kaspar
Nikka Thatcher Landau
Kate M. W. Levin
Hong-Mei Li
Matthew Thomas McNear
Aesha Mehta
Karla Angelica G. Pastores
Amna Mushraq Raja
Deborah Ann Senior
Daniel Suchenski
Elizabeth Ulivella
Dongxue He Wang
Hsun-Yuan Yeh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOCIAL POLICY
August 9, 2013
Emily Alden Antoszyk
Farah Azhar
Carolyn Marie DeChants
Catherine Place Domino
Rachel E. Dungan
Su Yi Gan
Calvin Han
Mariam Ishaq
Adelia D. Jenkins
Daniel Stuart Schaff
Neha R. Sheth
Josefa Silva
Larkin Silverman
Ayesha Sabreen Upshur
Caroline R. Valvardi
Yewen Wang
Zichao Zhao

December 20, 2013
Hanqing Zhao

May 19, 2014
Mohammad Ali Anis
Jingying He
Yiyue Huangfu
Gabriela Nirenburg
Stephanie Janaye Waller
Abbey N. Waltmire
Haipei Wang
Yizhen Wang
SuYeon You

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
August 9, 2013
Linnea Mary Michaels

December 20, 2013
Zuo, Yumeng

May 19, 2014
Alla Abramov
Julianne Scott Mifflin Austin
Anna Steele Barnwell
Sylvie M. Beauvais
Kathryn Pepin Beele
Dana Marie Belitierre
Mia Tisharra Benson-Smith
Emma R. Bergman
Hannah Leigh Beryl
John Anthony Bickel III
Kristin Lenneigh Bouchard
Victoria Bouret
Diana Maria Brown
Laura Holden Buckley
Lisa M Burkholler
Amanda Kim Cafaro
Devon Nicole Cavanaugh
Dui Chen
Georgette Chrysanthakopoulos
Kate H. Chudakoff
Eriq Elizabeth Coltrera
William P Cooper-Balis
Katharine L. Cristaudo
Katharine A. Cunningham
Ann Elizabeth Cushwa
Kathryn Mary Daly
Annette R. Daniels
Andrew P. Defeo
Heather A. DeLine
Kathleen M. Dolan
Dianna Dorman
Mollie B. Dugan
Katarzyna Marie Evanowicz
Eleanor Christine Fabian
Megan E. Fayer
Coleen K. Felder
Maris Whitman Findlay
Benjamin Fineman
Katriona M. Fingersom
Elizabeth Flanagan
Alison Flukes
Carolina L. Fojo
Mariana Folco
Collette A Foley
Sophie Fonner
Peter John Freudenberger

Noah Hunter Gan
Michael P. Garvey
Sally Greer Goebel
Sara A. Goldstein
Hannah Tebelman Goor
Hilary Dane Gould
Jane Elizabeth Graham Blanas
Lindsey E. Hagan
Tasha Lenise Hannah
Jingru Hao
Kimberly A. Harris-Galvez
Bethany Maria Heleniak
Michelle Katherine Hicks
Beth A. Hollingshead
Zachary Max Holtzman-Conston
Nicoie Diane Hune
Emmaline Marie Imbriglia
Brooke Jacobs
Ning Jiang
Elise Lillian Henrietta Johnson
Emily Carroll Johnson
Hannah Elise Karasick
Gabrielle Bianca Katz
Ciera M. King
Kimberly S Kleinman
Colleen Doris Kleinberg
Arneya Krishnan
Alyssa Marie Kull
Niema Lavalais
Kimberly Dia Levin
Miriam N. Lewis
Lim Yi Hui Cherlyn
Jillyn Magerman
Lauren Ashley Magness
Diana Elizabeth Mahoney
Jessica Lynne Main
Tonnicia N. Malcolm
Eli Ephraim Mandel
Lindsay Stowe Mapes
Patricia Mariela Martinez
Angelika Katarzyna Maryniak
Jose Sebastian Medina
Carmen Maria Moedano
Lindsey H. Oliver
Fiona Skye Owens
Seong Won Park
Jon-William Leonard Patterson

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Erin Elizabeth Power
Joel J. Pratt
Jonathan Dominick Raymondi
Emily Martina Resnick
Danielle Rodriguez
Nicole Allison Royer
Maeesha Saeed
Kyrie Alexandra Salazar
Greta Sanchez-McKnight
Jennifer Rachel Schechner
Anne Stagg Schmeckpeper
Kendra Anne Schwindt
Brendan P. Sculley
Sadé Asia Seward
Sandeep Bikram Shah
Sarah Maria Sheldon
Djuan Deshonge Short
Carole Tshela Showell
Elizabeth Y. Shriver
Kira M. Silk
Casey Mary Skurka
Rebkah Elizabeth Small
Elisabeth Anne Stelson
Lateefah C. Stembridge
Rebecca Stern
Fae Elizabeth-Rose Stone
Sarah Michal Stroe
Mallory Nicole Stufsky
Ariel Leigh Sugarman-Orens
Junwei Sun
Carly Anne Sunderland
Eden Lerner Tanenbaum
Noheli Taveras
Brian Floyd Taylor
Britney Yaeli Thornton
Quynh M. Tran
Jennifer R. Traver
Victoria Caroline Tuman
Pragya Verma
Stacey Walicki
Qi Wang
Wenqian Wei
Savannah K. Wei
Hannah M. Wheat
LaVonne Antoinette Whitehead
Victoria Lenese Williams
Rebecca L. Wood
Rebecca Alice Young
Ariana Sophia Zeno
Nina Ushkevich Zezulin
Yimeng Zhang
Qian-Wei Zhao

DOCTOR OF SOCIAL WORK

August 9, 2013
Toya Vannetta Clebourn-Jacobs
Michael M. Crocker
Anna Mae Gerard
Allison Louise Gonzalez
Lisa Thaniel
Kietra Latrice Jordan Winn
Stephanie Michelle Worrall

December 20, 2013
Kristine-Anne Benito Miranda

May 19, 2014
Jennifer Aiken Fulton
Christin Ann Gregory
Kia Zenella Kerrin
Charisse Eudella Marshall
Lois Jean Robbins
Darcella A. Sessomes
Monica M. Murray Smith
Marilyn Valenciano

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

ANNENBERG
SCHOOL FOR
COMMUNICATION

Michael X. Delli Carpini,
Dean

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy for the Annenberg School for Communication can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student's name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.

GRADUATE FACULTIES

Candidates will be presented by Andrew N. Binns, Vice Provost for Education

MASTER OF ARTS

August 9, 2013

Kelly M. Allred
Shirley Afua Dansowaa
Appiah-Yeboah
Ulysses Hawthorne Auger
José Normando Bezerra Junior
Emily Elizabeth Bray
Johannes Christopher Eichstaedt
Arastoo Fazeli Neishabour
William Andrew Figueroa, Jr.
Xuan Gao
Betsie Kathleen Gamer
Eithan Graber
Edith Yolanda Gutiérrez Vázquez
Marc Daniel Herman
Christopher Michael Hogg
Peter Jacob Isaacson
Alexander Thomas Keinath
Gabriela Kattan Khazanov
Eunbi Kim
Nikhil Gaurav Luthar Kumar
Travis Chi Wing Lau
Yeonjin Lee
Sheryn J. Lee
Roopak Majmudar
Sheng Mao
Stefan Mikhail McDaniel
Sarah Herrick Morris
Clare Renee Mullane
Kathleen Patricia Hartnett Norland
Ryan Heath Peters
Sirinyaadara Porntrakulserere
Alexander James Quackenbush
Richardson
Justin K. Rising
Shantee Lorraine Rosado
Ashley Lauren Scott
Sydney Elizabeth Scott
Patricia D. Tevington
Erik Wells Thulin
Taylor Valore
Kai Wen
Samantha E. Way
Tian Ying Wu
Mary Zaborskis
Noor Zehra Zaidi
Sarah Zelner
Youwei Zhu

Hana Flynn Zickgraf

December 20, 2013

Jana E. Beck
Alexandra Bursak
Shereen Chang
Marla Rose Epp
Andrea Gazzoni
Wei Han
Darien Huang
Ignasi Gozalo i Salellas
Minzhou Jin
David Zvi Epstein Kalman
Seo Yeon Kim
Divya Lakshmi Kumar
Peter Lešnik
Constanza Soledad Liborio Serrani
Nicholas Luc Majka
Stephanie Milk Wade
Francis Tseh-han Miller
Dahlia Mukherjee
Sarah Newera
Cathelijne Tamara Nuijsink
Leonardo Martín Campos de Oliveira
Marco Paolone
Camila Penazzo
Lindsey Reuben
Felipe Jesús Ramírez Rodríguez
Alya Sabharwal
Chelsa E. Schafer
Madeline Anna Snider
Juliet Shea Sterling
Yuchen Sun
Esteban Tamayo Zea
Joshua Benjamin Temin
Jennifer Desire Thorn-dike Gonzales
Kevin Adin Waite
Gelei Wang
Tian-Yi Annie Wang

May 19, 2014

Seher Ahmad
Karine Alyanakian
Ajay Gaurav Anand
Thomas Markley Anderson
Rafaela de Castro Andrade
Marica Francesca Antonucci
Rosie EunGyuHil Bae
Vasco Sandino Bilbao-Bastida
Matias Boker
Rodrigo Boscolo
Seung Ah Byun
Ina Choi
Nina Zoe Cohen
Adamah Nathaniel Albert Cole
Brian Michael Collopy
Megan Elizabeth Costa
David Bradley Cummins
Paramveer Singh Dhillon
Michelle C. Donnelly
Lynette Nicole Downs
Gina Marie Elia
Stephen Franklin Esser
Kyle David Farris
Helay Maryam Fazel
André Fernandes
David Benjamin Franklin
Emma Gow
Azita Mina Habi
Nour Halabi
Samuel Holzman
Maxwell Scott Horsley
Olivier Philippe Jacque
Jin Yoo Jang
Jian Kevin Jiao
Taisong Jing
Mi Jeong Jo
Andrew Raymond Karlin
Alexander Benjamin Kauffman
Laura A. Kelly
Samantha Jean Kelly
Justin Wade Knapp
Victoria A. Koc
Sanghoon Kwak
Emily LaDue
Corrina Katherine Laughlin
Stella Juhyun Lee
Timothy Patrick Libert
Samuel Lim Yong Peng
Katherine Greer Littlefield
Jiaying Liu
Yang Sydney Liu
Chaz Sylvester Lively
Isabel Lockhart Smith
David Sessions Lonoff
Yiwen Looi
Alan Robert Mangels
Eleanor R. Marchant
Vitor Felipe Oliveira de Miranda
Paul Jonathan Mitchell
Vinay Anant Narayan
David Ragnor Nelson
Tamar Novick
Dawn Marie Overby
Trishula Rachna Patel
Rodrigo Armando Patino Astete
Charles Lloyd Phillips
Yue Ren
Olivia Lucy Rutigliano
Fabio Isay Saad
Rodrigo Augusto Frey Sabato
Venkatesh Saha
Edna Victoria Salcedo Hernández
Shahin Shahrampour
Aaron Murray Shapiro
Kenneth Edward Sharp
Andrew James Smolenski
Manuel Spitschan
Ashley Anne Tallevi

Doron Taussig
Thomas A. Tearnar
Teh Shi Ling
Caillìn M. Toole
Didem Uça
Victor Valverde Urdiales
Jillian Beth Vaun
Nicholas James Walker
Dror Walter
Xian Wang
Jacob B. Whalen
Alex T. Williams
Yinyin Wu
Zhengyang Xu
Sijia Yang
Natacha Yazbeck
Alice Yeh

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 9, 2013

Anissa Nicole Alexander
Alixandra P. Barasch
John Joseph Briguglio Jr.
Julius Lanhuei Chen
Lauren Jean Franchise
Lu Gao
Cynthia Konichiki Paulo
Ruiying Liu
Sean McElligott
Eric M. Moore
Kasper Laegring Nielsen
Elena Prager
Preethi M. Rao
Sonia Daniela Revello-Pratt
Feng Sha
Jessie Frances Taylor
Melanie Nina Thomas
Boris Viktor Vabson
Shinjae Won

December 20, 2013

Ashley Anne Tallevi
Manuel Spitschan
Kenneth Edward Sharp
Aaron Murray Shapiro
Venkatesh Saha
Edna Victoria Salcedo Hernández
Shahin Shahrampour
Aaron Murray Shapiro
Kenneth Edward Sharp
Andrew James Smolenski
Manuel Spitschan
Ashley Anne Tallevi

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student's name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
May 19, 2014

Kevin C. Barnes
Hessam Bafta
Nora Verlaine Becker
Kaitlin Marie Best
Erica Marie Weinmann Billig
Karen A. Blanchette
Paul Joseph Blazej
Christine Marie Bowman
Jayleen Kay Bowman
Christopher F. Bryan
Katelyn Mackenzie Burke
Wenwen Cai
Monica Anne Celli
Xinglei Chai
Jessica Chao
Yu Jin Chung
Jonathan William Cousins
Alexander Crook
Marissa Katharine DeAnna
Kristin Nicole Derenge
Tom Dodson
Isabella Dominguez Zayas
Whitney Taylor Eriksen
Rachel E. Factor
David James Fantarella
Lisa Feeley
Rob Roy MacGregor Fletcher
Sarah K. Foster
Julie Ann Furdella
Alexander S. Genshaft
Hayley Drew Germack
Steven Henry Gilhool
James M. Greenberg
Pierre Marc Ezra Griffith
Tanbo Guo
David John Hoffman
Elliane Irani
Thomas Oliver Jemielita
Cheng Jia
Bo Jiang
Zhixiang Jiang
Christopher Paul Kampmeyer
Xiao Linda Kang
Arnav Vikas Kasliwal
Nathan Zachary Koocher
Patricia Joy Kooker
Priyanka Kothari
Locmore Simbarashe Kuzomunu
Darren Kai Wah Lai
Laura Ann Lee
Samuel Michael Levi
Jiaqi Li
Li Li
Emma Ruth Lock
Kevin Lou
Nathan Patrick Lourie
Lu Lu

Doctor of Philosophy

August 9, 2013

Olive Lu
Sudil Mahendra
Holly Ann Martin
Anita Mukherjee
Sergey Nisnevich
Grace B. Olamijulo
William Murphy Parkin
Adele Min-Pace
Benika J. Pinck
Briana Leigh Ralston
Michael Lawrence Reca
Allison Stacy Rudolph
Rima Asleen Lyons Spight
Sara Marie Stanichfield
Julia A. Steinberg
Brittany Tscha
Alexander Naip Tuna
Leif Erik Vigelands
Jaren Wilkerson
Rengyi Xu
Yang Amy Yang
Yoshihiro Shikae
Christina Yiwei Zhang
William Zhang
Sergiy Zubko

Kara Susan Gaston
Emily L. Gentes
Jacob Michael Goldberg
Steven Robert Gray
Charles T. Ham
Heeoon Han
Matthew Handelman
Rachel Kathleen Harbin
Clemmrie L. Harris, Jr.
Kathryn Lee Hemmman
Jessica Y. Ho
Andrew Ernest Hong
Amruta Anand Inamdar
Joshua Aaron Jeffer
Austin Patrick Joyce
Jason Ju Hyung Jung
Meeri Nam Kim
Gabriel Stuart Krigsfeld
Joshua Milo Kunkle
Matthew A. Lapiere
Edmund Pak Kuen Lee
Rocky Lee
Yoon Soo Lee
Marshall James Levesque
Zhengheng Liao
Mary Melanie Lyons
Phillip Jon Maciak
Linda Tina Maldonado
Melissa Cristina Martinez-Rivera
Anton Mikhailovich Matytsin
Karl Mazurak
Caroline Elizabeth McGuire
Susan Lorraine Mello
Elizabeth Anna Morton
Verónica Muriel Solórzano
Rose Mumbe Mutiso
Ting Wun Ng
Kristen Nicholson
Nisha Sara Niran
Michael Anthony Oropallo
Matthew Jon Pagett
Jaehong Park
Tapan P. Patel
David Perda
Alison Perelman
Brendan P. Purcell
Tafaya Ransom
Ryan Reece
Danielle C. Reifsnyder
Jeffrey Rice
Samuel H. Riko
Justin K. Rising
Awilda Rodriguez
Adam Edward Roth
Ameed Saabneh
Maria Sabotkin
Najaf Ali Shah
Roy Shashua
Spencer Stephen Shelly
Yeong Shin Shim
Kristina Diane Simmons
Laura Elizabeth Sockol
Lee A. Solomon

Gang Song
Daniel S. Sou
Jon Scott Stevens
Jonathan David Chaffee Stoltzfus
Julia E. Szymczak
Erin Audrey Taylor
Rebecca Mateus Tenney
Rebecca Tesfai
Kwadwo Edem Tettey
Simran Thadani
Susan Thomas
Hsin-hung Jerry Tsai
Kelly Nadine Tuttle
Joanna Veazey Brooks
Graham E. Wabiszewski
Anne M. Wagner
Hong Wan
Anduo Wang
Andrew Granville West
Caroline N. Whitehead
Khadijah Lorraine Costley White
Samantha L. White
Karla Rose Wiehagen
Rony I. Wiener
Michael Ryan Wierzbicki
Erin Taylor Wiley
Gregory Wolmart
Xiaotie Wu
Bin Yan
Dong Hye Ye
Matthew Brandon Young
Shaoqing Zhang
Xingtian Zhang
Ying Zhang
Jianzhou Zhao
Lu Zhao
José R. Zubizarreta

December 20, 2013

Joshua Michael Abrams
Daniel Leon Abravanel
Trisha Agrawal
Asma Al-Naser
Samira Bano Ali
Oana-Andreea Argintar
Burton Earlie Barnett II
Lisa Geary Barnett
Stacey Lynn Barrenger
David Alexander Bateman
Jessica K. Beaver
Emily Robyn Berkeley
Meenakshi Bewtra
Anne Nicole Bonschein
Michael David Brewer
Catherine Kaye Brinkley
Tekla Lenore Bude
Amy E. Campbell
Michael James Castle
Chi-Mon Chen
Drew Allen Cheney
Irene Chernova
Ni-Ting Chion
Merlin Chowkwanyun

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Laurel Elizabeth Redding
Emma Lee Reuschel
Suryun Serena Rhee
Charlotte Ritzman
Jerome Ronald Robinson
Jason Christopher Rodriguez
Jordan Rodu
Jamey Alan Rorison
Ralph Rosado
Allison Faye Rosenberg
Jessica Marion Rosenberg
Christopher Francis Russell
Daniel William Sacks
Felipe E. Saffie
Douglas M. Schaefer
Molly Marie Sheehan
Brittany Anne Shields
Eun-young Shim
Artem Shvartsbart
Jill Siegel
Timothy Slonosky
Matthew Almond Sochor
Dongho Song
Andrea Marie Spaeth
Lee Colyer Speight
Jonathan Mark Stahlman
Andrew Michael Stern
Sneha Dey Subramanian
Aditya L. Surapaneni
Elizabeth A. Sweeny
Matthew Tai
Meredith Johanna Tamminga
Kay See Tan
Christopher Thom
Rachel N. Throop
Jenhao Harry Ting
Namrata Tognatta
Ryan Chia-yu Tsou
Jill Marie Vanak
Hannah Huber Voorhees
Sagie Wagage
Alice Macdonald Walsh
Colin Ward
John B. Warner IV
Tanya Nayomi Weerakkody
Ursula Jane Williams
Baohua Wu
Fan Yang
Rui Yang
Lu Yao
April Lynn Yee
Dmytro Yeroshkin
Jonathon Henry Yoder
Alexander Hewitt Young
Christina Yiwei Zhang
Zhuoyao Zhang
Yuting Zhao
Chen Zhu
The following students, members of the Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps, are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army Reserve:

Evan Allen  
Michael Berryhill  
Robert Freeling  
Stephen Hetman  
Jay Kim  
Mark Daniel Mitchell  
Hillary O’Neill  
Matthew Paige  
Andrew Pope-Starnes  
Caitlin Porter  
Mary Rant  
Matthew Scholl  
Christopher Wojcik

NAVY ROTC

Andrew G. Wilcox  
Colonel, U.S. Marine Corps  
Commanding Officer

The following graduates of the Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Marine Corps:

Gabriel A. Benjamin  
Constantine N. Filipos  
Robert M. McCollum

The following graduates of the Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science are being commissioned as Ensigns in the United States Navy:

Michael W. Barkofski  
James A. Brodovsky  
Keelin P. Collins  
Scott V. Douglas  
Aaron K. Knowlson  
Michael V. LaPietra  
Jeremy F. Lenhart  
Breandan K. Murtha  
Timothy M. Myland  
Joel P. Robbins  
Aaron P. Szymborski
PHI BETA KAPPA

Delta of Pennsylvania

Phi Beta Kappa is one of the oldest and most prestigious academic societies for undergraduates. The Delta Chapter of the University of Pennsylvania was founded in 1892 and continues to thrive in the twenty-first century. It honors those students who have distinguished themselves through undergraduate research and by breadth of study in the liberal arts.

Panarat Anamwathana
Lana Yacoub Andoni
Ji Yeon Baek
Amanda Rose Bakowski
Tyler Gregory Baldor
Julie Berez
Jessica Lynn Bergman
Yosef Berlyand
Elliott May Brooks
Hayley Beth Brooks
Tyler Edward Brown
Davis Samuel Butner
Gianpaolo P. Carpinito
Nora Marie Castle
Jenny Wenjie Chen
Cheo Hock Keng, John
Brian Michael Collopy
Serena Covkin
Sonya Davey
Marisa Denker
Alyssa Marie Dickinson
Isabella Dominguez Zayas
Christina Lynn Economy
Allison Marie Ellman
Martin Jin-Teng Falk
Arielle Sarine Fogel
Sarah K. Foster
Robert Franco
Benjamin Lewis Fridovich Freedman
Jonathan Evan Fried
Chi-Hsuan Annie Fu
Paul Gallagher
Shellie Goldie Gimmelstein
Kenneth Douglas Ginsburg
Kate Jaron Goldenberg
Dylan Glennon Gordan
John Paul Gutman
Sarah Ann Hendry
Janice Hu
Julia Anastasia Hurley
John Mina Ibrahim
Aleksandra Igdalova
Gary Alexander Kafer
Ross Michael Karlan
Colleen Alyssa Kase
Arnav Vikas Kasliwal
Lauren Shay Kaufmann
Julia Elena Kelsoe
Kate Emily Kerpen
Gabriela Maria Kirk
Victoria A. Koc

Adriel Koschitzky
Lauren Gail Kreps
Lovemore Simbarashe Kuzomunhu
Ting Cho Lau
Da Eun Lee
Emily Anne Leven
Samuel Michael Levi
Luckmimi Nuvanthi Liyanage
Kevin Lou
Michael-David Eugene Mangini
Sarah Elizabeth Mann
Danielle Jacqueline Marryshow
Kelsey Leigh Matevish
Shaj Mathew
Suraj Mattai
Jennifer Lauren Matte
Marlena Mattei
Megan Claire McCarthy-Alfano
Jonathan A. Messing
Sean Michelson
Urja Mittal
Emma F. Mlyniec
Brian Zachary Mund
Vihan V. Nakbate
Benjamin Daniel Nicholas
Layla Angela O’Kane
Isabel Oliveres Tarragona
Samantha Irene T. Osaki
Mark Thomas Pantano
Arielle Lindsay Pardes
Katherine Elizabeth Peck
Ellezer H. Peltz
Steven Jay Perez
John Patrick Philbin
Tamara Pier
Benika J. Pinch
Arazi Pinhas
Giulia Stefania Romana Porcari
Mark Stephen Pyfer
Megan Reilly
Austin Chase Remington
Laura Resnick
Sarah Virginia Riblet
Stephanie Lynn Rogers
Olivia Lucy Rutigliano
Julie Renata Sanchez
Amanda Grace Savagian
Yair Schiff
Samuel Richard Schnittman
Sara Schonfeld
Marissa Rachel Schwartz
David Rodwin Stahl
Gabrielle Jennie Stoller
Zachary Aaron Tabor
Elizabeth Lynne Thom
Tian Hufu
Manon Vergerio
Dominic Waltz
Elissa K. Wolf
Amanda Jane Wolkin
Carson Fairfield Woodbury
Winona W. Wu
Yeo Shiyuan Elton

Jennifer J. Yoo
Rosaline Shuting Zhang
Kaiven Zhu
Xiaoyan Zhu
Kristin L. Zuhone

MATTHEW CRYER HONOR SOCIETY
(DENTAL MEDICINE)

The Matthew Cryer Honor Society was established in 1912. Membership in the Penn Dental Medicine’s Cryer Society is the highest scholastic honor awarded to the highest-ranked students in each class at the completion of the second year. The Society honors the academic achievements of its members and acts as a resource to new students entering the dental school.

Maryam Akbari
Milda Chmieliauskaite
Neeti Vivek Desai
Natalie Anne Laucius
Daisy Lee
Everett Lin
Christine Mary Martin
Chirag Ajay Parikh
Alexandra Radu
Katharine Laura Woeheing
Hang Zhou

OMICRON KAPPA UPSILON
(DENTAL MEDICINE)

The Omicron Kappa Upsilon Honor Society (OKU), a national dental honor society, was established in 1914 to promote and recognize scholarship and character among students of dentistry. Annually, faculty members of the OKU ETA Chapter at the University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine select senior student recipients.

Seyar A. Baqi
I-Fang Chen
Milda Chmieliauskaite
Erica D’Amante
Jyoti Dangi
Nicole Longosz Deakins
Neeti Vivek Desai
Joshua Griffith Duffy
Natalie Anne Laucius
Christine Mary Martin
Ramon E. Morales-Abreu
Deepa Ramasamy
Trevan Dane Samp
Anthony M. Sconzo
Payal Verma
Katharine Laura Woeheing
Hang Zhou
ETA KAPPA NU (ELECTRICAL AND
COMPUTER ENGINEERING)
Eta Kappa Nu is the international Electrical and Computer Engineering Society. Members of Eta Kappa Nu are selected in their junior and senior years based upon academic achievements and relevant majors.

Sabrina Andrews
Raphael Benarosho
Aubrey Chase
Sang Kyo Cheon
Mark Eisen
Noam Eisen
Sarfreshth Gupta
Charu Jangid
Daniel Judd
Jenna Kanterman
Jacob Katz
Aaron Knowlson
Michael Lautman
Eric Sun Lee
Spencer Lee
Samuel Lim
Meghan Lockwood
Jason Lucibello
Kunal Mahajan
Neha Mathur
Dong Woo Noh
Hyunseok Park
Allison Pearce
Courtney Reamer
Pouria Sanjari
Kevin Shi
Yeong Wei Wee
Patrick Wingo
Elissa Wolf
Yingting Xiao
Connie Yuan
Xiaoyan Zhu

TAU BETA PI (ENGINEERING)
As Penn’s engineering honor society, Tau Beta Pi invites exemplary juniors and seniors to join each semester. Valuing scholarship and character, the society organizes events aimed at community service, student networking and enhancement of undergraduate education.

Akshay Amin
Patricia Borges
Lyle Brunhofer
Michael Citrion
Jonathan Cousins
Scott Daniels
Noam Eisen
David Gabrieli
Andrew Gagne
Ronak Gandhi
Timothy Ghosh
Hardik Gupta
Joseph Hill
Jenna Kanterman
Emma Kennedy

Aaron Knowlson
Akash Kumar
Jordan Landis
Michael Latimer
Michael Lautman
Steven Lee
Spencer Lee
Johnathan Lee
Samuel Lim
Winston Lin
Michael Lo
Meghan Lockwood
John Junyang Lu
Ryan Marschang
Shaun Mehra
Jesse Morzel
Surya Murty
Allison Pearce
Nicholas Pesta
Joe Polin
Courtney Reamer
Lauren Rodgers
Alexander Salz
Pouria Sanjari
Justin Starr
Kanchalai Suveeppattananont
Elissa Wolf
Nicoie Xu
Chih-Chieh Jay Yu
Cindy Yuan
Xiaoyan Zhu
Yutong Zhu

ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA (MEDICINE)
Beta of Philadelphia
Alpha Omega Alpha is a national honor society that recognizes and perpetuates excellence in the medical profession. The organization promotes scholarship and research in medical schools, encourages a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates and recognizes high attainment in medical science, practice and related fields.

Michael Elias Abboud
John Samuel Barbieri
Maria Ciocca Basil
Owen Kenneth Beams
Alexandra Philippa Charrow
Alexander Li-Cheh Chin
Meredith Curtis
Dania Daye
Matthew DiFrancesco
Philip Dowzicky
Jaime Rebecca Fineman
Zachary Adam Koel Frosch
Jamie Elizabeth Greenman
Nancy Conklyn Haff
Rong Hu
Iris Gillette Insogna
Shaan Syed Khurshid
Austin Srinivas Kilaru
Kevin J. Kovatch

GOLD HUMANISM HONOR SOCIETY (MEDICINE)
The Gold Humanism Honor Society (GHHS) honors medical students, residents, role-model physician teachers and other exemplars recognized for “demonstrated excellence in clinical care, leadership, compassion and dedication to service.”

Michael Elias Abboud
Justin Becker
Julie Anne Caplow
Alexandra Philippa Charrow
Matthew DiFrancesco
Matthew Stephen Durstenfeld
Christine Goodbody
Jamie Elizabeth Greenman
Nancy Conklyn Haff
Neil Edward Harrison
Rong Hu
Iris Gillette Insogna
Anna Jesus
Ashley Ann Kilp
Katharine Anne Manning
Derek Craig Mazique
Luke Messac
Ofole Ugonna Mbako
Kathleen O’Neill
Diana Maria Pimentel
Alexander Joseuf Skokan
Elizabeth Marie Sonnenberg
Christine Selby Soran
Nicholas Kenji Taylor

SIGMA THETA TAU (NURSING)
Xi of Pennsylvania
Sigma Theta Tau International, the Honor Society of Nursing, has a mission to support the learning, knowledge and professional development of registered nurses. As a global community of nurses, members of Sigma Theta Tau International, uphold the mission of the Society in an effort to improve the health of people worldwide. Membership is by invitation to those nursing students who exhibit academic excellence.

Khulud Adel S. Abudawood
Sarah C. Adams
Zainab Ahmad A. Ambani
Megan Barker  
Yuliya S. Bilan  
Dana Marie Brown  
Marta M. Bruce  
Anne Caputo  
Melissa Christie  
Jessica Rose Clymer  
Beth Anne Corcoran  
Lindsey L. Cushing  
Bianca M. Cutler  
Kylee Ann Deterding  
Emma Molly May Dorsey  
Morgan Elizabeth Finch  
Annie Delany Flynn  
Lindsey A. Gaydos  
Madelyne Zuehlke Greene  
Anisha Tari Hampton  
Natasha N. Hoyte  
Amanda E. Hue  
Chinyere A. Ihunnah  
Lindsay M. Jodoin  
Lauren Gabrielle Johnson  
Madelyn L. Keyser  
Anujeetha Kirupananthan  
Rachel Ann Klinedinst  
Amy Gao Kuan  
Hannah Lan  
Jill A. Lantzy  
Timothy E. Layden  
Matthew D. Lee  
Connie M. Li  
Mario Christian Lozada  
Brenda Y. Ma  
Emma L. MacAllister  
Kathryn Julia Malone  
Kimberly N. Martino  
Rachel B. McFadden  
Nicholas S. Metheny  
Jennifer S. Ngo  
Darcy L. Pancir  
Donald P. Panella  
Samantha T. Parad  
Aran Park  
Annie Perrn  
Kristan Terrance Reutlinger  
Marissa E. Rodriguez  
Kristin M. Schoonover  
Lisa Seng  
Yosmel Serrano  
Cassie M. Seto  
Kathryn Lee Severson  
Cassandra Rene Smith  
Deanna Torres  
Tristanne Torres-Sen  
Alexandra L. Wagner  
Jenna C. Watson  
Alexandra R. Webb  
Cindy S. Wee  
Emily C. Wolfe-Roubatis  
Lin Xing Wong  
Sophia Yang  
David T. Yusavitz  
Stefanie E. Zavodny

PHI ZETA (VETERINARY MEDICINE)

**Beta Chapter**

The Society of Phi Zeta was organized in 1929. Also in 1929, a charter was granted to the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, establishing the Beta Chapter. The goal of the Phi Zeta Veterinary Honor Society is to promote, acknowledge, and reward scholarship in the veterinary profession.

Michelle Marie Acierno  
Sara Elizabeth Alfano  
Brittany Lauren Bald  
Melanie Anne Benetato  
Kara Anne Brown  
Samantha Kristi Campos  
Lauren Beth Celano  
Philip William Cohen  
Natalie Helen David  
Lauren Rose Duffee  
Kristin Lee Gardiner  
Eric Lehman Gilmore  
Hadley Eliza Gleason  
Emma Baker Gorenberg  
Kelsey Teffeteller Hafer  
Melissa Ashley Harvey  
Brittany Anne Hengst  
Allyson Kaye Harlo  
Tyler Louis Hodinka  
Jessica Lindsey Jalbert  
Zachary Theodore Kern  
Bethany Lee Lucas  
Leann Marie Murphy  
Shannon Marie Palermo  
Katie Nicole Pesce  
Katharine Jean Porter  
Emily Nora Seymour  
Kristine Carol Stellato  
Margorie Luisa van Saun

BETA GAMMA SIGMA (BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION)

**Alpha of Pennsylvania**

Beta Gamma Sigma is the international honor society serving business programs accredited by AACSB International - The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest recognition a business student anywhere in the world can receive in a business program accredited by AACSB International.

Yaapina Abdel-Malek  
Justin Ang  
Daniel Isaac Mathisen Aronowitz  
Alec Michael Barnes  
Christen J. Chan  
Denghui Chen  
Julie Krystyna Cheng  
Sang Kuo David Cheon  
Max J. Dolitsky  
Sohum Doshi  
Brian Engel  
Ronak R. Gandhi  
Ruo Ting Goh  
Matthew Lewis Greenberg  
Robert Timothy Grove  
Aditi Gupta  
Robert Horwitz  
Liyuan Huang  
Brandon Jaffe  
Seunghye Kang  
Mourad Kattan  
Eric Kim  
Akash Kumar  
Boting Li  
Winston Naing Lin  
Jingyu Lu  
Junyang John Lu  
Theodore Marschall  
Ryan Marschlag  
Kelsey Leigh Matevish  
Neha Urmia Mathur  
Shaun Ravi Mehra  
Adam Gregory Moelis  
Dong Woo Noh  
Monta Ozolina  
Spencer Samuel Penn  
Alyia Saigol  
Haley Schools  
Laura Sulyter  
Marissa Solomon  
David Spiro  
Graeme Stahl  
Eric Kevin Sun  
Christine Tedijanto  
David Ross Thomas  
Brian Robert Tolles  
Boris Treskunov  
Edward Wadsworth  
Andrew Michael Waldman  
Dominic Waltz  
Stephanie Miriam Weiner  
Sydney Werber  
Andrew Wynne  
Yingnan Xu  
Jay Nathaniel Yang  
Lori Ying  
Jing Yuan
SENIOR CLASS AWARDS
Althea K. Hottel Award: Lindsay Y. Tsai
Gaylord P. Harmon Award: Urja R. Mittal
David R. Goddard Award: Natalie M. Riemer
R. Jean Brownlee Award: Tania V. Chairez
Spoon Award: Marcus M. Mundy
Bowl Award: Ethan R. Jones
Cane Award: Pulak Mittal
Spade Award: Jonathan E. Rosenbaum

LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Asian Alumni Network Student Leadership Award: Paulo B. Bautista
Association of Alumnae Fathers’ Trophy: Alyssa F. Baron
Association of Alumnae Robert J. Alig Senior Award: Anna Maria Garuccio
Association of Latino Alumni Student Leadership Award: Catalina Angelica Ramos
Association of Native Alumni Student Leadership Award: Robert Harold Noe Martin
Black Alumni Society Student Leadership Award: Muhga Eltigani
James Brister Society Student Leadership Award: Simone Során Leigh Stern
Class of 1915 Award: John Rhoads Worster
Sol Feinstone Undergraduate Award: Abigail J. Kleva, Joy Li, Reginald S. Stewart, Nicole A. Woon
Keller Award, Nettet Center for Community Partnerships: Rosaline Shuting Zhang
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Alumni Association Student Leadership Award: Dawn H. Androphy
William A. Levi Kate and Key Award for Service and Scholarship: Nicholas Boccardi

FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS
Churchill Scholarship: Sarah K. Foster
Class of 1939 Graduate Fellowship: Lauren Johnson, Andrew Starling
George H. Frazier Prize: Zachary Aaron Tabor
Norman J. Goldring Prize: Nicholas K. Rush, Zachary Aaron Tabor, Claire Louise Walker
Gates Cambridge Scholarship: Sonya Davey
Goldwater Scholarship: Emily Zhang (honorable mention)
Paul F. Miller, Jr. Scholarship: Jeehae Lee, Johanna Phillips, Esther Sham, Julia Shteyngardt
Penn Alumni Student Award of Merit: Julio German Arias Castillo, Dau Jok, Daniel Judd, Jodi Miller, Will Smith
Penn Student Agencies Award: Gionni Y. Ponce
President’s & Provost’s Citation for Exceptional Commitment to Graduate & Professional Student Life: Steven Mong (Wharton), Emily Joy Rothchild (SAS), Lu Yao Wang (GSE), Nina Zhao (Medicine)
W.W. Smith Charitable Trust Scholarship: Laura Agosto, Shane Howard, Diamond Irwin, Avarmit Katsnelson, Bardia Nabet, Keaton Naff, Trinh Thach, Patrick Vinh, Jessica Warren, Caroline Woods, Christopher Yamamoto
Thouron Awards (American Fellows): Christina Lynn Economy, Allison Marie Pearce, Carson Fairfield Woodbury
Trustees’ Council of Penn Women Michele Huber and Bryan D. Giles Award: Nicole Woon
Trustees’ Council of Penn Women Student Leadership Award: Carolina Angel
Stephen Wise Award: Julie Berez, Muhga Eltigani, Mia Garuccio
James Howard Weiss Memorial Award: Michelle I. Ho

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN SCHOLARS
Sohum Doshi, Shayna Beth Golkow, John Paul Gutman, Penelope C. Jennewein, Leyla Mocan, Samantha Irene T. Osaki, Michael Raffaele Scognamiglio

ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION
International Communication Association Top Paper/Travel Grants: Omar Al-Ghazzi, Nora Draper, Nicholas Gilewicz, Jin Woo Kim, Greta Moody, Sandra Ristovska, Piotr M. Szpunar, Siuja Yang, Kate Zambon
Canadian Communication Association Media@McGill Prize: Nora Draper
International Association for Media and Communication Research Herbert Schiller Prize: Sandra Ristovska
Central European University visiting research fellowship: Sandra Ristovska
National Communication Association Top Papers: Sara Mourad, Minji Kim, Holli Seitz, Rui Shi, Dina Shapiro-Luft
Penn Program on Democracy, Citizenship, Constitutionalism Graduate Fellowship: Piotr M. Szpunar
George Gerbner Post-doctoral Fellowship: Piotr M. Szpunar

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

GRADUATE AWARDS
Dean’s Scholars – Doctoral Programs
Margaret Andrews, Art and Archaeology of the Mediterranean World
Guzmán Castro, Political Science
Allegra Giovine, History and Sociology of Science
Adam Goodman, History
Alessandra Mirra, Romance Languages
Jill Portnoy, Criminology
Jerome Robinson, Chemistry
Madeleine Stone, Earth and Environmental Science
Dmytro Yeroshkin, Mathematics
Dean’s Scholar – Professional Master’s Programs
Jenna Shweitzer, Environmental Studies
Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by Graduate Students
Cesar Cortez, History of Art
Julius Fleming, English
Elaine LaFay, History and Sociology of Science
Rose Muravchick, Religious Studies
Prakirti Nangia, Political Science
Juliet Sperling, History of Art
Emma Stapely, English
Ashley Tallevi, Political Science
Jeffrey Ulrich, Classical Studies
Robert Willison, Philosophy

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
Dean’s Scholars - College of Arts and Sciences
Michael Boreen, Biochemistry and Chemistry
Christina Economy, International Relations and Economics
Rachel Eisenberg, Religious Studies
Vinicius Ferreira, Chemistry
Benjamin Freedman, Biological Basis of Behavior
Aleksandra Igaldala, Visual Studies
Dahlia Klein, Biophysics, Chemistry, and Physics
Ting Cho Lau, Philosophy and Political Science
Rosaline Shuting Zhang, Biology and Urban Studies

Dean’s Scholar - College of Liberal and Professional Studies Undergraduate Program
Darren Finn, Biology

SCHOOL PRIZES
Association of Alumnae Rosemary D. Mazzatenta Scholars Award: Joyce Kim, Iris Zhang, Yessenia K. Gutierrez, Christina L. Economy, Carthi Mannnikarottu, Monica Purmalek
Charles W. Burr Book Prize: Greyson Abid
Abraham D. Cohn Prize: Kimberly Gordon, Nikolai Zapertov

This is a partial list of recipients of prizes and awards. A number of awards are not announced prior to the time the Commencement program goes to press.
College Alumni Society 250th Commemoration Award: Kristin Zuhone
Roy and Diana Vagelos Science Challenge Award: Paul Blazek, Martin Falk, Sarah Foster, Samuel M. Levi, Kevin Lou, Julia A. Steinberg

**COLLEGE ALUMNI SOCIETY UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH GRANTS**

Louis H. Castor, M.D., C'48 Undergraduate Research Grant: Christina Wu
College Alumni Society Board of Managers and Presidents Undergraduate Research Grant: Claudia Acha, Maya Afilalo
Benjamin Franklin Society Award: Penny Jennewein
Ruth Marcus Kanter College Alumni Society Grant: Kim Barunie, Robert Franco, Katelynn McShane
Kelson Family College Alumni Society Undergraduate Research Grant: Charity Migwi
Millstein Family Undergraduate Research Grant: Devin Barney, Colleen Kase, Deepa Lakshmin
Pincus-Magaziner Family Research and Travel Fund: Joseph Isaac, Bahar Javad, Duyen Quach, Olivia Rutigliano, Lisa Sha, Josh Tycko, Jenny Yan, Wei Yu
Mary L. and Matthew S. Santirocco College Alumni Society Grant: Bonnie Arbittier

**COLLEGE OF LIBERAL AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES (LPS)**

Ronald J. Caridi Award: Zachary Manning
Linda Bowen Santoro Award: Mary Katherine Kaminski
Association of Alumnae Continuing Education: Theresa Feo
LPS Award for Academic Achievement in the Natural Sciences: Selena Oleck

**DEPARTMENTAL, CENTER AND PROGRAM AWARDS**

**African Studies Center**
Es’Kia Mphahlele Prize in African Humanities: Richard Thomson

**Center for Africana Studies**
John Edgar Wideman Prize in Africana Studies: Gina M. Dukes
W.E.B. DuBois Prize in Africana Studies: Ronique S. Forgje
Sadie Tanner Alexander Prize in Africana Studies: Elise A. Mitchell
Raymond Pace Alexander Prize in Africana Studies: Ronique S. Forgje
Center for Africana Studies Distinguished Student Prize: Elise A. Mitchell

**Anthropology Department**
Department of Anthropology Prize Winner: Christen Chan
Honorable Mention: Whitney Kite, Akiva Sanders

**Asian American Studies Program**
Dr. Rosane Rocher Prize: Janan Dave, Salina Lee

**Biochemistry Program**
Chair’s Award: Luckminni Liyanage
Founder’s Prize: Heja Henry Wang
Helix Prize: Alexa Koike
John C. Makris Memorial Award: Sarah K. Foster
Hydra Prize: Alexa Koike

**Biological Basis of Behavior Program**
Edward N. Pugh, Jr. Award: Austin C. Remington

**Chemistry Department**
Alpha Chi Sigma Award: Andrew Lee
American Chemical Society Award: Samuel Levi
American Institute of Chemists Medal Award: Melinda Wang
Hypercube Scholar Award: Zachary Goldsmith
Merck & Co. Award: Abhinav Reddy, Holbert Soh
Priestly Club Award: Kevin Lou
Flag Bearer: Adriel Koschitzky

**Cinema Studies**
Prize for Best Thesis: Olivia Rutigliano
Prize for Best Essay: Megan Reilly
Student Service Award: Gary Kafer
Screenwriting Award: Julius Macks

**Classical Studies Department**
George Allen Memorial Prize: Laura Agostin, Donald Antenen, Madeleine Brown, Connor Clerkin, Michael Flanagan, Christian Gilber, Sarah Lynch
College Alumni Society Prize in Classics: Julia Hurley, Carson Woodbury

**Cognitive Science Program**
College Alumni Society Prize in Cognitive Science: Greyson Abid

**Communication Within the Curriculum**
Emerging Scholar Talk: Alice Xie

**Communications Program**
Honorable Walter H. Annenberg Award: Dakota Chandler
C. Nicole Dickerson Award: Andrea A. Herrera
Phylis C. Kaniss Award: Lara Berns
Charles Morris Price Award: Seth Zweifler
James D. Woods Award: Omar Al-Ghazzi

**Center for Programs in Contemporary Writing**
Bassini Writing Apprenticeships in the Center for Programs in Contemporary Writing: Michael Brown, Jacqueline Duhl, Jessica Yackey

**Creative Writing Program**
College Alumni Society Poetry Prize: Lyn Li Che
Gibson Peacock Prize for Creative Nonfiction: Nicole Greenstein
Parker Prize for Journalism Writing: Sam Brodey
Judy Lee Award for Dramatic Writing: Aaron Klapwals
Lillian and Benjamin Levy Award for Reviewing: Shaj Mathew
Phi Kappa Sigma Fiction Prize: Alina Grabowski
Ezra Pound Prize for Literary Translation: Deavorah Fischer
William Carlos Williams Prize of the Academy of American Poets: Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach

**Kelly Writers House**
Penn Plays Fellowship: Kate Herzlin
Goldstein Prize: Yessenia Gutierrez
Terry B. Heled Travel and Research Grant: Shaj Mathew
Kerry Sherin Wright Prize: Kenna O’Rourke
Kelly Writers House Junior Fellow: Henry Steinberg

**Criminology Department**
Undergraduate Prizes
Sellin-Wolfgang Research Prize: Emily A. Leven

**Earth and Environmental Science Department**
Undergraduate Prizes
Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden Award: Amanda J. Stevens
Henry Darwin Rogers Award: Gerard L. Salter
Elaine B. Wright Award: Corinne G. Bassett
EES Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Assistant: Brandon P. Hedrick
EES Award for Excellence in Environmental Studies: Sara C. Drexler
EES Award for Excellence in Applied Geosciences (Graduate): Sara Kinslow
Frederick N. Scatena Award: Cathleen M. Balantic

**East Asian Languages and Civilizations Department**
Adele Austin Rickett Memorial Prize: Katie M. Odhner
W. Allyn Rickett Prizes: Timothy R. Clifford
E. Dale Saunders Council on Buddhism Prize: Cathelijne T. Nuijink

**RealArts@Penn Internships:**
Viacom Creative Services: Julia Liebergall
Rolling Stone Magazine Intern: Katie Behrman
Shore Fire Media Intern: Nathan Plati
Jewish Museum Intern: Isaac Kaplan
Brooklyn Films Intern: Carolina Belmont
David Stern and Stuart Gibbs, Writers Intern: Caroline Yost
McSweeney’s Intern: Brenda Wang
Philadelphia Inquirer Intern: Iris Williamson
Philadelphia Magazine Intern: Manola Gonzalez

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
William R. LaFleur Memorial Prize: Emma C. Kaufman

Economics Department

Undergraduate Prizes
Bernard Shanbaum Prize for Excellence in Economics: Hardik Gupta

Graduate Prizes
William Polk Carey Prize in Economics: Francesc Dilme
Hiram C. Haney Fellowship Award in Economics: Lorenzo Braccini
Edwin Mansfield Teaching Prize in Economics: Winner: Kristin Shaw
Honorable Mention: Francisco Silva, Constanza Vergara
Joel Popkin Graduate Student Teaching Prize in Economics: Devin Reilly
Lawrence Robbins Prize: Yuran Chen
Paul Taubman Memorial Prize for Empirical Economics Research: Naoki Aizawa
Sidney Weintraub Memorial Fellowship: Yunan Li
Robert Summers Dissertation Fellowship in Economics: Tzuo Hann Law

Penn Institute for Economic Research

Undergraduate Prizes
Simon Kuznets Fellowship Award in Economics: Chase Harrow, Steven Jaffee

Graduate Prize
Maloff Family Dissertation Fellowship in Economics: Murat Celik

English Department

Phillip E. Goldfinch Class of ’34 Shakespearean Prize: Winner: Seth Simons
Honorable Mention: Rachel del Valle
Dosoretz Prize: Kevin Hudson, Seth Simons
L. Barry Pick Prize: Winners: Matthew J. Fernandez, Hannah Van Sciver
Honorable Mention: Brittney P. Joyce
Nancy Rafetto Leach P. Sweeten Prize: Rachel Miao
Rittenberg Prize: Jessica Bergman, Olivia Rutigliano

Fels Institute of Government

Institutional Service Award: Ahmad Chaudhary, Molly Porth
Public Service Award: Kristen Forbriger
Poritzky Leadership Award: Lauren Kobylarz
John K. Parker Award: Akeem Anderson

Fine Arts Program

Outstanding Graduating Senior Award: Julie Xu
Chair Award: Robert H. Martin
Outstanding Junior Award: Amanda C. Culp, Julieta Garcia
Award in Design: Anastasiya Shekhtman
Award in Sculpture: Anne Emily Rea
Sarah Dekker Award for Printmaking: Leslie Krivo-Kaufman
Becky Young Fine Arts Award in Photography: Bonnie E. Arbittier
Fine Arts Award in Painting/Graphic Design: Gina S. Decagna

Fox Leadership Program
Robert A. Fox Leadership Award: Jonathan Fried

Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies Program
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg Prize in Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies: Lexi White
Lynda S. Hart Prize in Sexuality Studies: Arielle Pardes

German Department
Arthur M. Daemmrich and Alfred Guenther Memorial Prize: Bridget Swanson
Edward Ziegler Davis Prize: William Vieth
Erich Friedmann Memorial Prize: Taylor McConnell, Sean Michalson
German Society of Pennsylvania Prize: Chikezie Wood
Adolph C. Gorr Delta Phi Alpha Prize: Laura Agosto, Ting Yin Heung, Thomas Maier, Kevin McNeil, Nayeli Riano
Amandus Johnson Prize: Devon S. Greenwood
Max Kade Foundation Prize: William Fry, Nicholas Rittler
Henrietta M. Keller Prize: Carla Hoge, Annika Neklason
Adolf D. Klarrman Prize: Jordan Baker, Matej Senkarcin
C.F. Lauber Prize: Christina Roldan
Daniel B. Shumway Prize: Claire Dombkowski, Alexandra Ortega
Otto Springer Prize: Qianyuan Ye
Petronella van Weezel Prize: Jamie Richardson
Workmen’s Circle/Arbiter Ring Prize: Sonia Gollance

History Department
Lynn M. Case Prize: Steven Perez
Thomas C. Cochran Prize: Sarah Riblet
Hillary Conroy Prize: Shawn Teo
Jeanette Nichols Prize: Natasha Gabbay
Jack Reece Prize: Courtney Gans
Adolph G. Rosengarten, Jr. Prize: Isabel Oliveres
James V. Saporito Memorial Prize: Elise Agatha Mitchell
Gussie Wachs Prize: Dawn Androphy
Martin Wolfe Prize: Varun Menon

History and Sociology of Science
Society of the College Prize: Christina Hu, Katharine Peck
Alumni Society Prize: Gabrielle Stoller
Health and Societies Best Thesis: Katharine Peck
Science, Technology and Society Best Thesis: Christina Hu
Health and Societies Flag Bearer: Mia Garuccio
Science, Technology and Society Flag Bearer: Randa Atkins

History of Art Department
College Alumni Society David M. Robb Prize: Elliott M. Brooks, Samuel R. Schnittman

International Relations Program
Erik Annetz Integrating Knowledge Award: Michael-David Mangini
College Alumni Society Award for International Relations: Victoria A. Pisini
James Markley Distinguished Service Award: Arielle F. Klepach
Bruce O. Newsome Leadership Award: Olivia L. Wheeling
Norman D. Palmer Prize for Best Thesis in International Relations: Winner: Justin F. Pergolini
Runner Up: Kalon Tsang
IR Program Valedictorian: Christina L. Economy
Flag Bearer: Xinyin Yang

Center for Italian Studies
Vittorini Prizes for Italian Studies: Elementary Italian: Johan S. Zambrano
Intermediate Italian: Dylan A. Manfredi
200 Level: Celeste A. Courtenay
300 Level: Nikole M. Sanchez

Jewish Studies Program
Samuel and Esther Goldin Endowment Award: Winners: Adriol Koschitzky; Sara Arielle Zimmerman
Honorable Mention: Shayna Golkow

Latin American and Latino Studies Program
Jose Miguel Oviedo Undergraduate Student Paper Award in Latin American and Latino Studies: Roberto Franco
Nancy Farriss Graduate Student Paper Award in Latin American and Latino Studies: Javier Eduardo Revelo-Rebolledo

Linguistics Department
Henry Hoenigswald Prize in Linguistics: Elizabeth Shay

Mathematics Department
Class of 1880 Prizes: First Prize: Weiwen Huang, Max Ying
Moez Alimohamed Graduate Student Award for Distinguished Teaching in Mathematics: Torin Greenwood
Carlitz-Zippin Prize: Haomin Wen
Undergraduate Research Prize: Paul Gallagher
Herbert S. Wilf Memorial Prize: Tyler Kelly

Middle East Center
Middle East Center Undergraduate Essay Award: Shaj Mathew

Music Department
David Halstead Music Prize: Luke Carlson
Hilda K. Nitzsche Prize in Music: Michael McMillan
Helen L. Weiss Music Prize: Kaiyoung Chan
Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations Department
Judah Goldin Memorial Prize for Excellence in Advanced Hebrew Studies: Natalie E. Weinberg
Moshe Greenberg Prize: Jonathan Gabbay

Organizational Dynamics Program
Dr. Paul J. Korshin Award: Lauren Hirshon
Faculty Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in the Master of Philosophy Degree Program: Sabarish Chandrasekaran
Lois Ginsberg Prize for Community Service: Rasheeda Hubert

Penn Humanities Forum
Andrew W. Mellon Undergraduate Humanities Research Fellowships: Panarat Anamwathana, Davis Butner, Robert Franco, Yae-Jin Ha, Shaj Mathew, Steven Perez, Olivita Rutigiano, Samuel Schnittman, Sarah Shihadah, Shawn Teo

Philosophy Department
Elizabeth Flower Essay Prize: Greyson Abid
James Ross Essay Prize: Maxwell Bolino

Philosophy, Politics, and Economics Program
Award for Academic Excellence: Spencer Braun, Alicia Sunghee Cho, Caroline Cohn, Noah Feit, Avi Grunfeld, Yeonhwra Lee, Shana Mansbich, Tamara Pier, Elton Yeo
Award for Best Paper In Student Journal: Jonathan Skeklof
Award for Distinguished Research: Michael Alexander, Perpetual Baffour, Caroline Cohn, Natalie Gould, Jeremy Nye, Tamara Pier, Jennifer Tian, Elton Yeo
Award for Distinguished Service and Support: Lena Backe, David Berk, Caroline Cohn, Ryan Daniels, Avi Grunfeld, Farrel Levenson, Shana Mansbich, Tamara Pier, Rebecca Stein
College Alumni Society Prize in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics: Avi Grunfeld
Goldstone Prize for Academic Excellence: Caroline Cohn
Goldstone Prize for Best Senior Honors Thesis: Caroline Cohn, Tamara Pier

Physics and Astronomy Department
Elias Burstein Prize: Daniel A. Beller
Herbert B. Callen Prize: Edward Bannigan, Fan Zhang
Chair's Teaching Award: Zoey S. Davidson, William E. Stephens Memorial Prize: Martin Falk, Sarah K. Foster
Werner B. Teutsch Prize: Thomas Dodson

Political Science Department
College Alumni Society Robert Holtz Memorial Prize: Laura Resnick
Philo S. Bennett Prize: Urja Mittal, Lucas Salzman
Leo S. Rowe Memorial Prize: Sabrina Mills, Elie Peltz

Population Studies Center
Etienne van de Walle Prize for Best Graduate Student Paper in Demography: Arun Hendi

Religious Studies Department
Khyentse Foundation Award for Excellence in Buddhist Studies: S. Ruliyin Kerekes
Israel Goldstein Award for Religious Studies: Shayna Golkow
Merle Saunders Schaff Memorial Award: Logan Staller

Romance Languages Department
Clifton C. Cherpack Prize in French Studies: Winners: Justin E. Barry, Janice B. Hu
Honorable Mention: Alyssa M. Dickinson, Emma M. Gwaltney
Lina A. Ruiz y Ruiz Memorial Award in Hispanic Studies: Winner: Brett D. Miller
Honorable Mention: Seth E. Amos, Laura J. Di Taranti
Edwin B. Williams Memorial Prize in Hispanic Studies: Winner: Dylan G. Gordon, Ross M. Karlan
Honorable Mention: Maxwell C. Hansen
Flag Bearer: Amy Beauchamp

South Asia Studies Department
South Asia Studies Summer Research Grant: Kimberly Kolor

Urban Studies Program
Award for Commitment to Social Justice in the City: Penny Jendrewski
Norman Glickman Prize for the Best Senior Seminar Paper: Marisa Denker, Rosaline Shuting Zhang
Hassenfeld Grants for Undergraduate Research in Urban Studies: Marisa Denker, Ian MacLean, Manon Vergerio
Jacques Gordon Urban Studies Public Service Internship: Hannah Gann, Chantias Ford, Rachel Zurier
Award for Contribution to the Urban Studies Program: Julian Smyth, Nicole Survis

Roy and Diana Vagelos Life Sciences and Management Program
Robert L. Benz and Marie Uberti-Benz Family Prize in Life Sciences and Management: Mubarrat Nuvid Bhuyian
Roy and Diana Vagelos Prize for Achievement in Scientific Research: Kevin Hershey
Roy and Diana Vagelos Prize for a Senior Planning Graduate Study: Aditi Gupta

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
2014 Academy of General Dentistry Senior Student Dental Award: Alice Kanevsky
2014 American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental Implant Student Award: Carlton William Taylor
2014 American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental Student Award: James Gyu Jin Choi
2014 Certificate of Merit American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Predoctoral Student Award: Katharine Laura Woehling
2014 HANAU Best of the Best Prosthodontic Award: I-Fang Chen
2014 Oral Biology Award: Margaret E. Buell
2014 Judith Rodin Award: Donguk Lee
Academic Affairs Award: Laura Paige Gart
Academy of Dental Materials Award: Haim Y. Tawil
Academy of Operative Dentistry Award: Jeong Ho Yang
Achievement Award in Pharmacology and Therapeutics: Angelica Bedoya-Astrauskas, Erica Damante, Nicole Longosz Deakins, Justin Tae-Hoon Kang, Christine Mary Martin
ADEA Gies Foundation/AADR Academic Dental Careers Fellowship Program: Payal Verma
ADEA/Johnson & Johnson Preventive Dentistry Scholarship Award: Natalie Anne Lauci, Mehreen F. Merchant
Alpha Omega Certificate of Academic Achievement Award: Maryam Akbari, Neeti Vivek Desai, Natalie Anne Lauci, Daisy Lee, Everett Lin, Alexandra Radu, Katharine Laura Woehling, Hang Zhou
American Academy of Cranio-Facial Pain Achievement Award: Mehreen F. Merchant
American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry Award: Natalie Anne Lauci
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Achievement Award: Carlton William Taylor
American Academy of Implant Dentistry Undergraduate Dental Student Award: Justin Frank Zimmer
American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Dental Student Award: Katharine Laura Woehling
American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Achievement Award: Alice Kanevsky
American Academy of Orofacial Pain Outstanding Senior Award: Benjamin Keyser
American Academy of Periodontology Award: Justin Tae-Hoon Kang
American Association of Endodontics Student Achievement Award: Sara Fatima Ahmed
American Association of Orthodontics Award: Christine Mary Martin
American College of Dentists Outstanding Leader Award: Maryam Akbari

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Prizes and Awards (continued)

American Dental Society of Anesthesiology/2014 Horace Wells Senior Student Award: Yaniv D. Harel
American Equilibration Society Award: Renee Carina Nykolak
Award for Excellence in Diversity and Inclusion: Maryam Akbari, Kenneth Louis Kronstadt
Theodor Blum Oral Surgery Award: Alexandra Radu
George Bronkovic Service Award: Colleen Elizabeth O’Neill
Eleanor J. Bushee Senior Dental Student Award: Katharine Laura Woehling
Certificate of Merit and Award in Oral Medicine: Milda Chmieliauskaite
Abram Cohen Award in Periodontics: Justin Tae-Hoon Kang
Columbia Dento-Form Corporation Award: Elona Kaso
Community Dentistry and Dental Public Health Award: Milda Chmieliauskaite
Community Dentistry and Pediatric Dental Health Award: Natalie Anne Lauci
J. George Coslet Award in Periodontics: Laura Paige Gart
Matthew H. Cryer Society Award in Oral Medicine: Parinaz Mazar-Atabaki
Delaware Valley Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Excellence Award: Neel Patel
Delaware Valley Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Implantology Award: Bryan Phillip Wheeler
Drabkin Memorial Prize for Research in Biochemistry: Alexandra Radu, Matthew Neill Zimmer
Joseph E. Ewing Award in Fixed Prosthodontology: Nicole Longosz Deakins
Pierre Fauchard Academy Senior Student Award: Sara Fatima Ahmed
Henry M. Goldman Award in Pathology: Neeti Vivek Desai
Bal K. Goyal Memorial Award in Pre-clinical Removable Prosthetics: Mehreen F. Merchant
Louis I. Grossman Award in Endodontics: Denise Liu
Dr. Earle Banks Hoyt Teaching Award: Mild Chmieliauskaite, Yonghua Guo, Everett Lin, Haim Y. Tawil, Katharine Laura Woehling
International College of Dentists Student Leaderhip Award: Payal Verma
ICOI/Dentsply Predoctoral Student Achievement Award: Anthony M. Sconzo
Limoli Practice Management Award and Scholarship: Laura Paige Gart, Haim Y. Tawil, Martin J. Loeb Leadership Award: Seyer A. Baqi
Eisa Mozaffari Award in Radiology: Courtney Alexandra Kilkuts
OKU William S. Kramer Award of Excellence: Katharine Laura Woehling
Outstanding Dental Student in Implant Dentistry Award: Seyer A. Baqi
Pass-International Dentist Award: I-Fang Chen, Gayathri Shenoy Konchady, Ramiz Nasser, Payal Verma
Pathology Award: Nicole Longosz Deakins
Predoctoral Endodontics Award: Gayathri Shenoy Konchady
Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Periodontics: Isaac Kuyunov
Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry: Katharine Laura Woehling
Quintessence Award for Research Achievement: Justin Tae-Hoon Kang
Rabinowitz Memorial Award in Biochemistry: Katharine Laura Woehling
Henry B. Robinson Award in Restorative Dentistry: Katharine Laura Woehling
Drs. Samuel and Louis Rossman Endodontic Scholarship Fund: Jung Ah Lee
Herman Segal Emergency Care Award: Kenneth Louis Kronstadt
E. Howell Smith Award in Prosthetic Dentistry: Matthew Neill Zimmer

SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Albert F. Schenk-Henry Gillette Woodman Scholarship: First Place: Morgan Jessilyn Brown, Zachary Ehrhart Reiser, Lindsey L. Rule, Yingfei Wang, Luoyao Zhu; Second Place: Leonie Badger, Hannah Melin Davis, Li Han, Jonathan S. Hein, Moon Ju Kang, Daniel Kin Hoe Lau, Emma Margaret Molloy, Francois Popeau, Chenyi Shen, Adrian Emanuel Subagyo, Chi Zhang, Yanhua Zhuang
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Emerging Leaders in Science and Society Fellowship: Benjamin W. Chrisinger
APAPA-SE Student Scholarship Award: Xin Ge
ASLA Honor Awards: Leonardo Robleto Costante, Yongjun Jo, Kyung Keun Lee, Caitlin Squier-Roper, Chunlan Zeng
Better Philadelphia Challenge Jury Prize for Best Urban Form: Zhen Qin and Ida Qu
Christopher Leland Lyon Memorial Fund Award: Anthony Justin Bowers
ONE Prize competition Stormproof: Second Place: Frederick Webster Day and Katherine I Rodgers; Finalists: Yadan Luo and Joanna Maria Karaman
Philadelphia Real Estate Council’s Student White Paper Competition: Elia Catherine Claney
RAMSA 2013 Travel Fellowship: Jonathan Dessi-Olive
Urban Land Institute Gerald D. Hines Urban Design Competition: Honorable Mention: Max Hsu, Chieh Huang, Ying Liu, Yadan Luo, Hao Sun, Chang Yuan
Urban Land Institute Gerald D. Hines Urban Design Competition: Honorable Mention: Joanna Maria Karaman, Suzanne S. Mahoney, Jaqueline A. Martinez, Nicholas Pevzner, Jed Louis Poster, Samuel B Rosen
Vermont Studio Scholarship Award: Lydia Dodson Rosenberg and Kasey Jane Short
William J. Tucker Scholarship Award, Traffic Club of Philadelphia: Fritz Frederick Acito
Williams Mirzanschall
WTS Carmen E. Turner Graduate Scholarship: Xin Ge

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

William E. Arnold Award for Outstanding Contributions by a Doctoral Student: Kathy Rho
William E. Arnold Award for Outstanding Contributions by a Master’s Student: Erin O’Brien

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

GRADUATE AWARDS

The John A. Goff Prize: Nicholas Schneider
Solomon R. Pollack Award for Excellence in Graduate Bioengineering Research: Marshall Levesque
Morris and Dorothy Rubinoff Award: Aikaterini Fragkiadaki, Arun Raghavan, David Weiss
Sidney J. Stein Prize: Soong Ju Oh

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS

Manfred Altman Memorial Award: Mitchell Stern
American Chemical Society Award: Steven Lee
American Institute of Chemical Engineers Delaware Valley Section Award: Antonio Barberio, Jonathan Chou, Alan Dai
American Institute of Chemists’ Medal Award: Scott Daniels
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Award: Joseph Polin
Bioengineering Student Leadership Award: Maximilian Lamb
Jaros Baum & Bolles Award: Allison Pearce
Dawn and Welton Beckett Digital Media Design Achievement Awards: Jeremy Newlin

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
John Grist Brainerd Award: Allison Pearce
R. M. Brick Award: Michael Citrin
Stuart W. Churchill Individual Research Prize: Tyler Moeller
The Computer Science Academic Award: Tyler Brown
Moore School Council Cwikla Award: Kelsey Brongo
E. Stuart Eichert, Jr. Memorial Prize: Nicole Limtiaco
Engineering Alumni Society E. Stuart Eichert, Jr. Award: Manfred Reiche Echandi
William L. Everitt Student Awards of Excellence: Spencer Lee, Yang Yau
Albert Giandomenico Award: Lauren Cosgriff, Alina Esquenazi, Julia Pikus, Samuel Stern
Albert P. Godsho Engineering Prize: Yutong Zhu and Bertha Gomberg Kirsch Prize: Laurie Vogel
A. Norman Hixson Laboratory Report Prize: Stefanie Dick, Meghan McCullough, Corey Patz
Arthur Humphrey Summer Internship Prize: Antonio Barberio
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ Student Award: Hyunseok Park
Moore School A. Atwater Kent Prize: Meghan Lockwood
Walter Korn Award: Harmony Li
Victor W. K. Ku Memorial Award: Adam Farabaugh, Natalie Miller
Management and Technology Scholarship Award: Ryan Marschang
Donald F. Othmer Sophomore Academic Excellence Award: Rahul Gupta
Penn Engineering Exceptional Service Award: Jeremy Bierema, Sawyer Brooks, Scott Daniels, Bianca Datta, Mainak Datta, Mark Eisen, Elizabeth Feeney, Tiernan Garsys, Taylor Gilliland, Steven Lee, Jamie Levine, Harrison Mace, Kunal Mahajan, Nicholas Pesta, Lauren Rodgers, Justin Starr, Grace Wang
Herman P. Schwan Award: Chris-Sichieh Yu
Sidney Shore Award: Andrew Gagne Ralph Teeter Award: Justin Yin
Hugo Otto Wolf Memorial Prize: Ryan Marschang
Wolf Family Award in Systems Engineering: Hardik Gupta, Shir He, Jenna Kanterman, Akash Kumar, Neha Mathur, Yutong Zhu
Wolf-Hallac Award: Meghan Lockwood

LAW SCHOOL

Law students are acknowledged for a variety of awards, including Order of the Coif, at the graduation ceremony.

PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

AAN Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology: Armen Jirair Moughamian
Abramson Cancer Center Basic Science Research Prize: Jessica Shay
Abramson Cancer Center Clinical/Translational Research Prize: Megan Elizabeth Fracol, Kenneth E. Appel Award: Kathryn Marie Zagrabbe
Clyde F. Barker Research Prize: Jon Garrett Quatromoni
Michelle M. Battistini, M.D. Award: Sevelle Kristine Holder
Mary Ellis Bell Prize: Lisa Korn, Renia Zheng
Nancy C. Bell, M.D. Memorial Prize in Dermatology: John Samuel Barbiere
Jeffrey W. Berger Memorial Medical Student Research Award: Emily Sarah Carlson
Emily and Francis Botelho Prize for Excellence in Basic Science: Shaan Syed Khurshid
Anna Marie Chirico Award: Meghan Thornton O’Brien
Clinical Epidemiology Research Prize: Elizabeth Goodman
John G. Clark Prize: Sydney Shaffer
Sarle H. Cohen Award for Geriatric Medicine: Nina Wanning Zhao
James B. Couch, M’81 Prize: Alexander Li-Che Chin
Adolph J. Creskoff Prize: Christopher Thom
Leonard Davis Institute’s William L. Kissick, MD, DrPH, Health Policy Research Prize: Andrew Robert Fisher
Helen O. Dickens, M.D. Award: Matthew Stephen Durstenfeld, Alyssa Reyes
Gertrude M. & Ezra M. Eisen Prize: Shaan Syed Khurshid
Emergency Medicine Research Prize: Charlotte Carroll Lawson
Endocrine Society’s Medical Student Achievement Award: Kate Millington
Lillie M. Erk Prize: Katharine Anne Manning
Stuart L. Fine Ophthalmology Medical Student Research Prize: Ayan Chatterjee, Alexander Loewner Pleet
William T. Fitts, Jr. Memorial Prize: Jeffrey Anderson
Jesse H. Frank, M.D. Prize in Pathology: Ellen Miriam Frant
Theodore Friedmann Prize: Andrew Robert Fisher
Celso-Ramon Garcia Award for Outstanding Women’s Health Research: Nicholas Kenji Taylor
Dr. Morris Ginsburg Prize: Jamie Elizabeth Greenman
Dr. David B.P. Goodman Award: Sunny Joseph Haft
George W. Householder, III Memorial Prize: Shaan Syed Khurshid, David Rawnsley

Byron S. Hurwitz, MD, M’66 Memorial Prize: Keirnan LoveWell Willett
Peter H. Hutchinson, M.D., M’06 and Rebecca N. Hutchinson, M.D., M’06 Prize: Joseph John Ruzbarsky
ITMAT Prize for Clinical/Translational Research: Daniel Benjamin Larach, Casey McCuaide
Dr. William F. Jeffers Prize: David Combs
Rose and Hershel Kanovsky Prize in Internal Medicine: Maria Ciocca Basil
Marie Leeborn Prize in Pediatrics: Diana Maria Pimentel
Marc Levine, M.D. Radiology Research Award: Stuart Duncan Kinsella
Rose Meadow Levinson Memorial Prize: Daniel Abravanel, Penny Fang, Ting-Lin Yang
Henrietta and Jacob Lowenburg Prize in Pediatrics: Taylor Bryan Sewell
Baldwin Lucke Memorial Prize: Sean Spencer
Merck Manual Award: Matthew Quinn Miller, Chen Yan, Philip Dowzicky, Kevin J. Kovatch
Joel Gordon Miller Award: Ofole Ugonna Mbako
Dr. Spencer Morris Prize: Matthew DiFrancesco, Herbert and Faye Moskovitz Prize: Catherine Louise Auriemma, Austin Srinivas Kilaru
William G. Munns Memorial Prize: Daniel Caldwell Austin
Charles A. Oliver Memorial Prize: Sally Liu Baxter
Orthopaedic Research Prize: Michael T. Milone
Pediatric Research Prize: Paul Shay, Douglas Worrall
O.H. Perry Pepper Prize: Catherine Louise Auriemma
Nathan and Pauline Pincus Prize for Outstanding Achievement as a Clinician: John Samuel Barbiere
Gary M. and Helen Apostolou Phillips Prize for Academic Excellence: Michael Elias Abboud
John Pryor Award for Trauma Research: Grace Lin Paley
Pulmonary Research Prize: Katherine Clark
Edward Raffensperger Research Prize: Mark Attiah
Eric Corey Raps Memorial Prize: Lauren Emily McCollum, Jamie Erin Podell
Dr. I.S. Ravid Prize: Elizabeth Marie Sonnenberg
Renal Research Prize: Yan Yan
Jonathan Rhoads Prize for Surgical Scholarship: Jon Garrett Quatromoni, Elizabeth Marie Sonnenberg
Richard K. Root Prize for Infectious Disease Research: Yang Li, Nicholas Parrish, Steven Siegel
David S. Seller, MD, and Robert H. Seller, MD Prize for Excellence in Primary Care Diagnosis: Shaan Syed Khurshid
Dr. Ramon Sife Prize for Excellence in Diagnostic Medicine: Austin Srinivas Kilaru
Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence Award: Austin Srinivas Kilaru
Prizes and Awards (continued)

John R. Stanley Research Prize for Dermatology: Melody Ju
Dr. Freddy Stark Award for Gross Anatomy: Rong Hu
The J. George Teplick M.D. FACR Memorial Award: Danaa Daye
Dr. Robert M. Toll Prize: Tapan Patel, Brandon Stuart Shulman
The Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Award presented by the Arnold P. Gold Foundation: Ofole Ugonna Mbako
Herman Turnendorf Medical Student Research in Anesthesiology Award: Olaoluwakitan Awolesi
Dr. Roy G. Williams Prize: Chuka Didigu, Rohan Joshi
Horatio C. Wood Prize in Pharmacology: Frank Lewis Brodie
Nikitas J. Zervanos, M.D. Prize in Family Medicine: Lori A. Atkinson, Nathalie Claire Boittin

SCHOOL OF NURSING

2014 Student Spirit Award, Penn Nursing Alumni: Natalie F. Ball
Ellen D. Baer Award: Marissa N. Decesaris
Ann Wolbert Burgess Endowed Student Award: Sarah Abboud
Dean's Award: Elizabeth Brendle Froh
Claire M. Fagin Award: Lauren Johnson
Henry O. Thompson Prize in Ethics: Matthew Steven Lucas
Marion R. Gregory Award: Lauren M. Massimo
Jeanne Frances Hopkins Award: Wendy J. Zhang
Norma Lang Award: Ebony Joy Ferguson
Theresa I. Lynch Award: Natalie F. Ball
Wealtha McGurn Research Award: Briana Lafferty
Dorothy Mereness Award: Zuzana Segev
Mary D. Naylor Undergraduate Research Award: Marissa N. Decesaris
Ralston Center Award for Gerontology Nursing Excellence: Anne Feczko
Teaching Assistant Award: Sarah Abboud
Joyce E. Thompson Award in Women's Health: Megan E. Patey
Rosalyn J. Watts Diversity Scholar Leadership Award: Kendall L. Smith
Sigma Theta Tau BSN Leadership Award: Lauren Johnson
Sigma Theta Tau MSN Leadership Award: Michael Zanotti
Sigma Theta Tau PhD Leadership Award: Elizabeth Brendle Froh

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE

Dr. Ram Cnaan Award for Meritorious Clinical DSW Student: Jennifer Boyle, Pier Cicerelle
Excellence in Social Impact Award: Deborah Senior
Richard J. Estes Global Citizenship Award: Nikka Landau
Hal Levin Award for Outstanding Ph.D. Student: Alexandra Schepens
Dr. Ruth E. Smalley Award in International Social Welfare: Dui Chen
Rosa Wessel Award for Meritorious MSW Student: Jose Medina
Wilson Spigner Award for Social Policy Excellence: Erin Colrera

WHARTON SCHOOL

UNDERGRADUATE DIVISION

Class of 1975 Management Award: Ronak Gandhi
Dean's Award for Excellence: Hanna Kamaric
Dean's Award for Innovation: Isaac Sukin
Dean's Award for Service to Wharton: Edgardo Bueser, Allegra Margolis
Dean's Award for Service to Penn and the Community: Charles Gress
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key: Ryan Marschang
Financial Executives International Award: Aliya Saigol
Herbert S. Steuer Memorial Prize: Gina Ah-Fenne, David Thomas
Ian MacMillan Award for Excellence in Research and Leadership: Victoria Sakal
Loveman Award Ronak Gandhi, Shaun Mehra
Louis Rudolph Accounting Award: Ronak Gandhi
Snider Seed Award: Pulak Mittal, Alex Rattray
Vice Dean's Award for Service: Julie Cheng, Jason Rudin
William D. Gordon Award: Ryan Marschang

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
FACULTY HONORS

LINDBACK AWARDS
Under terms of a gift from the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation, grants are announced to the following members of the faculty as Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Awards for Distinguished Teaching:

Lisa Bellini, Medicine
Charles Kane, SAS
Katherine Kuchenbecker, SEAS
Grant Liu, Medicine
Heather Love, SAS
Rose Nolen-Walston, Vet
Barbara J Riegel, Nursing
Philip Rea, SAS

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE BY NON-STANDING FACULTY
Amy Jordan, Annenberg

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED PH.D. TEACHING AND MENTORING
Russell Composto, SEAS
Rogers Smith, SAS
Richard Summers, Medicine

ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION
Joseph Cappella: National Communication Association Top Papers
Amy B. Jordan: National Communication Association Mass Communication Teaching Award, International Communication Association President Elect Select
Elhu Katz: Northwestern University, honorary doctoral degree
Diana C. Mutz: University of Southern Denmark, honorary doctoral degree
Carlin Romano: Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship, J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize Chair
Barbie Zelizer: Visiting Scholar, Free University of Brussels

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Faculty Accorted Emeritus Status
Jonathan Baron
Wilfred J Ethier
Robert W. Preucel

Cheikh Anta Babou, History: 2013-2014 Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin Fellow
Philippe Bourgois, Anthropology: John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellow; 2013 American Council of Learned Societies Collaborative Research Fellow
Dustin Brisson, Biology: 2013 Burroughs Wellcome Fund Investigators in the Pathogenesis of Infectious Disease Award
Dorothy Cheney, Psychology: Doctor Honoris Causa from the University of Neuchâtel
Timothy Corrigan, English: Ira H. Abrams Memorial Award for Distinguished Teaching
Mirjam Cvetic, Physics and Astronomy: Simons Foundation Fellowship, Theoretical Physics
Julie Davis, History of Art: Elected President of the Japan Art History Forum
Eileen Doherty-Sil, Political Science: Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by Affiliated Faculty
Ron Donagi, Mathematics: Simons Foundation Fellowship, Mathematics
Angela Duckworth, Psychology: 2013 MacArthur Foundation Fellow
Zahra Fakhraai, Chemistry: National Science Foundation CAREER Award
Antonio Feros, History: Dean’s Award for Mentorship of Undergraduate Research
Paul Goldin, East Asian Languages and Civilizations: Willis F. Doney Member of the Institute for Advanced Study School of Historical Studies
David Grazian, Sociology: Institute for Advanced Study 2013-2014 Fellow of the School of Social Science
Brian Gregory, Biology: Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by an Assistant Professor
Michael Horowitz, Political Science: Southern Political Science Association 2013 Journal of Politics Best Paper Award
Randall Kamien, Physics and Astronomy: Simons Foundation Simons Investigator
Charles Kane, Physics and Astronomy: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching
Ellen Kennedy, Political Science: College of Liberal and Professional Studies Distinguished Teaching Award for Standing Faculty
Marisa Kozlowski, Chemistry: Elected Fellow of the American Chemical Society
Matthew Levendusky, Political Science: Southern Political Science Association 2013 Journal of Politics Best Paper Award
Marsha Lester, Chemistry: American Chemical Society Francis P. Garvan-John M. Olin Medal
Andrea Liu, Physics and Astronomy: Simons Foundation Fellowship, Theoretical Physics
Heather Love, English: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching
Stephanie McCurry, History: Elected Member of the Society of American Historians
Justin McDaniel, Religious Studies: Henry Luce Foundation
Gary Molander, Chemistry: 2013-14 Novartis Lectureship
Vanessa Ogle, History: 2013-2014 Library of Congress Kluge Fellow; Institute for Advanced Study 2013-2014 Fellow of the School of Social Science
Florian Pop, Mathematics: Alexander von Humboldt Foundation Forschungspreis
Phil Rea, Biology: Elected Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science; Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching
C. Brian Rose, Classical Studies: Archaeological Institute of America Gold Medal for Distinguished Archaeological Achievement
Robert Seyfarth, Psychology: Doctor Honoris Causa from the University of Neuchâtel
Gwendolyn Shaw, History of Art: Dean’s Award for Innovation in Teaching
Amos Smith, Chemistry: American Chemical Society New York Section William H. Nichols Medal
Rogers Smith, Political Science: Provost’s Award for Distinguished PhD Teaching and Mentoring
Larry Sneddon, Chemistry: American Chemical Society Chemistry: F. Albert Cotton Award
Stephen Steinberg, Philosophy: College of Liberal and Professional Studies Award for Distinguished Teaching by Affiliated Faculty
Tom Sugrue, History: Elected President of the Social Science History Association
Alison Sweeney, Physics and Astronomy: Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellowship
John Tresch, History and Sociology of Science: History of Science Society Pfizer Prize for the Best Scholarly Book

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
Faculty Accorted Emeritus Status
Carolyn W Gibson
Joy Abt, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Robert DeRevere Teaching Award presented by the Penn Dental Medicine Class of 2013
Sherrill Adams, Biochemistry: Distinguished Faculty Award on behalf of Penn Dental Medicine’s Office of Diversity Affairs
Sunday Akintoye, Oral Medicine: Honorary membership in the Academy of Sciences Institute of Bologna; Schoenleber Pilot Award
Faizan Alawi, Pathology: Schoenleber Pilot Award
Markus B. Blatz, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Schoenleber Pilot Award
Kathleen Boesze-Battaglia, Biochemistry: Schoenleber Pilot Award
Stanford Brown, Pediatrics: Recognized for 50 years of service as a member of the Penn Dental Medicine faculty
Chun-Hsi Chung, Orthodontics: Schoenleber Pilot Award
Carolyn Gibson, Anatomy and Cell Biology: First annual Faculty Mentor Award
Dana Graves, Periodontics: Schoenleber Pilot Award
**SCHOOL OF DESIGN**

Terry Adkins, *Fine Arts*: Work entitled Muffled Drums acquired by Tate Collection through The Outset/Frieze London Fund

Stefan Al, *City & Regional Planning*: 2013-2014 Gaming Fellows, University of Nevada, Las Vegas's Center for Gaming Research

Francesca Ammon, *City & Regional Planning*: John Reps Prize, Society for American City and Regional Planning History

Daniel Barber, *Architecture*: 2014 Samuel P. Hays Research Fellowship, American Society of Environmental Historians

Eugenie Birch, *City and Regional Planning*: “Top 100 City Innovators Worldwide,” IBM Future Cities group

Joan W. Curran, *Fine Arts*: Hambridge Center for the Arts Residency; Works on Paper, Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation Juror

Jamie G. Diamond, *Fine Arts*: New York Foundation for the Arts in Photography Fellowship, Lower Manhattan Cultural Council Residency

Joslyn R. Duncan, *Fine Arts*: Knight Foundation Screenwriting Fellowship for Sundance; Leeway Foundation Art and Change Transformation Award; Sundance Institute Screenwriters Lab Philadelphia Acceptance


Erick Guerra, *City & Regional Planning*: University Research Foundation Grant

Paul Levy, *City & Regional Planning*: “Top 100 City Innovators Worldwide,” IBM Future Cities group

Kenneth R. Lum, *Fine Arts*: Concord Adex Open Park Public Art Commission; Peace through Valour Memorial Commission to Honor Canadian Veterans of the Italian Campaign WWII; Simon Fraser Memorial Commission; Vancouver Mayor's Award for Public Art


Gabriel Martinez, *Fine Arts*: Fountainhead Artist Residency

Deirdre Murphy, *Fine Arts*: Philadelphia International Airport Exhibition Initiative Commission

Matthew J. Neff, *Fine Arts*: Yaddo Artist Residency


Shawn Rickenbacker, *Architecture*: Principal Investigator, Motorola Solutions Foundations Research Grant “Slim Cities”

Joseph Rykwert, *Architecture*: 2014 Gold Medal Winner, Royal Institute of British Architects

Orkan Telhan, *Fine Arts*: Paseo Project: Grand Prize: project “United Colors of Dissent.”; National Science Foundation and the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation grant for eCrafting Circles

C. Dana Tomlin, *City & Regional Planning*: Google grant to develop a course on geospatial programming

Franca Trubiano, *Architecture*: President Elect of the Building Technology Educator’s Society, 2014; Editorial Board Member of the Journal of Architectural Education

Keith VanDerSys, *Landscape Architecture*: 2013 Pew Fellowship in the Arts, Pew Center for Arts and Heritage

Marion Weiss, *Architecture*: 2013 Urban Edge Award

Robert Yaro, *City & Regional Planning*: Lifetime Honorary Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute; “Top 100 City Innovators Worldwide,” IBM Future Cities Group


**GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

Robert Boruch: Award for Founding Director of Society for Research on Educational Effectiveness

Marybeth Gasman: AERA Fellow

Shaun Harper: 2014 American College Personnel Association Contribution to Knowledge Award

Linda Leibowitz: Excellence in Teaching

Rebecca Maynard: Elected Vice President, Society for Research on Educational Effectiveness, Academic Hall of Fame

Foxcroft Academy

Laura Perna: President Elect, AERA; AERA Fellow

**SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE**

Rajeev Alur, *Computer and Information Science*: 2013 Simons Investigator by the Simons Foundation

Portonovo Ayyaswamy, *Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics*: American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 75th Anniversary Medal

Danielle Bassett, *Bioengineering*: 2014 Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Research Fellow

Chris Callison-Burch, *Computer and Information Science*: 2014 Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Research Fellow
Russell Composto, *Materials Science and Engineering*: Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center Award for Advanced Materials; Geoffrey Marshall Mentoring Award from the Northeastern Association of Graduate School (NAGS)

Ertugrul Cubukcu, *Materials Science and Engineering*: 2014 Young Investigator Award from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

Joseph Devietti, *Computer and Information Science*: Intel Early Career Faculty Honor Program Award

Nader Engheta, *Electrical and Systems Engineering*: Inaugural recipient of the Spirit of Iranian Noted Achievers Award in Engineering

Christopher Fang-Yen, *Bioengineering*: 2013 Ellison Medical Foundation New Scholar Award in Aging


Ali Jadbabaie, *Electrical and Systems Engineering*: Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)


Sampath Kannan, *Computer and Information Science*: Fellow of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)

Ladislav Kavan, *Computer and Information Science*: National Science Foundation CAREER Award

Vijay Kumar, *Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics*: 2013 Popular Mechanics Breakthrough Award

Daeyeon Lee, *Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering*: 2013 Nanoscale Young Investigator Award from the American Institute of Chemical Engineers

Daniel Lee, *Electrical and Systems Engineering*: Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

Rahul Mangharam, *Electrical and Systems Engineering*: Fellow of the American Physical Society

Michael Acker, *Surgery*: Alfred Stengel Health System Champion Award

Nadia Bennett, *Medicine*: Penn Pearls; Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital

Gregory Bisson, *Medicine*: Marjorie A. Bowman New Investigator Research Award

E. Cabrina Campbell, *Psychiatry*: Robert Dunning Dripps Memorial Award for Excellence in Graduate Medical Education

Scott Campbell, *Psychiatry*: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital

Ben Chang, *Surgery*: Penn Pearls

Matthew Beardorff, *Pediatrics/Genetics*: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Basic Science Teaching

Vasant Dhoplesh, *Psychiatry*: The Scott Mackler Award for Excellence in Substance Abuse Teaching

J. Kevin Foskett, *Physiology*: Stanley N. Cohen Biomedical Research Award

Robin Gibbs, *Nursing*: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Medical Student Teaching by an Allied Health Professional

Sean Hennessy, *Biostatistics & Epidemiology*: Samuel Martin Health Evaluation Sciences Research Award

Paul Kettl, *Psychiatry*: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital

Steve Larson, *Emergency Medicine*: Penn Pearls

Honghe Lee, *Biostatistics & Epidemiology*: Jane M. Glick Graduate Student Teaching Award

Brian Litt, *Neurology*: Luigi Mastroianni, Jr., Clinical Innovator Award

Eline T. Luning Prak, *Pathology & Laboratory Medicine*: Lady Barbara Colyton Autoimmune Research Award

David Margolis, *Dermatology/Biostatistics & Epidemiology*: Leonard Berwick Memorial Teaching Award

Eric Marsh, *Neurology/Pediatrics*: Leonard Berwick Memorial Teaching Award

Michael Parmacek, *Medicine*: Arthur Asbury Outstanding Faculty Mentor Award

Amy Pruitt, *Neurology*: MSG Clinical Teaching Award

Anne Reilly, *Pediatrics*: I.S. Ravdin Master Clinician Award

Muredach Reilly, *Medicine*: William Osler Patient-Oriented Research Award

Ben Stanger, *Medicine*: Michael S. Brown New Investigator Research Award

James Treat, *Pediatrics/Dermatology*: Blockley-Osler Award

James White, *Cell & Developmental Biology*: MSG Basic Science Teaching Award

Noel Williams, *Surgery*: Louis Duhring Outstanding Clinical Specialist Award

Jim Wilson, *Pathology & Laboratory Medicine*: Jane M. Glick Graduate Student Teaching Award

Kim Wilson, *Nursing*: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Medical Student Teaching by an Allied Health Professional

Craig Wynne, *Medicine*: Sylvan Eisman Outstanding Primary Care Physician Award

Albert Yan, *Pediatrics/Dermatology*: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**

Jane H. Barnsteiner: 2014 Outstanding Alumni Award, Penn Nursing Alumni

Bridgette M. Brawner: Emerging Scholar Award for 2014, Diverse: Issues in Higher Education

Kathleen G. Burke: Fellow, American Academy of Nursing

Pamela Z. Cacchione: Fellow, American Academy of Nursing; Barbara J. Lowery DSO Faculty Award

J. Margo Brooks Carthon: Faculty Nurse Scholar, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Martha A. Q. Curley: International Nurse Researcher Hall of Fame Award, Sigma Theta Tau International; 90 Nurses for 90 Years Award, Yale University School of Nursing

Bart C. De Jonghe: 2014 Dean’s Award for Undergraduate Scholarly Mentorship

Dawn C. Durain: 2013 Lois Evans Non-Standing Faculty Mentoring Award, Department of Family and Community Health

Maureen George: 2013 Exemplary Teaching Award, Department of Family and Community Health

Karen Glanz: Member, Institute of Medicine

Mamie Guidera: Fellow, American College of Nurse Midwives
Linda A. Hatfield: 2014 Dean’s Award for Exemplary Professional Practice, Marilyn Stringer Academic Practice Award, 2013 Department of Family and Community Health
Wendy Hobbie: 2014 Alumni Award for Clinical Excellence, Penn Nursing Alumni
eun-ok Im: International Nurse Researcher Hall of Fame Award, Sigma Theta Tau International
Sharon Y. Irving: Fellow, American College of Critical Care Medicine
Marianne Lafferty Delia-Valle: Alumni Achievement Award, Salve Regina University
Lisa M. Lewis: Forum Award for Emerging Women Leaders, Forum of Executive Women; Alumnus of the Year Award, University of Missouri-Columbia, School of Nursing
Terri H. Lipman: 2014 Dean’s Award for MS/MSN Scholarly Mentorship
Jianghong Liu: 2013 Research Award, Department of Family and Community Health
Salima H. Meghani: 2014 Dean’s Award for Exemplary Teaching
Afaa I. Meleis: Distinguished Citizen, Porto City of Science, Porto Portugal; Doctor Honoris Causa, University of Alicante, Spain; President’s Award, National League for Nursing; Distinguished Nurse Award, Pennsylvania State Nurses Association; Faculty Award of Merit, University of Pennsylvania Alumni; Trustees Council of Penn Women and Office of the Provost Award of Recognition, University of Pennsylvania; Claire M. Fagin Distinguished Researcher Award 2014
Jamille K. Nagtalon-Ramos: 2014 Award for Teaching Excellence by Non-Standing Faculty, 2013 Award for Teaching Excellence, Department of Family and Community Health
Kelly Wiltsie Nicely: Outstanding Young Alumni Award, University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing
Aleasha Peoples: 2014 Undergraduate Award for Teaching, Student Nurses at Penn
Krista M. Pinola: 2014 Alumni Spirit Award, Penn Nursing Alumni
Rosemary C. Polomano: 2014 Dean’s Award for Exemplary Citizenship
Therese Richmond: Distinguished Contributions to Nursing Research Award, Eastern Nursing Research Society; 2013 Award for Undergraduate Advising, Trustees Council of Penn Women, University of Pennsylvania
Barbara J. Riegel: President’s Award, Friends of the National Institute of Nursing Research
Marilyn Sawyer Sommers: Elizabeth McWilliams Miller Founders Award for Excellence in Research, Sigma Theta Tau International
Diane L. Spatz: 2013 Norma M. Lang Distinguished Award for Scholarly Practice and Policy
Neville E. Strumpf: Powel Lawton Award, Philadelphia Corporation for Aging
Anne M. Teitelman: 90 Nurses for 90 Years, Yale University School of Nursing, Red Ribbon Award, Center for AIDS Research, University of Pennsylvania
June A. Treston: 2014 Outstanding Nurse Educator Award, Graduate Student Organization
Jean C. Whelan: 2013 Legacy Award, Penn Nursing Alumni

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE**

Cynthia Closs: School of Social Policy & Practice Excellence in Teaching Award, Non-Standing Faculty
Malissa Engstrom: School of Social Policy & Practice Excellence in Teaching Award, Standing Faculty

**SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE**

Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
Ray Boston
Gustavo D. Aguirre, *Clinical Studies – Philadelphia*: American Veterinary Medical Association Lifetime Excellence in Research Award
David Artis, *Pathobiology*: 2013 AAI-BD Biosciences Investigator Award, Council of the American Association of Immunologists
Roberta DiTerror, *Pathobiology*: Class of 2015 Philadelphia Campus Teaching Award
J.D. Foster, *Clinical Studies – Philadelphia*: Class of 2013 Philadelphia Campus Teaching Award
Peter Hand, *Animal Biology*: Class of 2016 Laboratory Teaching Award
F. Claire Hankerson, *Pathobiology*: Total MRO “Veterinarian of the Year” Award, American Association for Laboratory Animal Science
Olena Jencenko, *Animal Biology*: Class of 2016 Lecture Teaching Award
John Lewis, *Clinical Studies – Philadelphia*: American Veterinary Dental Society Research and Education Award
James B. Lok, *Pathobiology*: 2014 Zoetis Distinguished Veterinary Teacher Award
Carolina Lopez, *Pathobiology*: 2013 Zoetis Award for Veterinary Research Excellence
Nicola Mason, *Pathobiology*: One Health Award, University of Pennsylvania
Virginia Reef, *Clinical Studies – New Bolton Center*: Robert W. Kirk Award for Professional Excellence, American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine
Jeffrey Runge, *Clinical Studies – Philadelphia*: Class of 2014 Philadelphia Campus Teaching Award
Raymond W. Sweeney, *Clinical Studies – New Bolton Center*: Class of 2014 New Bolton Center Campus Teaching Award; Class of 2015 New Bolton Center Teaching Award
Mary Utter, *Clinical Studies – New Bolton Center*: Class of 2013 New Bolton Center Campus Teaching Award

**WHARTON SCHOOL**

Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
John C. Hershey
Janet Rothenberg Pack
Howard Pack
Martin A. Asher, *Finance*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2014
Steven Blum, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2014
Eric Bradlow, *Marketing*: MBA, Excellence in Teaching, 2013; “Tough, but We’ll Thank You in Five Years” MBA Teaching Award, Spring 2013
Lawrence Brown, *Statistics*: Elected, Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
Keisha M. Cutright, *Marketing*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014
Guy David, *Health Care Management*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014
Thomas Donaldson, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: Rapaport Family Undergraduate Core Teaching Award, 2014
Alex Edmans, *Finance*: MBA, Teaching Commitment and Curricular Innovation, 2013; MBA, Excellence in Teaching, 2013; “Goes Above and Beyond the Call of Duty”, MBA Teaching Award, Spring 2013
Adam Grant, *Management*: MBA, Excellence in Teaching, 2013; Class of 1984 Award, 2013; “Goes Above and Beyond the Call of Duty”, MBA Teaching Award, Spring 2013; Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014
Mauro F. Guillén, *Management*: Faculty Pioneer Award, the Aspen Institute; Elected Fellow, Sociological Research Association
Kartik Hosanagar, *Operations and Information Management*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014

Robert P. Inman, *Finance*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014

Peggy Bishop Lane, *Accounting*: “Tough, but We’ll Thank You in Five Years” MBA Teaching Award, Spring 2013

William S. Laufer, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014

Stephen T. Miller, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2014

Ethan Mollick, *Management*: Kauffman Foundation Junior Faculty Fellowship, 2013


Diana Robertson, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014

Nicholas M. Rongione, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2014


Rom Y. Schrift, *Marketing*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2014

Nicolaj Siggelkow, *Management*: MBA, Excellence in Teaching, 2013; “Tough, but We’ll Thank You in Five Years” MBA Teaching Award, Spring 2013; Elected Fellow, Strategic Management Society


Michael Sinkinson, *Business Economics and Public Policy*: “Goes Above and Beyond the Call of Duty”, MBA Teaching Award, Spring 2013


THE CLASS OF 1964

President and Reunion Chair:
John R. “Rick” Rockwell

Gift Co-Chairs:
Steven C. Kleinman
Irene J. Leff

Reunion Outreach Co-Chairs:
Judith Roth Berkowitz
Sandra Lotz Fisher
Alan K. Levin
John S. Owens

Communications Chair:
Marion Sokal Hubing

THE CLASS OF 1989

President:
Michael Karz

Reunion Chair:
Lolita Jackson

Gift Co-Chairs:
Beth Kean
Debbie Zinn Shiffman
Jill Topkis Weiss

ALUMNI REPRESENTATIVES

Old Guard  David Micahnik
    1944  Harry Gross
    1945  Jerome Zaslow
    1947  Cliff Baumbach
    1948  Philip M. Shiekman
           Irene Shiekman
    1949  Alice Way Waddington*
           George Wills*
    1950  Harry Carl Schaub
    1951  Peter Sigmund
    1953  Mae Agnes Pasquariello*
           Caroline A. Pasquariello, C'78, M'82
    1954  Jim Mc Ardle
    1955  Norman J. Schonfeld*
    1956  James R. Wilson, Jr.
    1959  Marilyn W. Toub*
           David H. Toub
    1960  Harriet Luskin Hornick*
           Roger Winston*
    1961  Tom McGready
    1962  Barrett Freedlander
    1963  Jon A. Stiklorius*
    1964  Sandra Lotz Fisher
           Alice Hoffman Kalish
           Stephen Kalish
           Debbie Kleinman
           Steve Kleinman
           Barry L. Mendelson
           John “Rick” Rockwell*
           Denis Russ
           Franklin Thayer
    1966  Howard Cooley II*
    1967  Alice Murdoch Dagit
    1968  Barbara Bravo
    1969  Mary Ellen Cianfrani Miller*
    1971  Ellen Marder Pries*
    1972  Jeffrey M. Rothbard*
    1973  Alan Isaacman
    1974  Dean Henry
           David Slosburg
           Martha Slosburg
    1975  Lisa M. Aldisert*
           Gregory S. Suss
    1976  Dale Kramer Cohen
           Gail Spiegel Cohen*
           George Doty
    1977  Michael D. Kitsis
    1978  Adrienne A. Price*
           Stan Greene*
    1979  Ford J. Levy*
           Daniel Spelman, C'14*
           Renee B. Spelman*
    1980  David W. Feldman
    1981  Dale Borenstein Bell*
    1982  Sally Lyn Katz*
    1983  Cynthia First Matte
           Michael Siegel
           Caroline Gittis Werther
    1984  Faith Rossi
           Fred Rossi
    1985  Corinne Graham Keller*
    1986  David C. Blatte*
           Lorraine Kooby Survis
           Susan Dreier Wishnow*
    1987  Lisa A. Kazanjian
    1988  Bryan Margerun
    1989  Melissa Englund
           Julie Hartnett
           Lynch W. Hunt
           Lolita Jackson
           Beth Kean
           Jon Kean

Alumni Class Leadership Council:
Steven L. Roth

Association of Alumnae:
Susanne K. Czarnecki

Association of Latino Alumni:
Jasmine Perez

Association of Native Alumni:
Ann Martin Dapice

Black Alumni Society:
Christopher B. Sample

James Brister Society:
Dean Henry

Global Alumni Network:
Ben Craine

PennGALA (LGBT Alumni Association):
Lex Ruby Howe

Trustees’ Council of Penn Women:
Dale Kramer Cohen

University of Pennsylvania Asian Alumni Network:
Jenny Fan

*M indicates class president or co-president
+ in honor of Edmund C. Spellman

1990  Oonie Ryan Lynch
1991  Rob Murdocka
1992  Bradley N. Richards*
1993  Lisa Nass Grabelle
1994  Ashlee Stokes Goodman
1995  Nicole Maloy
1997  Nancy Raferty Cieri*
1998  Adam J. Plotkin
1999  Olivia Troye
2000  Michael Sacks Fenkel
2001  Paula Budnick
        Tom UyBarreta
2002  George O. Walker*
2003  William D. Moore III*
2004  Marissa Di Giovine
        Katrina Goyco
2005  Marva Rocha
2006  Don Snyder
2007  Shannon Hedvat
2008  Stephanie S. Yee
2009  Brett Perlmutter
2010  Tanya Michelle Pavri
2011  Adam J. Behrens*
        Brittany Bell
2012  Amanda Young
2013  Jonathon Youshaei*
Sonia Adamson  
Bill Alexander  
Hugh Allen  
Rudie Altamirano  
Brian Anders  
Janet Ansert  
Castoria Artis Moore  
Elizabeth Balcom  
Pam Balkovec  
Anna Bauer  
Greta Bednarczyk  
Laura Bellet  
Mark Bendas  
Melvin Benson  
Karen Bergbauer  
Elise Betz  
John Blankemeyer  
Isabel Boston  
Sallyann Bowman  
John Bradley  
Brenda Brand  
Patrick Bredehoft  
Donna Brown  
Marla Brown  
Chris Cataldo  
Greer Cheeseman  
Kristina Clark  
Paula Clark  
Doris Cochran-Fikes  
Nathan Cockrum  
Derek Coffman  
Myrna Cohen  
Kristy Crocetto  
Erin Cross  
Dani Crowl  
Judith Currano  
Alyssa D’Alconzo  
Tara Davies  
Mary Lou Day  
Ralph De Lucia  
Dawn Deitch  
Beth Delaney  
Sue Kauffman DePuyt  
Michelle DiMarino  
Dennis Disbrow  
Melissa Dunlap  
Janet Dwyer  
Kuan Evans  
Jean Findlay  
Maria Fumi Dietrich  
Jane Gallen  
Lissette Garza  
Joseph Gasiewski  
Matt Geraghty  
David Glancey  
Brenda Gonzalez  
Kelly Graf  
Erika Gross  
David Grossman  
Sonya Gwak  
Steve Hamilton  
Katie Hanlon Bonner  
Joanne Hanna  
Elizabeth Hartzel  
Loretta Hauber  
Margaret Heer  
Robert E. Hefman  
Collin Hennessy  
Elizabeth Hughes  
Lynn Ierardi  
Lynn Malzone Ierardi  
Cora M. Ingrum  
Meg Insall  
Revathy Iyer  
Antoine Jones  
Kris Kealey  
Shannon Kelly  
Max King  
Christine Klein  
Claire Kliger  
Shinn Ko  
Mary Kononenko  
Walter Kononenko  
Peggy Kowalski  
Karu Kozuma  
Rachel Kraushaar  
Emilie LaRosa  
Gina Lavery  
Jerry Leddy  
Edwin M. Ledwell  
Julia Ledwell  
Sue Ledwell-Saragnese  
Marty Lee-Sullivan  
Suzanne Leimkuhler  
Jack Lewis  
Brenda Loewen  
Stephen Lynch  
Dawn MacAdams  
Troy Majerick  
Nicole Maloy  
Kathleen Margay  
Ashanti Martin  
Jordan Martin  
Anthony Martino  
Mary Mazzola  
Jeannine McAdams  
Laurie McCall  
Anne McCarthy  
Nancy McCue  
Alison McGhie  
Andrew R. McGhie  
Jessica Mclhenney  
Sharon McMullen  
Kenya Messer  
Adam Michaels  
Trina Middleton  
Pat Miller  
Shelby Moore  
Linda Mullens  
Barbara Murray  
Joanne Murray  
Tram Ng  
Elizabeth O’Brien  
Maria O’Callaghan-Cassidy  
Kelly O’Connor  
Maryann O’Leary Salas  
Jennifer O’Mara  
Tina O’Rourke  
Gail Oberton  
Maria Perkins  
Liz Pinnie  
Tak Puang  
Malini Ragoopath  
Molly Rand  
Anne Reedstrom  
Scott H. Reikofski  
Mary Risner  
Rodney Robinson  
Marvin Rocha  
Lanese Rogers  
Carol Romani  
Yvonne Romero Da Silva  
Allison Rose  
Patricia Rose  
Ryan Rose  
Rebecca Ross  
Lynn Rotoli  
Sue Russoniello  
Casey Ryan  
Terry Sacksith  
Isabel Sampson-Mapp  
Donna M. Samuel  
Linda Satchell  
Bob Schoenberg  
Beth Schwartz  
Evelyn Schwartz  
Sandra Scutt  
Gayathri Segar  
Susan Shapiro  
Adam Sherr  
Julie Shuttleworth  
Lyne Sniffen  
Julie Spaeth  
Jeremy Spohr  
Elizabeth Straw  
Joseph Sun  
Andrea Susnick  
Nicole Svonavec  
Gregory Tausz  
Nicole Tillman  
Marge Tinsley  
Rob Tisot  
Duncan W. Van Dusen  
Chris Veitz  
Julie Vick  
Maureen Voll  
Catherine Von Elm  
Hoopes Wampler  
Mwanash Warrakah  
Jayson Weingarten  
Terri Welsh  
Jennifer Wetzel  
Susan White  
Linda A. Wiedmann  

The student ushers are members of the Kite and Key Society, the undergraduate service organization founded in 1924. Their participation is coordinated by Kathleen Hoe.
Allan Bell, Esq., C’81
Scott L. Bok, Esq., C’81, W’81, L’84
Mrs. Judith Bollinger, WG’81
Mr. David Brush, C’82
Gilbert F. Casellas, Esq., L’77
William W.M. Cheung, DMD, D’81, GD’82
Dr. Raymond K.F. Ch’ien, Gr’78
David L. Cohen, Esq., L’81, Chair
Hon. Tom Corbett, ex officio
Susan F. Danilow, Esq., CW’74, G’74
Mr. James G. Dinan, WG’81
Mrs. Lee Spelman Doty, W’76
Mrs. Connie Duckworth, WG’79
Mr. David Ertel, W’87, WG’88
Mr. Jay S. Fishman, W’74, WG’74
Mrs. Sarah Fuller, CW’71
Mr. Michael Gerber, C’95
Perry Golkin, Esq., W’74, WG’74, L’78
Mr. Joel M. Greenblatt, W’79, WG’80
Mr. James H. Greene, Jr., W’72
Mr. Vahan H. Gureghian
Dr. Amy Gutmann, ex officio
Dr. Janet F. Haas
Mr. Andrew R. Heyer, W’79, WG’79
Gov. Jon M. Huntsman, Jr., C’87
Osagie O. Imasogie, Esq, GL’85
James C. Johnson, Esq., C’74, L’77
Mr. Robert S. Kapito, W’79
Mr. Michael J. Kowalski, W’74
Susanna Lachs, Esq., CW’74, ASC’76
Mrs. Andrea Berry Laporte, Nu’69
Mr. William P. Lauder, W’83
Mr. Charles B. Leitner III, C’81
Mr. Robert M. Levy, WG’74
M. Claire Lomax, Esq., C’84
Mr. Howard S. Marks, W’67
Dr. Deborah Marrow, CW’70, Gr’78
Mr. Marc F. McMorris, C’90, WG’94
Ms. Andrea Mitchell, CW’67
Mr. Kenneth D. Moelis, W’80, WG’81
Mr. Daniel S. Och, W’82
Mr. Simon D. Palley, WG’83
Mr. Egbert L. J. Perry, CE’76, WG’78, GCE’79
Mr. Richard C. Perry, W’77
Mrs. Julie Beren Platt, C’79
Mr. Andrew S. Rachleff, W’80
Mr. Ramanan Raghavendran, ENG’89, W’89
Mrs. Ann Nolan Reese, CW’74
Dr. Marie A. Savard, Nu’72, M’76
Mrs. Julie Seaman, C’86
Mr. John P. Shoemaker, C’87
Mr. David M. Silfen, C’66, Vice Chair
Amb. Martin J. Silverstein, GL’08
Dr. Krishna P. Singh, GME’69, Gr’72
Ms. Carol Elizabeth Ware, NU’73
Mr. Mark B. Werner, C’80
Mr. Mark O. Winkelman, WG’73
Mrs. Ehsan El-Tahry Zayan, CW’73

EMERITUS
Mrs. Madlyn K. Abramson, Ed’57, GEd’60
Hon. Arlin M. Adams, L’47, Hon’98
Robert S. Blank, Esq., L’65
Richard P. Brown, Jr., Esq., L’48
Mrs. Susan W. Catherwood
Dr. Gloria Twine Chisum, Gr’60, Hon’94
Mr. L. John Clark, W’63, WG’68
Mr. Jerome Fisher, W’53
Mr. Robert A. Fox, C’52
Mr. Stephen J. Heyman, W’59
Mr. Jon M. Huntsman, W’59, Hon’96
Mr. Paul K. Kelly, C’62, WG’64
Mr. James J. Kim, W’59, G’61, Gr’63
Mr. Leonard A. Lauder, W’54
Paul S. Levy, Esq., L’72
Mr. Robert P. Levy, C’52
Mr. William L. Mack, W’61
Mr. A. Bruce Mainwaring, C’47
Mr. Edward J. Mathias, C’64
Mr. Paul F. Miller, Jr., W’50, Hon’81
Mr. John B. Neff, Hon’84
Mr. Russell E. Palmer, Hon’84
Mr. Ronald O. Perelman, W’64, WG’66
Mr. James S. Riepe, W’65, WG’67, Hon’10
Mrs. Katherine Stein Sachs, CW’69
Mrs. Adele K. Schaeffer, CW’55
Mr. Alvin V. Shoemaker, W’60, Hon’95
Dr. P. Roy Vagelos, C’50, Hon’99
Mr. George A. Weiss, W’65, Hon’14
Mr. Raymond H. Welsh, W’53
Dr. Charles K. Williams II, Gr’78, Hon’97
Mr. Paul Williams, W’67

HONORARY
Mr. Walter G. Arader, W’42
John G. Harkins, Jr., Esq., C’53, L’58
Mrs. Margaret R. Mainwaring, Ed’47, Hon’85
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SCHOOL CEREMONIES

A number of school graduation ceremonies occur during the weekend prior to Commencement. Location and times for graduation ceremonies occurring after the Commencement ceremony are listed below.

**ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION**

*Bachelor of Arts Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18
*Ph.D. Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 1:30 p.m., Room 110, Annenberg School

**COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**

*Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18

**GRADUATE DIVISION**

*Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 1:00 p.m., Penn Park, South Green, 31st and lower Walnut Streets

**COLLEGE OF LIBERAL AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES**

*Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18

**FELS INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT**

*Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18

**SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE**

*Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 1:00 p.m., Irvine Auditorium

**SCHOOL OF DESIGN**

*Ceremony:* Saturday, May 17

**SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE**

*Graduate Ceremony:* Saturday, May 17
*Undergraduate Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 2:30 p.m., Franklin Field

**SCHOOL OF LAW**

*Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18

**SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**

*Perelman School of Medicine Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18
*Biomedical Graduate Studies Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 1:30 p.m., BRB II/III Auditorium

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**

*Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 3:00 p.m., Verizon Hall at the Kimmel Center, Broad and Spruce Streets

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE**

*Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 6:30 p.m., Irvine Auditorium (tickets required)

**SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE**

*Ceremony:* Monday, May 19, 2:30 p.m., Zellerbach Theatre, Annenberg Center

**WHARTON SCHOOL**

**UNDERGRADUATE DIVISION**

*Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18

**MBA DIVISION**

*Ceremony:* Sunday, May 18

**MBA FOR EXECUTIVES DIVISION**

*Ceremony:* Saturday, May 17

**DOCTORAL DIVISION**

*Ceremony:* Saturday, May 17